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PREFACE --------
Angola, situated in West Central Africa, south of 

the equator, is richly endowed with various natural resources. 

It was colonized by Portugal in the 16th century and gained 

its political independence only in November 1975. Long after 

other colonizers had decolonized their Empires in Asia, Africa, 

and Latin America, Portugal tenaciously hung on to its overseas 

African Territories. 

During the process of decolonization, the Various 

colonial powers had successfullY transformed the nineteenth 

century phenomenon of imperialism into a viable neo-colonial 

pattern of relations. Whereas Portugal pursuing classical 

imperialism in the second half of the twentieth century could 

not build similar relations with its African territories. 

The purpose of this study is to examine this 

hypothesis. Further, to investigate what were the factors 

that inhibited the development of ~ viable relationship 

between Portugal and Angola when the latter became independent. 

is there any relation between handing over of po~r to the 

colonies and the changes within the metropolis, viz., the 

politico-sOcio-economic and technological changes? How was 

it possible for Portugal, the weakest European power, to 

continue as a colonial power till 1970s? 

The focus of my work is on understanding the 

Portuguese-Angola relations. Therefore, discussions on the 

ii 
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development or Angolan national liberation movements, the role 

of OAU and United Nations, and the question of foreign 

involvement in Angola are limited to this end. An attempt has 

been made to analyse the problem in its totality in the 

historical context and within the given national and inter

national parameters. 

The Introductory Chapter forms the theoretical part 

of the work. The concept of neo-colonialism has been further 

examined in the African context in the Second Chapter. The 

following chapters cover Portugal• s policies in Angola., its 

clash with Angolan nationalism, and, Portugal• s domestic 

conditions. The deviations are highlighted in the 

conclusion. The ~rork is primarily based on the secondary 

source materials--Books and Articles in English. Primary 

sources used include publications, sucll as Africa Diary; 

Europa, United Nations, and OECD Yearbooks; US Congress 

Report, etc. 

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking the 

centre for International Politics and Organization, School 

of International studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, for 

granting me fellowship to pursue this study. I am 

particularly indebted to Professor A.nirudha GUpta, Chairman, 

Centre for West ASian and African Studies, School of 

International studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, who 
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assisted and supervised my wrk at every stage. And. arranged 

for me to present my thesis at a seminar. I would also like 

to thank Professor K.P. Misra and Professor Sudipta Kaviraj 

for their constructive criticism and suggestions; the library 

staff for their assistance, especiallY Mr. v.K. Agarwal, Mr. 

J .c. Tandon, Hr. s. Hajumdar and .Hr. Krishan Gopal; the 

Xeroxing section; Mr. Nanak Mandhv.rani and Mr. B. L. Pahwa 

for their friendly co-operation. 

Needless to say that for any shortcomings, only 

I am to blame. The graphs and diagrammatic illustrations 

have been done by the author. 

jJ~MoJwF 
October 11, 1976• { Harpreet MahaJ an ) 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT NEO-COLONIALISM 

Neo-colonialism or Neo-imperialism is the expression 

of a historically old phenomenon, imperialism. The meaning of 

the term imperialism has greatly differed through the ages, 

from the middle age to the present day. To the Romans 

•imperium• signified moral as well as military superiority 

over cowardly Orientals and uncouth Germans.1 Domination was 

an accepted rUle at that time. But 11 if the Romans invented 

the concept of empire, they did not invent 1 ts reality". 2 

The first great wave of European ttempire-buildingtt 
~ 

began in the later half of the 15th century with the expansion 

of military and naval power and the sea-exploration of the 

Portuguese and Spaniards. The "doctrine of mercant1lismR3 
.... 

formed the basis of expansion. The various European Powers--

Holland, Spain, Portugal, France and Britain--sought to reduce 

commercial competition amongst themselves. By the 18th 

century Britain had ousted most of her rivals. Its vast empire 

included much of North America, India, West Indies, parts of 

Africa and the Pacific. 

_ ..... ·---.... -
1 George Lichtheim, !an:zeriali§!l (London, l971), p. 23. 

2 Ibid.' p. 29. 

3 Benjamin J. Cohen, ,the ~ues~on o!_Imperi~ism (London, 
1974)' p. 21. 
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But the year 1776 was a turning point. In that year 

Great Britain lost North America. Subsequently, Spain and 

Portugal lost their colonies in Latin America; and France lost 

Hai t1 in the Caribbean. By 1870, imperialism had taken a new 

direction. It was now characterized by political penetration 

in the interest of economic development instead of the earlier 

form of continental expansion or the acquis1 tion of 

territory. 

Towards the end of the 19th century "imperialism'• 

was used synonymously with the term u colonialism". Various 

theoreticians have attributed different meanings to the term 

imperialism. 4 - Hobson, an English economist, explained 

imperialism as a practical response to a certain maladjustment 

within the system at an advanced stage of capitalist develoP

ment. He located the root cause as under-consumption of 

products due to the unequal distribution of a nation's income 

i.e. "the false economy of distribution". 5 Imperialism was 

occasioned by the superabundance of capital in the metropoli

tan countries looking for high profits overseas; led by a 

privileged group of financers who were abetted in their 

machinations by a great horde of political, military, 

4 B.J. Cohen defines imperialism as an international relation
ship characterized by a particUlar asymmetry of •dominance 
and dependence•. Cohen, ibid., p. 15. Also see for the 
similar views! Liohtheim, n. lJ and A.P. Thornton, 
~l!Pes g! ml£riali,!i (USA, 1965). 

5 J .A. Hobson, ,!m~;:~&ism ;,.A .. stud.z (London, 1938), 
p. 87. 
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ecclesiastical and literary hangers-on. 

In 1910, R. Hil1'erd1ng, an • Austro-Marxist• analysed 

cartelization of industry and the dominant role or banks. 

According to him, this development was primarily to prevent 

competi t1on amongst industrial customers aDd aJ.:so to search 

for foreign capital outleta.6 Lenin, later on, substituted 

Hilferding•s theory of finance capital for Hobson's theory 

of under-consumption. 

Lenin defined imperialism as the Uhighest stage of 

Capitalism". It is "the roompoly stage of Capitalism".? This 

period marks the transi t1on from free- trade to cartelization, 

development of monopoly houses, syndicates, trusts and asso

ciations. It is a product of the colonial policy of the search 

and struggle for sources of raw materials, for the export of 

capital, and for spheres of influence together with the 

development of banks. This leads to the striving for dominance 

and exploitation of the weaker nations by a f;aw rich or 

powerful nations. 8 It also marks the neve of socialist 

revolutionu. 9 

.............. __ ............ ... 

6 Enc~opa~dia Brit&annig.§ (USA, 1969), vol. 14, L1-Max, 
p. 990. 

7 Lenin, ~mperiall.§!i .a Th!_!I!&b~st, Sl~e of Cal,)i t~i§!!l 
(Moscow, 1970), p. 85. · 

8 Ibid., pp. 118-19. 

9 Ibid., p. 7. 
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,, 
~ Bukhar¢-in held similar views to those of Lenin, to 

whom capitalism a.nd imperialism were ident1eal~ 10 Rosa 

Luxemburg radically differed on this point. She believed 

that imperialist ventures of the capitalist countries resUlt 

because these countries are threatened with over-production 

of consumer goods. She tried to prove that capital accumu-
.. . . 

lation becomes impossible within "a closed capitalist 

systemn. Therefore, the non-capitalist consumers are drawn 

into the capitalist system for the realization of surplus 

value. Furthermore, tariffs are used by each ·country to 

prevent its rival countries from penetrating its internal 

non-capitalist market. 11 · 

Others read political overtones in the concept of 

imperialism. Fieldhouse observed that fear and rivalry in 

Europe interacted to such a degree, that rtimperialism may 

best be seen as the extension into ·the periphery of the 

political struggle in Europe •••• colonies thus became a means 

f 12 out o the impassen. 

Thus, the economic factor became subordinate to 

the political manoeuvres• Material gains were not an end 

___ _. .... _. b --

10 ~9C2£~ppaegia Brit~nntc§ (USA, 1969}, vol. 12, I~Ji, 
p. 6. 

U See Michael Barratt Brown, "A Critique of Marxist Theories 
of Imperialism", in owen and Sutcliffe, ed., §;!:ud!e.§! 1n 
lae Th~ol:r: o~ *ill¥fil~~§m (London, 1972), pp. 50-52; 
PaUl .M. SWeezy, ft.2_:::J!gr1es of QaJ;?1tJillis;t Q.e:xeJ:gnment 
(London, 1962), pp. 202~7. 

12 Fieldhouse, Jln1?9r!fiY.!sm : All H1stgr~og£aphis§J...l}ev1s1on, 
pp. 20S.6; as reproduced ID:cohen, n. a, p. 78. 
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13 
by themselves but were conceived of as a means for an end. 

In Richard Hammond' a \.Jords, it was '*the good old game of power 

politics". 

In the period that followed, the contradictions 

inh~rent in capitalism began to manifest in the.form of (§) 

further inter-imperialist rivalries, (2) conflict between 

the metropolitan countries and their colonies, alld (,s) by 

the unprecedented upsurge of the national liberation move-
14 menta. · The heightening of the inter-imper1a;L1s.t rivalries 

led to the second World war. At the end of which, subjectively 

and objectively, a new situation developed. 

The spread of nationalism in the Asian and A1'ricall 

continents forced the imperialist IX>Wers to give their 

colonies political. independence. At this time the soviet 

Union had emerged as a suecess.t'Ul. socialist country '~hioh 

openly supported the anti-colonial movements. America too, 

in the early post-war years, took an anti-colonial stand, 

thus forcing the pace of deeolonization. 

At independence, the newly liberated countries faced 

the problem of • nation.. building•. · Nation-building includes 

"creating coherent political forces that can make meaningful 

a I ... 
--·~ 

13 Cohen, ibid., p. 79. 

14 v.r. Lenin, Qolle~teg Works {Moscow, 1960), vol. 22, 
pp. 30o-4. 
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~ people' a feeling of association with its polityn •15 

Lucian Pye observed that British power had been creating 

peace and order throughout the world. 16 Pye further added 

that "now that colonialism is ended we see the United states 

and others through various forms of foreign aid and technical 

assistance continuing the effort to Shape numerous loosely 

structured societies into reasonable facsimiles of the modern 

nat1on-state.n17 In this context, to most American political 

scientists, the process of nation-building was a n prolonga

tion of the politics of the European colonial rule".18 

Thus, a new situation was created by the imperialist 

powers. While handing over pol1 tical author1 ty to their 

colonies, they manoeuvred the new situation to protect their 

economic, poli~ical and strategic aims. Whereas Great 

Britain and France had dominated the scene before, in the 

post-war period, the USA emerged as the supreme protector 

of the Western Cepi talist societies. 

On the other.hand, the confrontation between world 

capitalist and socialist camps began to mani.fest itself in 

the form of the "Cold \.Jar". some of the newly independent 

15 L. Pye, as122sts pf.J>oJ,.itipa~ Qev~l.2PJP.ent (USA, 1966), 
p. 132. 

16 Ibid. 

17 Ibid., p. a. 
18 Donal Cruise O•Brien, "Hodernizat1onl Order! and the 

Erosion of a Deroocra'tic Ideal : Amer can Po 1t1cal 
Science 1960-70", l£yr~_ot D~~e~opment.§tydieg 
(London), vol. s, no. 4, July 1972, p. 365. · 
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countries tried to break away from the capitalist path of 

development in favour of the socialist mode of production 

and development--a fact that worried the West. In response, 

the Western countries began their search for allies amongst 

the ex~colonies. America, joining the quest for allies or 

the 11 foster-el1tenl9 pursued a policy which required close 

co-operation from those who rose to prominence under 

colonial rule. 20 

This n&w strategy of the imperialist powers to 

control, manipulate and manoeuvre the economies of the under

developed countries behind the facade of a1d, trade,assistance 

and co-operation became prominent in the post-war period. 

In essence it was still imperialism but under a new guise. 

It was a strategic tactic to prevent the collapse of 

capitalism and to prevent the countries from leaving the 

Western orbit of influence.21 This new development came to 

be called ttNeo-colonialism" or ''Neo-imperj,alisnl'. 

Whereas earlier imperialism was an alliance between 

the external imperialist and local pre-capitalist forces, 

neo-colonialism is generally an alliance between external 

imperialism and sections of the local bourgeoisie and the 

---· ..... _,...._ ¢4$1$til4 ....... a II J 

19 H. Bretton, Ee!§~.~ s~abilit~ !9 Nige~ia (New York, 
1962)' p. 56. 

20 Donal Cruise O•Brien, n. 18, p. 365. 

21 Jack Woddis, ~ggygtion to NeRg,olonif:Y,ipm (London, 1967), 
p. s2 rt. 
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petty-bourgeoisie. 22 Although it is more complex in Asiat 

where even the old relations with the pre-capitalist are 

e:xploi ted. 

Neo-colonialism is the subtle use of naw methods 

and manoeuvres by which they propagate and consolidate 

capitalism and at the same time impede the progress ot 

national liber~tion.movements and derive large profits. 

Finance capital is exported and utilized ~n such a way as 

to impoverish the less developed countries. Is neo. 

colonialism then only economic exploitation through indirect 

means? or, is it a result of power politics? 

..... Lid ... -

22 see ibid. p. 56; Andre Gunder Frank, QB. ga12it&i~ 
UD5}~,Id~veippm2nt (Bombay, 1975)i pp. l8-19;F'rantz 
Fanon, f!12....S~is8eg of, :tp~_EJ:i£t_, c. Farrington, 
trans. Harmondsworth 1974) c apter 3 pp. 119 
ff; Gavin Williams, "+be Social Stratification of a 
neo-colonial acono~ : Western Nigeri~•l in c. Allen 
and R.w. Johnson, ed.l Africga_Pers~et_ves (London, 
l970), pp. 233-7; Em1 e R. Braund!, teNeocOionialism 
and the Class Struggle", Intern1!lio~~~ist 
&Igure& (Hila.n), vol. 1, no. 1, January-Febr'iiary 1964, 
pp. 57-59 and 63-65. 

The indigenous entrepreneurs are deepndent on the state 
for financial assistance. Under a colonial rule they 
organize national liberation movements. Once they 
gain state power, they become • j un1or partners' in 
the neo-colonial economic system. They aid the 
liberation movements in the first phase but later 
on become an obstacle to the development of their 
own country. It is a resUlt of the compromises made 
by the colonial bourgeoisie with the local bourgeoisie. 
In effect, the latter replace a certain strata of 
•arehaeo-colonialism• to create a situation where 
they themselves are defending against those forces 
in which they had initially participated. 
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WHAT IS NEO-COLONIALISM 

According to L. Goncharov, a modern .soviet aca

demician, neo-colonialism followed seven guiding princ1 plea. 

The colonialists wanted to maintain the domination of 

foreign capital in the new states and to prevent the break 

up of the colonial structure of their economies. They· 

wished to preserve their political bonds with their ex

colonies; by drawing them in alliances, associations and 

co-operation agreements. 

Further, the imperialists wanted to -undermine 

the sovereignty of the independent countries by maintaining 

military bases, by using the colonial administrative 

structure left behind, and by wielding ideological influence. 

In order to maintain the ex-colonies as a. source of profit, 

they wished to keep the newly liberated nations backward 
23 for the production of raw materials only • 

.. ___ 1 •••• ••• Pb 

23 L. Goncharov, "New Forms of Colonialism in Africa", 
leY.t.~ P!.. _fiqg~r.n [i1'ric~ §tudies (London), vol. 1, 
no. 4 December 1963 P• 468-. on economic neo- · 
colo~alism, see Reginald Herbold Green, "Political 
Independence and the National Econo~ : ·An Essay on 
Political Economy of Decolonisation", in c. Allen 
and R. w. Johnson, ed., n. 22, pp. ·288•98. 
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A ~ority of the writings--both communist and 

non-communist--highlight .. the ex-imperialists as the 

common enemw of the Third World countries. In the eyes of 

the latter, neo-colonialism is an unmitigated evil. Thus, 

Kv;ame Nkrumah, an African leader, sees neo-colonialism as 

the finaJ. .and most dangerous stage of imperialism. 24 

According to him, an independent and internationally 

sovereign state whose economic system and political policy 

is directed by outsiders is in the.olutches of neo-

colonial! sm. It "is an attempt to export the social con-
; 

flicts of the ca~italist countries. 11 It "is based upon 

the principle of breaking up the former large united 

colonial territories into a number of small non-viable 

states -which are incapable of independent development.n25 

Nkrumah•s analysis can be put in a mathematical equation: 

Richest resources + foreign development = poorest living 

standards = neo-colonialism. 

Africa has important mineral resources and raw 

materials for basic industries, yet it has not industrialized. 

Instead, the continent is exploited by the foreign investors. 

They not only export important products to their countries 

but also profit by it. They only develop those industries 

that directly assist in the production of metals or other 

24 Kwame Nk:rumah, ~§OpoJ,oni~ism t The tfst Sta&e ef 
JJtlJ?!fisaJ,ism {London, 1965 , In roduc on. · 

25 Ibid. 
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raw materials, Thus, leaving all other sectors under
. 26 

developed. The wages of the workers are maintained at 

the minimum sustenance level. 

On the other hand, the indigenous population has 

to import consumer articles, finished goods, food and 

such other things, at an inflated cost, Since. the workers 

are Paid low wages, they eannot at!ord to buy luxury items. 

Hence, their living standard remains low. At the same time 

the economy of the country is strained more aDd more, 

.... I a ·-I 
26 see Gavin Williams, n. 22, pp, 229-32. In a neo

colonial situation, the trade is to the advantage 
of the metropolitan country, 11 Neo-colonial 
economies are characterized by the expatriate 
monopolisation of opportunities and resources." 

A. G. Frankl g~i~~iam @9 U~erge~e~opm~et ip_ 
I£atin 6.@~!: Cii New York, 1967 , pp. 177-8• lie 
analyses the shift in relation between the metro
politan and ita • satellite• economy. While in the 
first half of twentieth century the satellites did 
not have the "freedom to establish their own capital 
and intermediate equipment industry." They were 
"dependent on the monopoly of the metropolis'•; 
in the second hal.f, the metropolitan monopoly 
increasingly Shifted to technology together with 
increased penetration of the •satellite• economy 
by its corporations, 

Gavin Williams, ibid, As a resuJ.t of 'colonisation• 
of protected. consumer goods industries by metropolitan 
•parent• companies the •satellites• have excess 
productive capacity installations whioh prevents the 
development of more basic cap1 tal goods industries. 
The surplus is not directed to the agricultural 
sector. And annual outflow of fUnds generally 
exceeds the inflow. Thus ttreducing the funds poten
tially available for investment". 
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leading to an increased dependence on foreign 1nvestments. 27 

Whenever the term • ~o-colonialism• is applied, it 

is meant to describe the designs of the Western world. How

ever, one finds that many actions of Russia--a Socialist 

State--too have been termed imperialistic.28 China calls it 

n soviet Imper1al1smn or 11 Social· Imperialism". During the 

lndo-Pak war in 1971, the Chinese Ambassador said to the 

United Nations: "This (Russia's arm supply to India) is a 

naked revelation of the role played by soviet social 

imperialism. This is exactly the same tactic it has used in 

the Middle East. The Soviet social imperialists are carrying 

out aggression, control, subversion and expansion every-. 
where.n29 

Is this then the first stage of imperialism of 

the socialist world comparable to the imperialism of the 

Western industrialized and developed countries? And, the 

tactic being the same as that of the Western neo-colonialists? 

-----------------
2:1 Nkrumah• s detailed study highlights the above mentioned 

facts. It gives an insight into the working of finance 
investment and the corresponding development of the 
African continent. 

28 see Cohen, n. 3, pp. 99-92· See M. Barratt Brown, The 
!S.RflO!!lies p£_rmneti~1sm (liarmondsworth, 1974), pp. 
285-304. He has analysed the soviet form of Iinperialism. 
According to the neo-classical view, it is non-economic, 
only political. H.is conclusion, however 1 is that although 
this problem requires a different kind or analysis (than 
that of ltJestern Imperialism), yet it ndoes seem to have 
something in common with econom1c imperialism in the 
cap1 ta11st world. tt 

29 ~uoted in the ~2w2York Timg§, 7 December 1971, p. 16. 
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If ~e were to read international politics into this 

situation, perhaps we can answer the above question to some 

extent. Both the United states and soviet Russia are the 

two super Powers and they represent two different social 

systems--Capitalist and socialist. At the international 

level, both are competing for a more dominant position than 

the other. As a result, like the USA and other Western 

countries, Russia has to fall back on "neocolonialistic 

tactic"; aid, trade, assistance, supply of arms etc. 

AnOther question is: that if the eX-metropolitan 

countries break off all their relations with their ex

colonies completely, including economic relations, \oJOuld 

the ex-colonies be able to survive,.especially, in the initial 

stages of stabilization? It is well for the Marxists to 
• 

point out that reliance on e~·-1mperial1st powers would 

make an independent country into a dependent country; but 

in any case, what other options would be there for a 

country which finds itself economically underdeveloped 

and politically unstable? It would, therefore, have to 

choose either a socialist country to get assistance or 

fall back on its ex-imperialist masters. But, of course, 

one cannot forget that the underdevelopment of these 

countries is directly related to the development of the 
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highly industrialized nations.30 

The process of modernization of the underdeveloped 

countries and their links with the developed countries have 

been viewed differently by the different schools of thoughts. 

The view no longer holds that the West is the inevitable 

model of development for the developing countries--a linear 
31 teleology. Fred Riggs has talked of a "prismatic" model 

--··----------------------
30 A study of colonial rule highlights the fact that the 

metropolitan countries used their colonies as a market 
for their manufactured products. To further their own 
interests, they took special measures to hamper the 
growth of indigenous industries of their colonies. 
Thus, increasing the dependence of the colonies on the 
mother country, and 1 at the same time extracting 
imwrtant raw materl.als and capital from the colonies 
for the metropolitan country. sam1r Amin describes 
this • colonial-type trade• as nthe exchange of 
agricultural commodities provided by a peripheral 
society shaped in this way, against the products of a 
central capitalist industry, imported or produced on 
the spot by European enterprises." 

.., 
Thus, strengthening the forces in the markets which were 
already working towards internal and international 
inequalities. Even in the post-independence era, one 
finds that the highly developed countries have been 
making spectacular progress whereas the poorer, 
underdeveloped countr1es2 wlth rapid growing popUlation 
are developing roore slO'WJ.Y• See Gunnar Myrdal, Econom1s 
Ib~Oll and UBier~e~e•oR29 Regions (LondonL 1969). 
Andre Gundre rank, n. 26, s8iillr Amin, "Underdevelop.. 
ment and Dependence in Black Africa - Origins and 
contemporary Forms", tiour~ of •• H!2SE!~P Af£1pfil. ,atugies 
vol. 10, no. 4, December 1972, p. 521, 

31 Fred \4• Riggs, ttAdm1nistration in Developing Countries , 
The Theory of Developing Politics••, in World PoJJ:t1£§ 
(USA), vol. 16, no. 1, October 1963, pp. 147·71• 
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of development which describes a transitional stage or a 

mix of two analytically distinct categories of development 

and underdevelopment. 

Another school of thought bases its analysis around. 

the division o:f labour between capitalist and anti-capitalist 

ideologies, seeing in the third world a variant of prole

tarian revolution. Yet another view has given a new intera 

pretation of world history. It sees Western socio-

political history as a series of necessary crisis or stages 

\IDich must be passed through to attain JJX>dern1 ty. 32 The 

world is en historical abstraction of funetional •events•, 

which all the countries aspiring to modernity must cope 

with. 

The fifth school of thought dismisses the model 

and history of the existing developed ~orld as only 

marginally relevant to today•s Third World in terms of 

any general theory of development. J.P. Nettl contributes 

to this view, although, he admits that the two •worlds• are 

linked with one another in terms of "interaction, exchange, 
33 

influence and even control in empirical terms". 

-- -· -- ----
32 S.M. Lipset and Stein Rokk~1 ed., P§EtY Slstem§ and 

tote;r ;yJ.gnmenta 1 Cro,g§-OOUO~ PersP,e,gt Ve§ 
London and New York, 1967), pp. l-64. 

33 see J.P. Nettle, n strategies in the StUdy of Political 
Development", in Colin Leys, ed., fo·~~1gs §Pd_ihaage 
!p_yeveJ.gpipg Countries (London, 1969 '· pp. 20 f. 
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The stage of development and the modernization 

process can be understood only if we link it to the historical 

past of the Third \vorld countries. In case of a colonial 

situation, the process of modernization is linked with the 

dominant 1mperat1 ves of imperialism. ~'he intrusion of 

market economy and the imposition of a zoodern administration 

'and tax structure--the inaugural mechanisms o:f' JD)dern1zation 

process are the basis of the creation of underdevelopment 

w1 thin the framework of the political economy of 
34 imperialism. 

The policy of imperialism generally destroys 

indigenbus economic enterprise, outlets are denied, surplus 

is appropriated for the metropolitan purposes. Cheap, 

unskilled labour develops to work for the Europeans. 

Urbanization means creation of racial segregation and 

development of paras! tic centres of administration and 

expatriate dominated mercantile activities. An illusion of 

industrialization is created in colonies; usually allowing 

consumer goods industry to develop but not the producer 
iS 

goods.industry. A structural gap created because colonialism 

perpetuates a socio-economic system in which there is no 

connection between the structure of needs of the population 

-------------------
34 Martin Kilson, "African Political Change and the 

Modernization Process", lOu~B§l 2t-~gern_6££~SaB 
~tudie§, vol. 1, no. 4, December 1963, pp. 425-40. 
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35 and the structure of production within the colony. 

"Dualistic Economy" is another feature rendered 

possible by imperialism. For example, in the case of British 

Guiana, -the country was economically underdeveloped only for 

the Guianese people but, it was technologically highly 

developed for the export and exploitation of natural 
'36 

resources. 

The imperialist powers began to subsidize their 

colonies in the 1920s inclUding Portugal. If the colonies 

did not pay, then why did they pay so much to hold therra 

An answer to it lies in Lenin• s work on imperialism. The 

profits from investment from the colonies or semi

colonies make it possible for the imperialist countries to 

give their own workers a high wage and also provide for 

their welfare. The workers in fact expect to have a share 

1n the profits. Eric Williams in cap1t~sm §Ad §J.averz 

writes that these profits provided one of the mainstreams 

- ... _..... b l t • - .... 

35 

36 
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37 
ot capital accumulation leading to the Industrial Revolution_ 

IJ'he resulting relation between the colonizer and 

the colonized nation was the first stage of colonialism, 

wherein centre of the Periphery was physically occupied by 

the people from the centre of the Centre. The relationship 

reflects the alliance between the centre and periphery 

of the Centre in the e:xploi te.tion and domination of the 

Periphery. Diagramatically Galtung has illustrated the 

harmony and disharmony of interest in the respective groups 

as followsa 38 

Cerl.tre (c),~- .. )~~,,·" 
Metropotis r - : 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Pe. riphe r y (P)'\" c-+
~...,.-

L -

37 Quoted in ibid., p. 121. 

___ =. -rtprese.nts disltarmol'\y 
Of interest 

-----::: -re~en.ts h.ar-mol\y 
of i-rd;e"(es t 

38 Johan Galtung, "The structure of Imperialism" Jol.!I!)§J, 
2! Peage Rese~cb (Oslo), vol. s, 1971, pp, 8~-84. 
Galtung adds at the tot:al arrangemen,; (alliance) is 
largely in the interest of the periphery of the Centre. 
Although the t\ro (periphery and centre of the centre) 
may form the opposing fo'rces but in this game they act 
as partners. 
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CENTRE-PERIPHERY RELATION 

The consequence of accumulation of capital in the 

metro pole was decapi talizat1on of the population of the : 

peripheral country together with development of social, 

economic, political and cultural structure of underdevelop. 
39 

ment. At the time of independence a new relationship 

developed. The independent countries were drawn into and 

integrated into the world capitalist eeono~. The impli

cations of the colonial economw--exploitation of the 

developing countries as a source of cheap raw materials, 

labour and foodstuffs-~were ignored in assessing the 

developing potential of these countries.40 The powerfUl 

section of the Periphery were linked with those of imperialism. 

The centre of Periphery acts as the »transmission belt for 
41 

value"• 

Although the process of import-substitution had 

begun during the inter-war and second World War, partly due 

to the disengagement of metropolitan investors, the 

......... b ..... 

39 Andre Gundre Frank, n. 22, p. Z?. 

40 J.F. Rweyemamu, "International Trade and the Developing 
Countrie~, ~e.loi£~ of Mogern.Af~igag.~tygieg_ 
(Cambridge U vors ty Press), vol. 7, no. 2, July 
1969, p. 212, 

41 Galtung, n. 38, pp. 83-84. 
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pe~iphery remained dependent on the metropolis !O,r -the 

import of technology, which in turn facilitated 6h.ntrol of 

the Centre over the Periphery. Foreign ownership, trade, 

-aid, banking, insurance faciUties, shipping etc. tended to 

reinforce the tendency of imperialism. By establishing 

subsidiaries in the Periphery, the international oligopolies 

led to greater economic integration of the Periphery with 
. ; 42 

the metropolis and to concentration of finance capital. 

Therefore, the problems facing the developing 

countries are of poll tical and economic nature. 43 Jalee 

has noted that the trade and aid have been important tor 

the perpetuation of continued eoonomie exploitation of 

the Third World eountries.44 Many other writers have also 

42 P. Jalee, The Pitl§ie of the Third WgrJ,g, Mary 
· Klepper, trans.New York, 1968), p. 78; F.H. Cardoso, 
"Dependency aDd Development in Latin America" New 
~eft Reyi2w (London), no. 74, July-August 1972, p. 
94; J. O'Connor, "The Meaning of Economic Imperialism", 
in R.I. Rhodes,_ ed. , .~5j&:15MJ.s .ABd u=ezgexeloment: 
A Re~er (New xork 1970 , p. 162· ste en Hymer, 
ttThe nternationallsation of capital", in Bandhayan 
Chattopadhyey, ad., ~wriNJ:sm ~n the Mogern, fhaJ! 
(New Delhi, 1974), vol. 1, pp. 19-42. 

43 See Maurice Doff, .Esgnomis g;rowth, api Uage~:geJe}.g.n.eg 
~gunt:ries (London, 1963); R.H. Green, n. 23; 
Kloclikovsky, ,Egonp@ic Heoco~~§l1§!Jh John Williams, 
trans., (Moscow, 1975}; Rweyemamu, n. 40, pp. 
214-19. 

44 Jalee, n. 42; Jalee, Ihe T~re worlg in lNorJ.g Egooomt, 
Mary Klopper, trans. (New Yor , 1969), ch. V and ch. 
VI. 
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theorized on the same line and have made a case for the 

socialist mode of development. 

Edwin Charlet s comparative analysis of the "inherent 

market power•• shows that there is nothing to suggest that the 

underdeveloped countries would enjoy an advantageous position 

in trade with the socialist countries rather than the capitalist 

countries. 45 Therefore, u an • a priori• condemnation of 

cap! talism as the 1nsti tutional womb of • neocolonial exploi

tation• seems unjustified. n46 
~ 

Moreover, he adds, that the competition for the 

support of ••.uncomm1 tted nationstt is a "conflict between 

opposed nationalistic ideologies'•. 47 On the question ot 

socialist state sharing its profits within the appropriate 

international limits, he writes, nBy withholding full access 
'• 

to its capital from foreigners who are less well endowed is 

not a socialist count.ry engaging in "economic exploi tationn 

in the same sense that a private capitalist is presumed to 

exploit non-capital owners from whom he buys and to whom 

...... 
45 E. Charla, nThe Concept of Neocolonialism and its 

Relations to Riva1 Economic Systemstt, §ogiaJ. S 
!gono!4g s.tudie,e (Jamaica), vol. 15, no. ·4, Deee~er 
1966 p. 336. He adds tha't instead trade with tha 
capi!alist world may be preferred, except for the 
possibility of their succumbing to pressures for 
import restrictions. 

46 Ibid. Also see Barratt Brown, n. 28, cbs. ll and 
12. 

47 Ch~le, ibid• 
DISS 

325.3469096 
M2773 An 

U 1111:1 illlll! II illlllllllllllll 
TH8734 
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he sellS?tt And the questions on loans, rates of repayment 

etc-.. must be answered in the light of answer to the above 

question - on the umorality of international property 

rights. n48 

Repercussions of specific acts, laws and institu

tions must be evaluated because the international. political 

controls are not exclusivelY associated with the capitalistic 

1nst1 tutions. A ease against the working of monopolies does 

not become a case against the contemporary capitalism. Nor 

does he ignore the potential market power of the socialist 

states. But, he cautions against total condemnation of 

either n system'' • 49 

Economic development of the underdeveloped nations 

involves foreign investments, which has increasingly gone 

to manufacturing rather than in primary production. This 

has provided the necessary link of the Periphery to a 

Centre. studies reveal that the latter are interested in 

retaining the productive processes within the capitalist 

frame of development rather than expanding markets. 5° The 

present phase of imperialism has become internationalized. 

US hegemony in the present era has been a rival !or the 

e~metropolitan countries. For example, us replaced Belgians 

48 Ibid., pp. 336-7. 

49 see ibid., p. 337. 

50 For example, see Barratt Brown, n. 28. 
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and, of course, it has penetrated virtually all over the 

globe, especially the areas which were once the monopoly 
' 

of French or British. EEC, IBRD, IMF are other examples of 

international organizations tor the perpetuation of neo

colonial exploitation. 

According to Galtung the present phase of impe

rialism-.. neo .. colonialism--is one in which the centre of the 

centre interacts with centre of Periphery through the 

international organizations. He visualizes another ph~se of 

neo-colonialism where the centre of centre will interact 

with the centre of Periphery through international 

communication. 51 

u Internal ooloniaJ..ismtt ... a manifestation of develoP

ment--underdevelopment on the national level between regions 

and economic sectors needs to be focussed on. 52 For example, 

the Northeast of Brazil became the Coastal Northeast's 

cattle producing and supplying underdeveloped periphery. 

The coast was a regional or national sugar producing metropole, 

which in turn was colonized as the periphery of the European 

metro pole. 53 

Once more borrowing f'rom Gal tung one can diagram

matically illustrate the development of a mUlti-empire 

- ·----- Jl 

51 Gultung, n. 38, p. 94. 

52 See Andre Gunder Frank, n. 22! pp. 72-SOi for a detailed 
discussion on cap1 taJ.ism ana nternal co onialism. 

53 Example has been taken from Frank's study. See ibid., 
pp. 75-76. 



world as a result of the complex working of the interacting 

neo-colonial mechanisms. 
54 

Empire word is used not in 

the tradi tiona.J. sense of physical conquering of' lands and 

its people, but in reference to the invisible empires that 

emerge due to economic control of the underdeveloped world 

by the developed world. 

C -nat l.ons --~ 

t on J) to-o .. wo n~l"a, wo, prx;....:.n;-'-, v,..;:;..a ___ _ 

0 ba '\1d 19 0 cm\y one 

00 
two, Yteu.tra.l h Me ~h 

~ vf 1-o o-o ~!..O i two, positive o=-o 

[ (1) a, b, o occur within .. one empire; certain element of 

defeudalization takes place. Horizontal links between 

periphery nations develop. 
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(2) a, e, r situations are advantageous from the Periphery 

point of view. Periphery have vested interest in pro

tecting the conflict and rivalries amongst different 

Centres. 

{3) g,. h, 1 develop when Centres co-operate to help the 

Peripheral nations; e. g. EEC. J 
MUL!l'L E!4P IRE WORlD 

The resulting exploitative relations are charac

teristic of neo-colonialism. Henry L. Bretton adds another 

dimension to this system. New states are not merely single 

systems. The dual economw gets transferred into triple 

economy concept--that is, it is an interaction of the 

modern and traditional sector of the new state and a sector 

of the external power.55 

E"xternal 

Internal- Traditional 

55 Henry L. Bretton, Power apd fol1tigp in 46rig~ 
(London, 1973) 1 ch. 2. 
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Atter independence, the weakness of the domestic 

sector impresses itself, power struggle shifts to the modern 

sector and retreats to tbe;foreign sector,56 thus increasing 

their dependence on the metropolis or the new centres once 

more. 

------------------------

56 Also see Frantz Fanon, n. 221 ch. 3; Barratt Brown, 
n. 35; Paul .Dar an, Th9 E2J.1 t Cal Econom.y of .Q,±o'W'J 
(London, 1973) on tlie role of comprador bourgeo! e. 
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. CHAPTER II 

NEO-COLONIALISM IN AFRICA 

Neo-colonial relation includes continuation, 

modification, and adaptation of the policies in the absence 

of direct political control. Therefore, it is essential 

to know and understand the colonial policies pursued by the 

various imperialist powers in order to understand the neo

colonial relations that developed later on. Keeping in view 

the subject '?f the thesis, the study is being made of 

colonial policy/1es in the African continent in particular. 

The colonial situation in Africa has varied with 

the ruling imperialist power. The different modes of control 

and the conditions of the colonies have been a result of the 

policies pursued by these powers. Of the various powers, 

British, French and Belgian rule were important, 

COLONIAL POLICIES 

The British pursued a policy of indirect rule. 

They realized the need to •democratize• ~le existing tradi

tional institutions and to control society through the 

native tribal chiefs. It ,.,as thought to be a policy o! 

paternalism and improvement of native civilization. In the 

post-1920s, Lord Lugard• s ttDual Mandatett became a treatise 

on the British policy in Africa. This policy bolstered 

... Z7-



effete and corrupted the chiefs at the expense of their 

people. In West Africa, British policy was to prepare the 

colonies for n self-government" for the future. But in East 

Africa, the white settlers considered themselves to be the 

rulers. 

The French, on the other hand, had "integration 

and assimilatio~• as their policy. It originated from the 

concept of Greater France and hoped to satisfy demands for 

emancipation with cultural assimilation, administrative 

co-ordination, the grant of citizenship and representation 
1 in Paris parliament. 

Belgian policy was a mixture of the policies of 

.France and Britain. Its aim was neither integration nor 

granting the right of self-government to its colonies. By 

following a policy of paternalism it hoped to avoid the 

question of decolonization. Till the First World war, 
Belgium had adopted no.systematic policy. It had considered 

the chiefs as the supporters of the administration, and it 

chose to pursue the policy,of indirect rUle. 

on the economic front, it was only after the First 

\vorld war, that a systematic policy of development emerged. 

Productivity increased in British Africa. For e:lta.mple1 

cocoa on the GOld Coast, Palm and coconut oil in Nigeria, 

l. Rudolf von Albertin.ti reo~t!pll 1 Tpe t.S!"!n1stl!!.t1o~ 
~ Futule of :t£le go_,OEJ.!!Lili_-.96~ (Carden clty, Double 
Day, 1971), trans. by ranc sea Garv e, p. 524. Tne 
colonial policies dealt here are based on this study. 
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cotton in sudan and Uganda, coffee in Kenya, and copper in 

the Northern Rhodesia. But Britain did not commit itself to 

buying their produce nor privilege its exports to the colonies 

by tariff syste~ By 1880, Britain had committed herself to 
2 

n free trade" at home and in her colonies. During the 20th 

cent~y, ~owever, British policy in Tropical Africa became 

an exception to the increasingly protectionist trend of 

British tariff policy. 

The colonies had the financial sovereignty. The 

poor colonies suffered when in 1930s, a wave of crisis 

engulfed these colonies, the reduced colonial budgets were 

insufficient to meet the situation. In East A!rica, a Royal 

Commission stated that ''unless the Imperial Government is 

prepared to assist liberally in this matter (financially), 
3 

little or nothing can be done." 
' Slowly the British colonial office began to expand 

1 t s functions. The n new policy" meant making available 

~udget resources for "aid to development". It also implied 

more state intervention in the future. The traditional 

policy of free trade had turned into a 11 combination of 

-------------------
2 Ibid., p. 100; also see David K. Fieldhouse! "The 

Econoinic Exploitation of Af'rica. : some Brit sh and 
French Comparison~• in Gifford and Louis, ad., 
f.rJi.!?.ce §,;1¥1 Brit~&in, .. Ml*c~ (Lolldon, 1971), pp. 
601-2. 

3 R~l12l~. o~_jb~ E~st !£t-hea Commissiop, Commonwealth 
Do cwnent s 2387 1925) , p. 182. 
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private initiative and state intervention which conformed more 

closely to the complexity of modern economic and aocial 

life. «4 

According to Frankel, _the total foreign investments 

in Ai'rica, up to the end of 1936, amounted to some £ 1,322 

million. 5 Most of the money loaned in the inter-war years 

was invested in the mining industry. Gold, copper and 

diailK11n4 mining fetched high profits. Nortber·n Rhodesia 
. . 

in 1949 realized a net profit of £ 24 million, two-thirds of' 

which \>Jas transferred to the United Kingdom. 6 

As mentioned above, agricultural productivity had 

increased since the 1920s. For example, the output of Gold 

Coast cocoa crop in 1935·36 amounted to 285,351 tons, nearly 

1/2 of the world supply.7 This enabled Gold Coast to P9¥ 

for imports of cements, machinery, flour·etc. In contrast 

to India ~ere the railway line construction had begun in 

the early 19th century, in Africa it began between 1880 and 

1920. By the end of the 1930s about 32,000 miles of rail 

road track was in operation, two-th.irds of which served south 

4 Albertini, n. 1, p. 114. 

5 s.H. Frankel1 ~~P~l~ l&vestment in africa 1 Its gourge 
§Pd Effect§ \London, 1938}, pp. 151-153 and 174. 

6 For more details see Phyllis Deane, CoJrop1$Y.. §2g1a;L 
As,goUl}~~ES (London, 1953), p. 37 • · 

7 Lord Hailey, ~ hf:liStii surye;z a....A_§lu~x pf Pro.Ql!!~ 
A: ising in [lf£ ga sou h or-the §al}al'i}London, 1938 ' 
pp. 906-9. 
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Africa, Rhodesia, congo and the Portuguese colon1es.8 steam 

· locomotives too helped in bringing about further revolution 

in the .trade relations. 

French policy differed from that of British. 

Firstly, a relatively small part of French Africa was 

committed to the "open door" policy by treaty. It was mre 

for political than economic reasons. Secondly, France 

deliberately organized her African empire to conform to the 

conce .. pts of "national ~conomy", and thus, it pursued an 

intensely protectionist policy. 

AgricUltural productivity in French colonies too 

rose dramatically. In the 19th century, peanuts had been 

introduced in senegal. Its production between 1924-28 was 

eoo,ooo tons in shells annually, of which 410,000 tons was 

exported.9 French Administration further tried to raise 

the level of productivity. When the world crisis hit the 

French West Africa, France for the first time came to the 

rescue of a colonial crop and, at least temporarily, 

sacrificed the interests of the metropolitan consumers in 

favour of the African producers. 

~ . - ......... _. . . .. 11*------
8 Frankel, n. 5, p. 374. 

9 Jean suret Canale, French CQ.l.Qni§lism in Trolfl:c&Wr 
Africa, ~Qil: 1~~, !Ill Gotthelner; trans: •tLoildon, 
1971)! pp. 219 • For a detailed study of the economic 
polio es in the French Africa see this book. 
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Even when the principle of guaranteed price and 

marketing for peanuts• was generallY respected a!ter the 

early 1930s, the pressure of French interests limited peanut 

imports or guaranteed price at a low level, provoking bitter 
10 protests from the Senegalese producers and exporters. 

In the French-speaking Africa, the Africans were 

pressurized to cultivate commercial crops. For example, 

in senegal millet became a secondary crop and rice had to 

be imported. The result of cash farming in Africa created 

new problems. E~ploitation and development was left more in 

the hands of private groups rather than France providing 

funds for the treasure.11 

Alter the First World war, France became more 

dependent on its colonies for raw materials and goods since 

the war had caused deficits in foreign trade ana weakened 

the Franc.,.. Between 1919 and· 1929, production and export 

of various French colonies arose: peanuts in senegal, a.rxl 

Sudan, coffee and cocoa in the Ivory Coast, rubber in 

French Equatorial Africa, rice and minerals in Indochina, 

t-1heat and phosphate in Morocco, wine in Algeria and Tunisia 

etc. But no industrialization foUowed. 12 Only those 

................. -
10 see Virginia, Thompson and Richard, Adloff', F;t-!llnp,b 

wes!_Afris~ (California, 1957), PP• 311-14. 

11 w. A. Nielsen, !!!.L.QJ'$!§j; Powe;rs and 6,fl,J:.2§. (LOndon, 
19al), p •. 81. 

12 Albertini, n. 1, p. 272. 
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•industries• were tolerated which were indispensible for 

the treatment of export products. For example, pressing of 

palm oil, shelling of groundnuts, and sifting of coffee, 

which,indeed, were very few. 

Belgian Congo made similar developmental progress. 

In 1910 a southern railway--Elizabethville, provided the 

necessary outlet for mining products like copper, diamonds, 

gold and uran1Ul11. Copper production arose from 20,000 tons 

in 1958. It had also become world's greatest producer of 

industrial diamonds and one of Africa• s largest suppliers of 

hydroelectric Power. 

In the inter-war years, each of the metropolitan 

powers embarked on econotnic and social reforms. This period 

was characterized by the successive advanc~ of inland 

traders, miners, the farmers, and manufacturers from the 

coastline into the interior. 

In regard to the education policy, both the British 

and the Belgian left 1 t to the missionaries to educate the 

people of their colonies. The British, however, realized 

the possibility of intellectually and politically influencing 

the subjects of their empire. At the lower level vernacUlar 

was used, but at the higher level English was the media of 

instruction. 

Education was a part of the "c1v111z1:og mission" 
. 

of French policy. The colonial school system was centralized 
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like that or the metropolitan country and was organized 

from Paris. state-run schools dominated. Instructions were 

given in French. Mostly the teachers were imported from 

France, with the aim to make the Africans into Frenchmen. 

Education in Belgian congo was largely restricted 

to the junior grades !or training a lower cadre for the 

economy and administration. University education was dis

couraged; though training in Catholic theology was given 

instead. However, the rate of school attendance in the 

Congo went up from 56~ in 1946 to 77.5% in 1958 whereas it 

was only 34.8~ in the Fre~ terr1tor1es.13 

Colour bar was an integral part of the colonial 

policies. But Belgians liked to stress that unlike the 

British, there was no colour bar in the Congo. Although 

no jobs were reserved for the whites in Congo, it was almost 

an unwritten law. Further, there were modern•towns and 

progressive welfare measures with a strict colour bar. Only 

in the late 1950s, did discrimination on the basis of colour 

began to lessen.l4 

TRANSITION FROM COLONIALISM TO DECOLONIZATION 

As a result of the education, economic and social 

conditions, an educated African elite began to emerge. A 

13 Ibid., pp. 345·6 and 502. 

14 Ibid., p. 602. 
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group of wage earners also emerged who migrated to the towns 

or urban areas causing partial exodus from the villages. 

Most of the town migrants had left education at the elementary 

level, but they formed welfare associations. Another group 

of cash crop producers emerged whose number varied from 

country to country according to the occupationai opportun1-

ties.15 Gradually, conflict of interests began to manifest 

itselt. 

The source of conflict lay in numerous factors. 

First, although the new techniques, institutions, and 

machines introduced in Africa were welcomed, they were 

inadequate and unequally distributed. secondly, the colonial 

government frequently made over extensive mineral rights 

to powerful metropolitan companies. And the companies did 
' 

oot pay adequate dividends to their shareholders. Third, 

discontent over the question of forced labour and in French 

Africa, over conscription and the harshness of the 

u indigenttt, while in southern Africa and Eastern Africa 
-

over the irritating pass laws and segregation were a 

potential source of conflict. 

Fourth, a wave of discontentment and dissatis

faction engUlfed the entire continent over the neglect of 

industrialization, the high prices of imported goods and 

.................. - . ------
15 A. Abu Boahen, n The Colonial Era a Conquest to 

Independence" in Gann and Du1gnan1 ed. , go.l-OR~!:!m 
~Y.-~~.2~.a.....la7Q:~.§g (LOndon, 1969), VOl, 2 t PP• 
505 . ~. 
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especially in the 1930s, over the low prices for agricultural 

products.16 

This grievance later on became an important legacy 

for the newly independent countries. Before the Second 

World War, the demand of the upper-echelon elite in Africa 
' . 

~as for Africanization of the civil services and represen-

tation of the Africans in the legislatures. But attar the 

war, dissatisfaction and discontentment got intensified 

despite the accelerated pace of economic and social 

developments. Nationalist mass movements and various 

political parties emerged, demanding independence. 

·-,As a consequence of the aftermath of the Second 

World War, the economy of the European countries had to be 

rejuvenated by an influx of American capital. The former 

- ---·------------
16 Ibid., pp. 508•9. It is evident from the following 

speech made at the Legislative Assembly of Ghana in 
19391 

ttNow Your Excellency, as industries are the mainstay 
of any country, I deSire to emphasize the necessity 
of fostering. native industries such as soap, salt, 
tobacco, sugar1 rice, pottery! cloth-weaving, 
fishing and paLm-oil with a v ew to establishing 
good internal trade 1n this country. Why should 
crafts that have held the people from time immemrial 
be made to give way for a foreign cargo? Home 

~eaving with all its beauty, for example, make way 
for Manchester and Japanese goods? ••• are we to 
understand sir, that our AgricuJ. tural Department 
is incapable of helping us to produce locally the 
articles mentioned (above)? surely, they are capable, 
unless, in order to protect the European trade, it is 
not in-tended to help us to develop economically. It 
may be ••• a misconception, but I say, Sir, that this 
is what really exists in the minds of the people of 
this country .n 



structures of world power gave way to the two super Powers-

USA and USSR-~each the centre ot global constellations. And 

sinee both favoured anti-colonial movements, the other 

European powers were forced to hand over the governance of 

the colonies to the colonial leaders. Between 1955 and 

1968 most of the African countries, excluding the Portugese 
17 Africa, became independent. 

NEO-COLONIALISM ~ WORK 

Tqe roots of ne2:ce1on1~ Retwor§ ete emb~g~~S 

!:tJ;p~_soJ,2n1&._2itu.§.l!g~-qf the geV2lOJ21pg gopnt£~2! (emphasis 

added). It is a continuation of imperialism but with new 

tools. The techniques, methods, and the manoeuvering 

capacity of the neo-colonial powers are used to weaken or 

strengthen the newly independent countries. In many cases 

new masters replace the old. Although political independence 

to colonies ended direct I(>litical domination, in the new 

situation an indirect manipulation in political, ideological, 

military, and above all, economic fields became the chief 

expression of neo-colonialism. 

Britain• s insistence on drawing up the constitu

tions of the countries about to get independence or using 

regionalism within a particUlar territory, for example, 

-· ¥ ........... 

17 see Chapter I, supra pp. 4·6• 

' ' 
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Nige~ia, or playing up religious cleavages etc. are some of 

the new techniques of the new era. The Frenoh used the same 

technique in breaking up French Equatorial and French West 

Africa into yet small fourteen groups territories.18 

Manuel Bridier has classified imperialist counter

offensive in the newly li-berated countries into four 
19 categories. First, where neo-colonialist governments 

have been overthrown by popular insurrections, the latter 

did not hold power for long but lost power to the new rep. 

resentatives of neo-colonialism. Second; where neo-colonial 

interests have been strong enough to fend off any direct 

attack; for example, Gabon, Malawi, Lesotho, and 

Botswana. 

A third situation is the result of the 1nt.er-

1mper1alist rivalries and a product of conflicts among local 

patronage groups. A change of guard among government 

• equipes• takes place in the absence of popUlar unrest. For 

example, in the Republic of Central Africa, and military 

coup 1n Bangui. And, the fourth measure is to resort to 

-------------------
18 Nkrumah, Neoc)lonirrism • The ~ast ftza&e of ImJ?!fiaJ.ism 

(London, 1965 , ··lnroduc\Ion, p. ~l1:; ia.ckWodd s, 
!D:t..lostugtion to_Neo.o2lop1Ji!J.isn,t (London, 1967), p. 71. 

19 Manuel Bridier, "Notes on Imperialist counter-Offensive", 
~j:~;£net1o£1N. §!.?s!§J:ist JgurnAL (Rome), vol. 4, no. 22, 
August 19 f11 t pp. 541 ff. . Manuel Brid1er (under the 
pen name EmJ.lie R. Braund!) wrote on African Affairs in 
thfe Paris weekly !.t:.?nge Ob,se};yateyr !'rom Z.larxian point 
o view. 
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counter-revolutionary goUB§ ~t~t, wherever a country chose 

to pursue socialist road of' development, as in Chana. 

·, Another remarkable feature of Neo-colonialism is 

the high degree of inter-imperialist rivalry for influence 

between the USA and the other dev~loped Western countries, 

such as Great Britain, France, and \~est Germany. Against 

the gener'al background of competition is also the inter-

· bloc r!valry between the USA and the USSR. After the second 

World war, the European countries had been left militarily . 
and economically weak. At this point, the USA found an 

opportunity to penetrate the former British colonies, since 

American capital had penetrated the British economw itself'. 

In the beginning, the USA played a seconda-~ ~ restrained 

role, but later on disagree~nt between Britain and America 

became apparent. similarly, in 1966-~7, the American and 

the French interests clashed, opening up another arena of 

neo-colonial rivalry.20 
/ 

An illustration of Anglo-American rivalry at the 

political plane can be seen in East Africa. Kenya is a 

---------
20 E. A. Tarabrin, Th,!! ;Ne'i §scramble fo,l At:I~o., Kenneth 

Russell, trans z-Moscow, ~974} 1 pp. 197 f • Also 
see Edi'tors• Review of' the month, tt Imperialism in 
the seventies : ProblelllS and Ferspectivesn, 
Monthl;y Re;gie;w (New York) vol. 23 no. 10, March 
i972, pp. 4•7; Maxiloova,. J;gono~g lspegta..,pf C§Rit§li§~ 
Jntegration,Bryan Bean, trans. (Moscow, 1973), pp. 
262-96. 
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region of military and strategic significance, linking sea 

ar1d air routes of the metropolis (Great Britain) with its 

Asian possessions; protecting the flanks in the neast of 

suez" strategy; and also as a n gatewayu to Central Africa, 

besides being the high prized land of the British migrants. 

However, the situation changed after Kenya got independence. 

In 1961, Menne~ Williams, us Under ... secretary of state for 
' African Affairs, paid a visit to Kenya. As a result of the 

talks, Kenya was put on the US priority list, receiving 

n:t-1ost Favoured Nation" treatment when it applied for loans, 

aid, etc. 

Kenya is further supported by the United states 

Information Agency, sehools, libraries, and televisions. 

ttAmerican1zat1on" of the government personnel at the training 

institute, financed by US funds, helps America to propagate 

American n ideology". The armed forces too have been an object 

of this Anglo-American rivalry. 

An important practice of neo-colonialism has been 

to influence the key personnel in the new states. Most of 

the states find themselves unable to sta!f the civil services 

with trained people of their own country. Therefore, they 

retain a part of the bureaucracy of the ex-metropolis. 

Even today in Kenya and Malawi, British intelligence 

officers are employed by the independent governments. 

Britain has been one of the international centre 

of learning for educating and moulding the outlook of the 
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bureaucrats of the colonies; the na111esn from among the local 

popu~at1on--a method of "Anglicisatio~• of the selected 

persons from the colonies. In 1970, over 70,000 foreign 

students studied in Britain of whom 11,000 approximately 

were Afrioana. 21 At the same time, the number of teachers 

sent out from Britain too increased. About 1,300 teachers 

serve abroad every year. 

French effort is comparable to the British. In 

1968, about 28,000 French African colonies, controlled by 

some 260 different organizations active in the field. The 

number of the Atriean students in France too had been . 
increasing from 3,000 in 1959-60 to 61000 (13% of the total 

of foreign students) in 1968-69. Education is mainly to 

indoctrinate the French ideology. This process of 

u Gallicisationn is a direct continuation of the policy of 

assim1lation.22 

France gave special attention to its colonies• 

military personnel. In 1968-69, 2,600 African servicemen, 

including 673 Algerians were being trained in French military 

colleges. In 1969, about 18 missions and 2,500 commissioned 

arid non-commissioned officers were stationed in French Africa 

21 Tarabrin, ibid., p. 246. 

22 Ibid., pp. 247 ff; William B. Cohen, R~els of E;pire 1 
~e Fren~ Cg~on1S!J. §e.:yice in tfliSl; California, l97i), 
c • 5• G ford anaWGlskel, tlAfr can Education in a 
Colonial Context : French am British stylestt, in 
Gifford and Louis, ed., n. 34, pp. 663-711. 
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to render n aid on the spot11 to build African countries• 

armed forces. In 1963, France created nvolunteers tor 

progress" tq compete with the USA• s "Peace Corpst•. 

~ther concept that developed, to prevent or block 

America from penetrating the French speaking African terri

tories, ,was "Francophonia11 • .A West German journal Afl!!iil 

~B£e writing about 74 "Francophonia" institutes, including 
. 

associations, societies, foundations, centres, described 

them as ttforeign rx>licy vehicles" of France "that is not 

available to other countrie~t and forms a "weapon syste~ 
23 

against her competitors. 

America has been a serious rival in_all the fields. 

US expenditure on Ai'rican education has increased 11 times 

over the past 15 years, now running almost over 200 million 

dollars a year. Besides giving them special training, about 

77% are used by AID missions. The number .of students has 

gone up from 1,234 Africans (3.6% of the total foreign 

students in USA} in 1954-55 to 6,865 {8%) in 1964-68 and 

approximately 15,000 (18%) in 1968-69. 24 Mostly the stUdents 

coma from the former British colonies. Under the ASPAU 

programme, over 1,306 places were provided for African 

students in America in 1967-68. This increasing number of 

output of African students from the USA is bound to have a 

23 Reprodueed in Tarabr1n, ibid., pp. 234-5; afii~§ heut2, 
nos. 2-3, 1969. 

24 Tarabr1n, ibid., pp. 261·2• 
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cumulative effect on their outlook and subsequently, on 

certain aspects of their national life, 

In order to gain influence, the USA created n peace 

corps" whose function ~as to assist the developing nations 

in building their societies, Their basic ideological plane 

is anti ... communism. ttPeace corps" as an important instrument 

of US foreign policy, has been unconsciously assisting CIA 

of UsA. 25 The increasing demand for such assistance from 

the various countries including the former French territo

ries, like Chad,Upper Volta, Dahomey, Gabon, Niger etc, has 

been a bone of contention between USA and,France and Britain. 

Similar attempts have been made by West Germany, In 1963 

an organization of development aiders--a German Development 

service--was set up. By 1965 it aimed at having over 

1,000 members working overseas, with a bUdget of 10 million 

marks. 

The us military too has played an important role 

in the neo-colonialist manoeuvres. Various acts of aggression, 

such as intervention, assassination, and ~oups 9!e~~' became 

a common feature. Provocation of civil conflict between 

the Greeks and the Turks in Cyprus; intervention in Cuba, 

Guyana, Ghana, Chile etc. are some such illustrations, In 

many eases the CIA of US acted as the main 1nst:tg.atot of 

~e~ Mts~ ~gnsdo~ 

25 Nkrumah, n. 18, pp, 249 ff; Jack \voddis, n. 18, pp, 
73-74. 



The NATO, SEATO, CENTO, ANZUS are some of the 

politico-military complexes that have been used by the West 

to protect their imperialist interests. For example, NATO 

V~as the main source of arms supply to the Portugese Govern

ment in its war against the Africans. The US gave support 

to such militar.Y organizations that have fo~ themselves 

' getting· deeper and deeper in tne colonfaJ. wars. 26 ~lilitary 

bases, air bases and naval bases are important mean~ of 

entry into various nations. ·such bases stretch aero ss 

the African continent. In 1960 the NATO countries had 

over 60 bases in Algeria, Libya, Liberia, Malagasy Republic, 

~~rocco, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tunisia, Chad, Ethiopia, 

Eriteria, the Republic of South Africa, Kenya, Mozambique, 

l1al ta etc. Z7 

Neo-colonialism is usually seen as the subsequent 

outcome of the economic forces of the imperialist capitalist 

\~rld in the Third World developing countries. 'When a 

colony attains its political independence, its economic 

ties with the metropolis remain uziaffected. After indepen

dence in 1967, out of the 39 African nations 31 were either 

in the sterling area *(14) or in the Franc.;: zone •(17). 

26 stewart smith, u~ Neogolon+abism_~n Afri~~ (Moscow, 
1974), pp. 152 1 • 

27 v. Vakhrushev, ~§ocotoni§l!sm =-~ethods,~ M§ppeuvr~~' 
Katherine Judelson,rans. (Moscow, 1973),· p. 128. 

• Refer to the number of countries in that particular 
area. 
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Liberia, Ethopia, and French Somaliland are frequently 

referred to as being in the dollar area. While some of the 

Southern Africeicountries are either the members of the 

south African monetary areas or of the Portu~se peseta. 

EEC (Eurorean Economic Community) formed "Eurafrica" 

in 1958 drawing 17 of the former French colonies and Congo 

(Kinshasa)/Zaire into its group, and thus, opening up 

Africa to other non-colonial po~ers, such as West Germany. 

"Horizontaln African co-operation and regional~sm developed 

such as OAU, African Development Bank etc. Because nvertical" 

integration of the ex-colonies with ex-imperialist powers 

failed to overcome economic fragmentation and dependence of the 

former on a few cash crops, to mobilize greater resources for 

development and to broaden markets. This he1ped in promoting 
28 

US interest and in cutting across rival groups. 

28 stewart Smith, n. 26, pp. 47 ff; Goncharov, "New Forms 
of Colonialism in African , ll:ourn~ of Mogez:p Af::big§P 
stugies (London), vol. 1, no. 4, December 1963, p. 
473. The African states were granted preferen~ial 
customs to sell their farm crops. These were later on 
reduced and also the exports remained subject to the 
fluctuations of the world market. The African countries 
were further granted subsidies, worth $ 230 million out 
of the total development fund of $ 730 million for the 
five years (1963-67). Thus, cuts in preferences reduced 
the foreign currency obtained from exports, which in 
turn effectively reduced the purchasing power of these 
countries. Therefore, they could not import the 
necessary capital goods for the development of their 
own industry. The compensations allotted \.Jere to be 
spent on agricUlture as determined by the concerned 
board. 

Emile R. Braund! in "Neocolonialism and Class Struggle" 
.fDt~r,nntiongJ. §ggi~ist Jo!!F.~, vol. 1, no. 1, Januar1-

••• 
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Independent English speaking states that chose to 

remain in the sterling area found the system advantageous 

end without any added obligation. They could leave if their 

inte~~.sts dictated so. As a result, their currency got 

linked. to the sterling, and they maintained balance in London 

for international transactions, and adhere·d to the rules 

im!X)sed by the UK on its o'\.;n nationals for controlling 

transactions 'With other areas. An important part of the 

private assets and foreign e~change transactions with 

countries outside the area were held at or through London, 

Although Britain bas been unable to retain a. 

decisive influence over their internal monetary and fiscal 

policies, yet its influence is felt since the .commercial 

banking is concentrated in the hands of a small number of 

British institutions ~ith' extensive branches. Of late, 

British influence is being undermined by the American and 

other European financial institutions. 

On the other band, in the post-war period, France 

had to incorporate its colonies into the tight French 

monetary system. Thus developed a Franc Zone under which 

it increased its protectionist features, including import 

February 1964 pp. 60-63 deals with a similar question. 
The analysis highlights the feeble propensity of the 
local bourgeoisie to invest While the archaeo
eapital/colonial capital is disinvesting and leaving 
the country; leaving behind neo-colonial capital. 
Also see, V8khrushev, n• 59, pp. 280-305. 
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licensing, quantitative restrictions and exchange controls. 

It also maintained guaranteed markets for a significant part 

of its exports and obtained assured supplies of essential 

raw materials. It also paid more than the ~orld prices 

(called •surprix•) for certain primary products, imported 

from Afr~ca into France. .An advantage of this system was 

that the French individuals living in the French African 

territories could make unlimited transfer to France at a 

favourable rate of exchange • 

Trade, foreign.investments, aid, and assistance 

are the various other important economic linkages between 

the newly independent countries of the. Third World, more 

especially of the Atrican continent, with their ex-metropoli

tan countries. The USA, EEC and Japan too have joined 

the global trade war along -with the ex-imperialist 

masters. 

In the post-independence period, Britain• a trade 

with her ex-colonies mostly remained unchanged. The 1960-

1970 decade saw Britain lose its position as the main trading 

partner; its share in the world capitalist trade fell by 

almost 3$ in exports and 2.5% in imports. It, therefore, 

increased its trade with the developing capitalist countries 

instead. Between 1955 and 1969, its exports rose from ~ 

to 75% and the imports from 63% to ?CJ/;. Thus, averting 

the decline in the system of imperial preferences in the 

60s that had begun during the post-war period as a part 
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of the "general process of trade liberalization''.~ 
As mentioned above, the existence of the sterling 

area, and its structure of tariff preferences have helped 

to maintain its trade relations with the African Commonwealth 

countries. Despite the devaluation of pound in November 1967 

and its worsening monetary situation, London introduced a 

dollar clause with regard to the foreign exchange reserves 

held by the central banks of the member countries, to prevent 

disintegration of the sterling area. 

Br1ta1n•s trade with Africa is of secondary 

importance to Brita1n•s trade with the rest of the ~rld. 

It absorbs 6% of its exports and is a source of 8% of its 

imports. \mile Britain• s trade 'vith the developed world 

increased 75% in volume between 1958 and 1966, its trade 

with the less developed countries increased only 9~. F'igures 

of import-export between Africa and Britain for the period 

1963-67 highlight: (.§) south Africa became Bri t'ain• s second 

largest export market as large as Tropical Africa which was 

a moderately strong market for Britain, both for exports 

and imports. . And (R) trade with Rhodesia declined as a 

result of the sanctions imposed against southernAfrica to 

get political effects.30 

-
29 Tarabrin, n. 20, pp. 126-7. 

30 See Appendix I, Table 1.1. 
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Britain•s trade ~ith the French speaking ~rica 

stepped up during the l960s. In 1968, export of Algerian 

products rose by 38% and imports by 5a,g. British exports 

to Zaire grew by 14~, to Morocco by 37%, and to the Ivory 

Coast by 48~. Similarly trade with Malagasy Republic, 

Tunisia, Cameroon, Burundi, Togo, Chad, Ruanda, and Dahomey 

was affected. 31 West ae"rniany, Japan, and USA• s trade 

threatened to dislodge Britain and also France as trading 

partners in Africa. 32 

As mentioned earlier, many countries stayed within 

the Franc zone. ~or elements regarding quotas, recipro

cal tariff preferences, and price subsidi~s remained same as 

before. In absolute terms, French trade with Africa has 

increased only moderately in the recent years. Between 1962 

and 1967 French world trade expanded rapidly, thereby causing 

a decrease in the imports to Ai'rica from France from 20.3% 

to. 14.4~ of the total French exports. And, at the same time, 

a corresponding decrease in exports from Africa to France 
33 took place; from 21.6% to 14.9~. 

-· I - X b. 

31 Tarabrin, n. 20, pp. 126-8. 

32 see Appendix I, Table 1.2. 

since in this thesis my concern is only to bring out 
the relations between the ex-imperial metrorlitan 
countries and their colonies, the deta1ls o trade 
between the other powers pursuing neo-colonialism 
and African countries will not be discussed. 

33 see Appendix I, Table 1.a. 
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In 1968, once more the importance of the African 

markets for France was felt. It was observed that France 

was using export of capital to boost the process, alongside 

arranging direct or indirect export subsidies. African 

countries received 54~ of the French pharmaceutical products, 

47% of instruments, 43% detergents, 4o% metal products plus 

output·of the cotton industry, ao% of sugar and railway 

equipment, 20-3o% of clothing, paper and cardboard, and 

knitwear, and about 2o% of electrical equipment, footwear 

and cars of the total French export. 

During the same . ye'a:r France im.ported from Africa 

8~ of all the sugar imported, 65% of 'Wine and cocoa, 5o% 

of coffee, tea, fruit,·edible oils, oil producing crops and 

vegetables, 41.% of lead, 3o% of metallic ores etc~ 34 For 

example, Algeria had voted to become independent in eo-

. operation with France. Despite its exports to Russia, in 1967 

its need of the French markets was apparent, especially in 

the fie+d of oil production, wine distribution, and technical 

and educational assistance.35 

As against competitive marketing of products else

vJhere in the l·rorld, subsidizing the exports from Afr.ica is 

a disadvantage from the French point of view. But France 

_,..._ . .... ,. .... . .... ,_ 

34 Tarabrin, n. 20, pp. 124-5. 

35 David Gordon, "Algeria, 1962-1967 ; An Essay on 
Dependence in Independence", in Gifford and Louis, 
ed., n. 2, pp. 749-76. 
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directly benefits from access to agricultural commodities and 

raw material, including petroleum from Algeria and Uranium 

from Gabon, payable.in French Francs, which means France saves 

foreign exchange. The aid contribution to Tropical Africa by 

the other five EEC members of the European Development Fund 

(EDF) in the form of lira, Deutsche marks etc. provides 

additional foreign exchange in France. 

Although immediately after the war, African members 

of the Franc zone ran into trade deficit with the non-Franc 

area and ·France had to cover up, in the recent years they 

have contributed to the French currency reserves; surplus 

ranging from ~ 200 million to $ 300 million per year. 

France has also attempted to loosen its Franc zone structure 

and to reduce cost to itself by scaling down and trying to 

eventually eliminate certain of the • surprix• paid for 

African products or to transfer. the burden of some of these 
36 payments to the common market. 

AnOther aspect of trade that needs some attention 

is arms trade. It has bean determined by the following 

factors: (~) The rising cost of developing and producing 

more complex weapon system has led to the increased concen

tration of the means of ar~s production in the hands of 

a few rich nations. Between 1950 and 1972, an average of 

se% arms supply came from just four countries--USA, UK, USSR, 

and France. (,B) Most of the dealings are controlled by the 

-------·------·------
36 Nielsen, n. 11, pp. lOD-2. 
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governments, less than 5$ is in the hands of private dealers. 

And (.s) USA, and USSR generally supply weapons free of 

charge or at subsidized prices and low interest rates. 

Consequently, the Third World countries are dependent on the 

goodwill of these countries {governments) for the purchase 

of major sophisticated weapons, The pattern of such supplies 

is hegemonic, industrial or restrictive. 37 · 

The arms supply policies of Britain ani France 

are the examples of the industrial pattern. Britain also 

represents a country that \vas forced to undergo a transition 

from an arms supply policy Which served to reinforce its 

po s1 tion of hegemony, to one dictated by the requirements 

of the domestic defence industry. British supply to Africa, 

including south Atrica, totalled 14.4~ of the total British 

arms supply between 1950 and 1972. Supplies to the sub

saharan region became only significant etter 1958 \!Jhen 

weapons were supplied as a part of the aid to the British 

colonies gaining independence. 38 
-re su.Jr_ SoJI,O.Jt_Q/Y\, Af..:lw 

Britain is the second largest supplier~after USSR; 
MJY\b~-t.l;~ 

~t supplieditotal $ 7 million a year during 1960-72. However, 

Africa's demand for arms is small, With the exception of 

Kenya, other countries have diversified their purchasing 

-----------------
37 siPRI, A£m§ Trf3.9e with the, Thira .. worJ.g (London 

1975), pp, 28·29; also see Michael Kidron, Western 
Ciii.P1i§.l.ism since tne w.w: (Penguin, 1970). He Shows 
nowhe •arms eco=no~· acts as the factor in offsetting 
the crisis in the capitalist syste~ 

38 SIPRI, ibid., PP• 100 tf. 
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markets, opening new vistas for the European and Commom'lealth 

countries. In North Africa, Libya was its main buyer. since 

1957, Brit~n had profferred $ 3.7 million in military aid.' 

In 1968-69 Libya, with the aid of its oil revenues, had 

ordered large quantities .of weapons from Britain including 

Chieftan tanks and anti-aircraft missiles. However, after 

the ~' the orders were cancelled and British were not 

allowed to install their troops in Libya. Instead, Hirage 

planes and later on, in 1972 AMX-30 were ordered from 

France. 39 

The bulk of French arms supplies to its colonies 

in the first t'WO years after independence was estimated at 

$ so million, and in the late 60s about $ 2 million per year. 

French supplies are limited but at the time of independence, 

the ex-community countries received one or two light 

liaison planes, one helicopter, some armoured vehicles, and 

one or two patrol boats. The 1969-70 credits included 

provisions for airerafts and armoured vehicles for 

Tunis1a.
40 

south Africa became a buyer of French weapons in 

1961. In 1964, it had become France• s fourth largest· 

aerospace customer. And, between 1961 end l969, France 

supplied almost 55~ or south Africa•s total major weapons 

39 Ibid., pp. 105-6. 

40 Ibid• 
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imports. Arms supply to the African continent accounts 

for 34% of the total French weapon exports between 1950 and 

1972. USA, USSR, and other supplied about 46% of the total 

arms supply to Africa in the same period; France supplied 

about 31% and Britain supplied approximately 23%.41 

In the post-world Yar period, the ~evelopment of 

science and technology have chantied the pattern of relations 

among nations. The structural changes in material production 

brought about by technological progress have altered the 

position of the former colonies, now independent developing 

countries, in the world capitalist economw. The· developing 

countries of the Third World remain an important source of 

raw material fer the industrially developed countries, 

especially those of the western Europe. 

As a resUlt of the dependence of the ex-metropo

litan countries on their colonies, the latter invested 

heavily in the colonies and held major shares both in the 

agricultural and the mining industries--mostly in the 

extractive sectors. Since the developing countries got 

independenc~, the situation has changed. Britain and France 

still hold large shares in their e~colonial territories• 

41 see Appendix r, Table 1.4. 
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42 
monopoly investments, unlike Belgi~ 

A glance at the following table (Table 1.5) woUld 

highlight the development of the e~tractive sector and it , 

also explains the underdevelopment of the African continent, 

despite its possession of \o10rld 1 s 53 important basic indus

trial metals and minerals. 

If one,w~re to study the nature of foreign 

investments in Africa, which also reflects the pattern of 

control, Go~ and Landeau•s classification becomes relevant. 

They have classified the tthost countriesu into five categories: 

• Colonies•, 'independents•, 1 protectorates•, 'condominia•, 

and • countries on the road to anne~ation'. 43 

-----------------------
42 Bel~ium does not hold 7~ or more foreign invest• 

ments in aJJ.y country. USA Japan and West Germany 
have ln :the post-war years tilted the balance. Many 
countries have been positively influenced by USSR, 
e.g. somalia. 

43 see Helga Hveem, "The Extent and Type of Direct 
Foreign Investment in A!ric~• in Widstrand 
ed., M~tinatio~_Firm~ in ASrica (Dakar, !975), 
,P. f!l. Also see R. Green, ttpoffiical independence 
and the National Economy : An Essay on the 
Political Economy of Decolonisationn, in c. Allen 
and R.w. Johnson, ed., African_~ersBegtiv~B (London, 
1970) t pp. 290.8. 



TABLE 1.5 

Ph"RCENTAGE PRODUCTION OF AFRICAN PRDiARY . 
PRODUCTS C01<1PARED TO USA. .. 

-· .... "' .... ..- ·--· ----Agr.1cUl iura, .. ... · Industry -· ·• ---~ Public --Trans-
country Year Fore.stry, Milling and · Cons- port Commer- Admini- others 

fi.~ng Manuf ac- true- & ce stra-
ture tion Communi- t1on 

----·---- . ..... ------ ___ Qation; • 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -- -

Algeria 1958 21 3 ll 6 6 19 22 12 

Congo {L) 1958 26 16 12 6 9 7 14 16· c.n 
en 

Kenya 1958 42 ]. 10 4 9 13 10 11 

Morocco 1958 34 6 l8 4 • 15 10 13 

Nigeria 1956 63 l 2 11 l 4 6 3 

Rhodesia and 
Byasaland 1958 20 14 11 8 9 10 4 24 

Tanganiyka 1958 59 4 7 6 7 5 7 5 

Republic of south 
Africa 1958 12 13 2 5 8 12 10 20 

USA 1959 4 1 30 5 8 17 13 22 

Source: Kwame Nk.rumah, NeogoJ:.2D!-~1sm 1 The ~a1t §t~e_of IrnJ2e.JZ!al1.§.m (LOndon, 1965), P.• a. 
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• Colonies• refers to the "host oountrytt in which 

the direct foreign investments are 3~ or more of the GNP 

of that country. While it the corresponding percentage of 
" 

investment is belo'W 1, they would fall in the •independent• 

category. In 1967, according to thisscale, Gabon, Congo 

RP; and Mauritania, swaziland; end Zambia; Liberia; & 

Libya, and Zaire were the • colonies• of France, UK, USA and 

Belgium-respectively. Only UAR and Lesotho qualified as 

• independents•. 

By 1971 Lesotho, however, s\~ed to be • on the road to 

annexation•. That is, foreign investments began to accede 

the GNP of the country. Congo PR moved towards becoming a 

• protectorate•. 'Protectorate• refers to the country in which 

the ratio of foreign investment to the GNP of the country falls 

by more than 50%, yet the foreign investment remains, just 

more than 30$ of the GNP. Algeria is an example o£ 

•condominium• where French investments fell from 17~ of the 

GNP to 4~. •Condominium' reflects an appreciable faJ.J. in ·the 

ratio of foreign investment to the GNP of the country. The 

foreign investments here are less than 25% of the GNP. 

Direct private investments from the various capita

list countries have penetrated the interior of the African 

continent, openly competing where interests have clashed or 

merging When necessary. In case of Britain, investments 

in the south Africa increased betwe~n 1960 and 1965, While 

in Commonwealth Ai'rica they grew moderately till 1962, after 
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44 
which they declined. 

In French Africa., capital from the metropolis 

came to dominate banking arxl sectors in commerce, manufac

turing and agriculture. In some Francophone states, however, 

French interests suffered. Algeria nationalized French 

business firms, driving out 90% of nearly l milUon 

French residents. In Guinea and Mali French business were 

similarly affected. 

But else~ere these interests were protected by 

special nestablishmentn agreements, making it difficUlt 

for other investors especially US from poaching on French 

interests. Private investment has generally increasingly 

gone to the Ivory Coast, Gabon, and senegal for the mining 

of iron ore, copper, uranium, petroleum and gas. Decline 

in direct investments has been offset by a marked increase 

in export credits. The following table illustrates the 

importance of Africa to France • 

. _____ .....,.._ 

· 44 see Appendix r, Table 1.6. 
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TABLE 1.? 

DIRECT PRIVATE INVEST14ENT IN AFRICA (MINUS OEPR!!."CIATivN 
EXPEL1SES) .BY USA, UK, AND FRANCE (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

.. 
---·-· ____ ....._ _____ .. _. ·----· ---;:-o""'l'-t'~"*'o ... t-al!!!""''""'r:-o-re_I_i_ii_. -

1968 investments in 1968 Country 1960 

USA 586.2 1,477 3.9 

UK 959.2 1,408 s.s 
France 614.1 1,295 32.0 

...... . .... 
source: Tarabrin, 

Africa supplies important metal ores, minerals, 

oil, gold, diamond, and platinum to the USA, UK, Frame, 

West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Japan and Canada. Although 

American capital is quantitatively less than British capital in 

Africa, it has a wider field of investment. Almost 3~ of 

the bulk investment in Africa in 1967 was in the petroleum 

production sector. And, approximately 20% in mining and 

smelting, and 56.5% of the stock of foreign investments, 
45 

including in agricUlture, ~as in the raw material extraction. 

Foreign investments in manufacturing sector accounts 

for more than so% of the total stock of foreign investments 

in Gambia, swru:ila:na, Chad, SOmalia, and Brundi--a surprising 

------ ........ 
45 See Appendix I, Tables 1.8 and 1.9. 
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fact considering the .low share this sector occupies in the ODP 
46 of these countries. For example, if we note the type of 

manufacture industries established by these investors in 

Chad, it would show the direction ana, also sholrl how far these 

countries are benefitting. Two-thirds of the foreign 

investment is in cotton ginning, textile work (a going 

venture), a brewery, sugar ana flour mi~ls, assembly plants 

for bicycles, and transistors, briek and tile factories. 

However, they do not represent a high level of processing. 

Many other countries like Nigeria, have in the recent years 

promoted high processing industries. 

·· Raw materials are an urgent need of many industrial 

nations and of the war industry 1~ particular. 

materials are being accumulated and stockpiled. 

Therefore, raw 

USA, Br1 tain, 

Japan, France aDd FRG, are pursuing a programme of creating 

strategic reserves of raw materials, and as a result, are 

importing raw materials from all over the world, including 

Africa. SUpply of raw materials and minerals from Africa has 

given rise to a new phenomenon-.the "rediscoverY" of the 

continent. 

The inter-imperialist struggle for the various 

resources and control over them led to the development of 

monopoly houses and cartels. E:lrlier, British aDd French 

monopolies dominated the scene, in l960s American capital 

..,,, are. lsz&dlli•••J lil; •"'• ..... • I 

46 Hveem, n. 43, p. 74. 
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was well on its way to replacing them. Subsequent mergers 

took place, placing the monopolists in a better position; at 

other points of history, bitter rivalry forced the hands 

of the monopolists to make concessions to the "host 

countries". 

As is evident from the tables referred to above 

Mauritania represented a case of extreme investment-~9~ in 

the mining sector and 0.4S in manufacturing sector. But 

almost the whole of mining was controlled by one firm, 

MIFERMA, accounting for l/3rd of the Gross National Product 

of Mauritania and 8~ of Mauritania•s total export. LAMCO 

of Liberia is another example of monopoly con~rol by the 

foreign powers; a Liberian-A.merica.n-swedish Ninerals co. t 

"'here 62.~ of the shares belong to the foreigners and the 

investments are relatively and in absolute terms larger tha~ 
47 the tthost country" economy. 

BP/Shell•s investment in Nigerian petroleum is 

an example of the single largest corporate holdi.ng in the 

African extractive business, excluding South Africa. In 

1967, it alone accounted for 7% of the stock of foreign 

investment i:u A!rica. "Oppenheimer empire" appropriately 

describes the three-fold scale investments in south Africa, 

and through its associated companies, spreading the tentacles 

47 Ib~d., pp, 69 !!. 1 Tarabrin, n. 20, pp. 162-96• Andre 
Gunder Frank, on C§.l?1tiUi.s,t .. ,U,pdergevelopm~ dtomba.y, 
1975)' pp. 64-65. 
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o:f its interest into Tanganyika, Uganda, congo, Angola, 

Mozambique, West Africa and even into Sahara and North 
48 Africa. 

Zambian copper has been important for Britain. It 

is the third largest copper producer after USA and Chile. To 

avoid competition both in prio~ and quality, USA wanted to 

oust British monopolies. Wnen Zambian GOvernment took an 

uncompromising stand against Ian Smith•s Government of south 

Rhodesia in 1966, the rail-road through Rhodesia to the port 

of Beira in Mozambique could not be used to convey copper. 

Therefore, to prevent interruption in work, Americans and 

British came together. Anglo-American co~operation of South 

Africa and Roan Selection Trust control Zambian copper 

mining. 

Potential uranium reserves, oil, manganese and 

~tural gas in Gabon have been a source of conflict between 

France and USA. U~French struggle for power is :further seen 

in CAR• s changing orientation; leaving UDEAC for UEAC and 

later on returning to the former. There are a number of such 

· examples which show the changes taking place as a result of 

inter-imperialist rivalry in the form of either a merger, a 

joint venture of the neo-colonialists, or a change u! the old 

imperialist by a new neo-colonialist. 

t~hen in 1968, American oil company concluded an 

agreement with Algerian SONATRACH Company, surrendering 5~ 

........... II 1 kti 

48 see Nkrumah, n. 18 pp. 127 ff. 
aspect throughout the book, 

He has dealt with this 
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of their Saharan oil shares to get the right of selling Algerian 

oil at a ,higher rate, it once more brought to the fore us-
! 

French ciash of interest. In 1966, SAFRAP-·a French oil 

company obtained permission to survey and drill for oil in 

Nigeria, a clash of interest between Britain, America and 

France was highlighted. However, in the end BP-Shell, 

Anglo-Dutch group benefited at the cost of the French. 

What becomes relevant from this study is to under

stand how the 11 host countries" have bean affected. As is 

apparent it is mostly exploitation of econo~ of these 

countries. Most of them have nDno-cultural economies as a 

resUlt of the colonial rule. Even if the country is in a 

better position or to sell its produce at a higher rate, it 

does not benefit. It not only has to buy food and other 

consumer items but also has to import technical know-how, 

Thus, the Third World countries remain highly dependent. 

Although after gaining independence, the emphasis 

came to be on industrializing the country, in order to become 

leas and less dependent and eventually free of the foreign 

mercenaries; to prevent disintegration or •disarticulation• 

of the economy; and to raise the standard of living of p~ople 

and to reduce the gap between the rich and poor in cUltural 

and political sense. These countries were faced with the 

problem of developing the industrial and the manufacturing 

sector. Because they lacked the necessary technology. 

The continued presence of the monopolies works negatively. 
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~ 

They continue to repatriate profits to the metropolitan 

countries. 49 

Another factor that must be noted is that ~herever 

the share of foreign investments is low, as in Ethiopia, 

transfer of technology is used by the nee-imperialist powers 
' 

as a weapon to maintain their domination. The use of the 

term • transfer of technology• is very misleading. Because 

it is the finished products manufactured abroad that are 

merely assembled in any developing country. 

In this way, the centres control and penetrate the 

economies of the periphery without losing profits. At the 

same time, investments in the periphery for the manufacturing 

corporations is the means of capturing local markets. As H. 

Hveem puts it: 11 The African pattern is mostly that of being 

the last link in the • product cycle• .u50 

state tt aidn is another new weaton in the hands of 

the neo-colonialists, in their struggle for power and influence. 

It is generally given to those countries whose internal 

political arrangements, foreign policy alignments, treatment 

of foreign private investment, debt-servicing record, export 

pol1cy/1es etc. are considered desirable, and are accept~ble 

49 Hveem, n. 43, pp. 74-75•! G. Arrighi, 11 International 
Corporations! Labour Ar stocracies, end Economic 
Development n Tropical Africa" , in Arrighi and 
Saul, ad., !ss,.s •. on t~pgrg!,g~ ECQDO!W£ ot:_ .l!fris.~ 

· (New York, 1973 , pp. 105-5 • 

50 Hveem, iuid., p. 77. 
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51 
to the country providing aid. 

President Kennedy in 1961 said: nForeign aid is a 

method by ~hich the United states maintains a position of 

influence and control around the world, and sustains a good 

many countries which would definitely collapse, or pass into 
2 ' . 

the Communist bloc."5 This introduces an ideological aspect 

to the existing power rivalry. 

The concept of aid, according to Tarabrin, is 

linked with the collapse of the colonial system. He quotes 

from a \vest. German Journal t•~~!g_~_t!£I!k& Fgr.m!f' 

. that the idea of one state 1n'Vest1ng ita own resources to 
"' 

deve.lop another country or its colony would not have occurred 

to anyone before the World War II. It was born in the "minds 

of the ruling circles of the former metropolises and their 

imperialist partners and competitors when the need arose to 

preserve the capitalist system in vast regions of the world.u 53 

Aid, according to Hayter Teresa, can be considered 

as a concession by the imperialist powers to enable them to 

continue their exploitation of the semi-colonial countries. 

While aid helps the Third World countries to find short-

term solutions to their economic problems, it allows or makes 

51 Teresa Hayter, J\1~ a,s Ip!~ri~i§m (Harmondsworth, 1974), 
pp. 15-16. 

52 Reproduced in ibid., p. 5. 

53 Tarabrin, n. 20, pp. 98-99. 
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an assured passage for the continued flow of private profits 

and interests on past debts. Thus, creating a class within 

the Third World which is an ally of 1mperialism.54 

Aid from the ex-metropolitan countries has conti

nued to rise. For example, between 1963 and 1969, British 

aid increased from 14% to'22.7$ with Africa taking 89% of 

the total allocation for techilicai • aid•. "Technical aid" 

acts to some extent as the ttequiv8J.ent of the colonial 

superstructure. u55 While French aid for "cultural" and 

"technical col~aboration11 rose from 36.Z6 to 15.7% in the 

same period. 

An a1lalysis of British aid for the period 1963-69 

shows approximately 33% was allocated to supporting the 

monetary systems of the recipient countries, 19% to financing 

imports, 17% for technical co-operation, 15~ on the develop. 

ment of the infrastructure, 9.3% to develop industry and 6.7~ 

on social measures.56 

France relies more than Britain on her programme 

of aid. As Rene Gendarme has pointed out, development aid 

has become a most.effective component of foreign policy and 

that it is a convenient ~ay of carrying out decolonization 

without detriment to traditional economic ties and without 

-- -· ... 
54 Teresa Hayter, n. 51, P,• · 9. 

55 Tarabr1n, n. 20, p. 101. 

56 Ibid., p. 106• 



. 57 modifying the balance of forces. French aid is concentra. 

ted on Afro-Malagasy group., France gives 40% of the total 

Western ttaid" to Africa, and 87.5% of the French aid to the 
' 

developing countries goes .to Africa. 

An average of l,aoo million NF t assistance• flows 

from France to its former co.lon1es through E'AC (the Fund for 

Aid and Co-operation). An analysis of the fund allocation 

(sector-wise) highlights the biased character of French aid-

in favour of developing the primary production in the economw 

Of her former colonies. For example, in 1962 almost 2~ of 

the funds were allocated tc Cameroon for the development of 

agriculture, fishery and !orestry; over 4~ for the develoP

ment o! •infrastructure•; about 16% for general expenditure, 

and about 2o% on public health and education. The large 

allocation for the development of infrastructure \tJas to reduce 

the costs of production and ~istribution of the foreign 

companies operating in tha:t area, and thereby, to increase 

their profits; while measures for creating national industrial 
58 base were ignored. 

Despite the high supply of "aid by the ex. 

imperialist Britain and France, this strategy is an important 

-- -
57 ~uoted in ibid., p. 106 • 

. 
58 Goncharov, n. 28, p. 471• 
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component ·of USA alli FRG policies. USA, and FRG have been 

59 successfully trying to displace Britain and France. us 

n aid" increased three times since 1959, while that of Euro r,ean 

non-metropolitan countries increased four times. In 1961 the 

former metropolises accounted for approximately 60% of all 

"aid" but by 1967 they accounted for 47% only; US aidl:ad 
-

become half' of the n aid" from the colonial powers in 1987 

as against one-quarter in 1960. 

This highlights the highly competitive nature of 

"aid" and its increasing 1m}:X)rtance. It has come to act as 

a "partnertt of the monopolies 1nvol ving 1 tself even more 

deeply in the vicissitudes of the inter-imperialist rivalry. 

Moreover, USA has begun to manipulate the World Bank, the 

International Development etc. as its neo-1mper1al weapons. 60 

A rough estimate of' the total of debts or the 

developing countries in 1970 was 60,000 million dollars. 

Repayment of such large debts becomes a problem for the reci

pient countries. Reginald Prentice, the former British Minister 

of overseas Development said at the Commonwealth conference· 

in January 1969 that nearly all the money that Britain 

had supplied to Zambia as "aid" returned to Brita.tn in one 

_ ....................... -----
59 see Appendix I, Table 1.10. 

60 ~=~s~~!eB!~~~;af2R ~~~.lJ~t:::r!~;m!;~~· (~lui~ 
1971) • also see A. o. Frank, n. 47, pp. 64-65. An 
example of I!-1F loan to Liberia emphasizes the manipu
lation of the Western powers. The loan was ~iven on 
the understanding that Liberia would enact f1scal 
reforms in return. 
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way or another. This only goes to explain wh)' the donors 

benefit ~1le the underdeveloped and poor countries become 
62 poorer. 

Furthermore, the Western monopolies· penetrate the 

economies of the developing countries yet 1n another waya by 

their n invisible trade". 63 For example, 9016 of the 'WOrld 

ocean shipping is controlled by the imperialist countries. 

By increasing the rates, they earned over ~ 1,600 million 

as net annual freight expenses from the developing countries 

between 1951 and 1961. And about • 370 million as insurance 

payments in 1961 alone. 

In fact, neo-colonialists use very refined tactics 

like aid, trade, JlX)DOpoly investments, to name a few, to gain 

a better position for themselves, or to displace the older 

imperial masters. Aid is a kind of "bribe11 \olhiah helps the 

donor country to be in a po s1 tion to dictate terms and 'also 

guide the course of development of the recipient country; 

also an area of· inter-imperialist rivalry. 

6l 

62 

63 

Tarabrin, n. 20, p. 101. 

Nkrumah n. 18, pp. 241-3. His analysis highlights 
the fact how 'Bid• becomes another means of exploi
tation. For example, in 1961, ~ 6,000 million was 
given as aid to the developing countries. In return 
they e~tracted ~ s,OOO'million in profits1 ~ 1,000 
million in interest, and ~ s,aoo million rrom non
equivalent exchange• In other words the· neo
colonialists extracted $ 11,800 m111lon as against 
~ 6,000 million aid put in these countries.· 

Ibia., pp. 143-4. 
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The purpose of this Chapter has been to highlight 

the developments aDd the continuities in the relations of 

ex-metropolitan countries and their ex-colonies. The conti-

. ,_ nu1t1es, depending on the need and capability o:f' the 

indiv~dual metropolitan country, .have le.d to .the continuation 

of imperialism in a ne~ guise. A comprehensive study has 

been made to enable one to co~pare relations of other former 

metropolitan and their ex-colonies. This is to serve as 

a kind of' "ideal" or "model" of neo-coloni~ism, from which 

any deviations that occ~rs can be illustrated. 

The study essay~. to bring out the inter-neo

colonialist rivalry in the various spheres--political, 

economic, ideological etc. USA is a symbol of neo-colonialism 

and of the highest stage of capitalism at work. Therefore, 

reference has been made to USA, and wherever necessary to 

other neo-colonial powers to explain t~e contemporary phase 

of development of neo-colonial!~ 
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CHAPTER III 

PORTUGUESE COLONIALISM IN ANGOLA 

The overseas expansion of Portugal began in the 

15th cen~ury. It hoped to extract profits from East through 

trade, and thereby sustain 1ts economic system. From 1482 

to 1560 developed a period of close contact between the 

kingdoms of Kongo and PortngaJ. in terms of maximum economic 

returns. Jan Vans1na describes the attempt of Portugal to 

send teachers, missionaries, craftsmen, builders and other 

skilled men to Kongo as 11 mass1ve acculturation" •1 David 

Birmingham describes this long term inves~~nt as a "neo-
2 

colonial search to achieve economic takeoff"• 

The Portuguese expansions at sea had a revolutionary 

impact. It provided much of the initial accumulation and 

founded the extensive networks of international trade, thus 

making possible the Industrial Revolution in Europe. 3 Yet, 

......,. at ...... 
1 Jan Vansina, ii!J&ggms, of tsfl sa.~anES} (Madison, 1966), p. 

37. 

2 David Birmingham, "The African Response to Early Portuguese 
Activities in.Angola", in Ronald H. Chilcote, ed., 
~otest ff@-lte§ist~;qg,e_1:1! AJl£O:J:a §)1{} BraziJ. ,_cgm.u.,.atatiy2 
~Ijj . London, .1972), P• 21. 

3 Jay o• Brien "Portugal and Africa : A Pying Imper1alismt', 
!i!!l~hJ,y Beyle,;w (New York), vol. 26, no. 1, l<iay 1974, 
pp. 2o-21. 

- 71-
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the Portuguese empire was superseded by other European Powers, 

especially by Great Britain. The latter represented expansion 

of a dynamic new type of economic system. Unlike the con

servative intent and origin of the Portuguese expansion, 

the initial expansion of Great Britain was ~evo_lutionary in 

impulse, aim arid effect. 4 

Nevertheless,. expansion at sea led to the increased 

and r.egular process oi' exchange and trade of the Portuguese 

with the Kingdom of .Kongo which slowly spread to its 

neighbouring areas. subsequently, there developed trade 

between Portugal and Angola beginning from 1520 •. Portugal's 

increasing trade with the West Africa was, perhaps, because 

the iatter had evolved the political means of fostering and 

controlling long distance trade to an extent that West 

Central 1frica lacked.5 

The Portuguese enterprise in Angola was moulded by 

the following five factors: (~) high mortality from tropical 

disease, (e) Afriean·host1l1ty 1 (~) arid climate on the 

Luanda Coast unsuitable for agriculture, (Ql, domination of 

slave trade, and (!) the inferior quality of the European 

• colonists• that Dias, the Port11guese Governor, had brought 
6 

with him to Angola. 

4 Ibid., p. 21. 
I 

5 David Birmingham, n. 2, p. 20. 

6 Pavid Birminghamt Ir~ge am Co~lic;t in A= ( O:xford, 
1966), p. 47; ana Wheeleraiil PelisSier, .~ (London, 
1971) t p. 35. 
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In 1580, for a short period, Portugal came under 

·the Spanish domination. And during this period, Portugal 

lost its maritime supremacy that was basic to its commercial 
7 

empire 1n the East. In the meanwhile, other European Powers 

had become Portugal• s rivals. At the end of the wars in 

1640s, Portugal realize.d that only commerce in human-beings 

offered prosperity for the Portuguese in Angola.8 

While other European Powers acquired slaves b: 

barter, the low quality of the Portuguese trade cloth lad 

the Portuguese to take slaves through warfare.9 Th~e 

campaigns were conducted unofficially and justified by excuses, 

such as punishing the chiefs for having fa1led to pay tributes 
10 etc. 

A system of "donataria~ (territorial proprietor-
~ 

ship) came to be established in the 16th century. It gave 

the favoured proprietors of the crown a right to administer 

3 urisdiction over large e,;panses of land 1n exchange for the 

...., ...,._.._ ··---- -· U L 

7 see James Duffy, §91PJ!J:epk ~ Em~ir~ (Cambridge, 1955). 
For other reasons~ the Po~guese decline, see H. . 
Morse Stephens, f2£t~ (New York, 1891) PP• 177·83; 
Charles E. Nowell, US~P~.i gf PoxtHge4, {Princeton, 
1952), pp. 105-7. 

a David M. Abshire~ "Early History t European Discovery, 
and Colonization' , in Abshire ana Samuels, ed. , 
fg~tUiYe!le Af'ric~ a. A H§ll9R<?oi (London, 1969), p. 42. 

9 Ibid., p. 42; Birmingham, D.!~ Portu,g~se ~Hngyest pf 
l\!1&2~ (Oxford, 1965), p. 2. 

10 Birmingham, ibid., p. 25. 
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responsibility to defend and settle that land. An idea 

that was revived by Salazar later on. The three-fold purpose 

of this scheme was: (~) to relieve internal population 

pressures of Portugal and economic poverty; (~) to achieve 

cultural integration; and (g) to ensure political hegemony.11 

By 1600, the Portuguese had imposed a system of 

vassalage--a paternalistic system of subservience--over its 
. . 

African allies. They were obliged to pay tribute or taxes to 

the Portuguese--a military-commercial group.~in the following 
12 

forms: slaves, ivory, use of porters or later in currency. 

Thus, the Portuguese were able to compete "With the Dutch by 

constantly imposing monopoly conditions and by forcibly axel~ 

ding foreign competition because they could not economically 

outbid them. Moreover, gradually the slaves eame to be 

acquired not in return for the intangible benefits of 
13 

n Lusi tania.nizationu, but by trade. 

U R.H. Chilcote, E,gr~ygueSE} Africe. (New Jersey, 1967), pp. 
7-8. 

12 \Vheeler and Pelissier, n. 6, pp. 36-37. 

13 In the beginning, the Portuguese began to acquire slaves 
in return for the palm cloth purchased by the Africans. 
But as their pos1 t1on as trading partners deteriorated 
they tried to gain roore advantages, without trade, by 
imposing sovereignty and expecting tribute in a tradable 
commodity, such as slaves. Until, once mere, the slaves 
came to b6 acquired by trade based on military attempts 
to impose monopoly conditions and forcibly oust rivals. 
Birmingham, "The Ai'r1ca.n Response~, n. 2, p. 24. Also 
see, Jay O'Brien, n. 3. He adds 'ttlat the relationship 
between the Portuguese and the Africa was not that of a 
colonizer and the colonized, but one of gaining influence 
and trading advantagef:3--mutuall.y beneficial, and thus 
forming commercial !JX)nopolies. 
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The competitiveness of the Portuguese traders 
' increased as a result of the economic growth of Brazil in 

the 17th century. Brazilian tobacco and rum, •gerebita•, 

became essential items of commercial exchange, At times 

the British and the Portuguese traders co-operated so as to 
14 

offer better range of wares to their customers. slave 

trade flourished in the early period because Angola became 

a source of labour supply to Portuguese Brazil. 

When other Eur~pean Po,~ers threatened African 

societies, the latter looked up to Portugal for pol1t1eo

m111 tary suptx)rt. In the process, the internal dynamics 

operating within the African societies got subordinated to 

the forces deriving from the development of the, capitalist 

system in general and, to the integration of the Portuguese 

econo~ into the African societies.15 

Towards the· end of the 17th century, Portugal was 

facing 1'1na.no1al crisis. Portugal signed a number of 

commercial treaties with Great Britain, leading to the 

.tolethuen Treaty of 1703, which was clearly lJX)re advantageous 

to Great Britain than Portugal.. The • type• of international 

division of labour •• ' -wrought• --primary: vs. • unwrought• 

• manufactured goods--forced on Portugal led to the latter•s 

--·-
14 Birmingham, n. 2, p. 24~ 

15 Jay O•Brien, n. 3. 
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16 dependence on Great Britain. 

Consequently, Portugal began to export cloth and wine 

to Great Brita1n. The Brazilian gold, however, saved 

Portugal from becoming financially solvent. The outflow 

of Brazilian gold between 1700 and 1760 from Portugal to 

Britain especially, contributed to the industrialization of 

the latter at the expense of the former. And, therefore, 

Portugal's manufacturing sector could not develop as they 

had to concentrate all their efforts on developing and 

producing better and greater quantity of w1ne.17 

Portugal• s desire of colonial expansion was 

thwarted by the Frencll in the early 19th century. Portugal 

faced another setback in the form of Brazil• s independence 

in 1822. And, finally the abolition of slave trade and 

decline in slave export to Br8Zil reduced the Portuguese 

income from Angola. 

_..,. ___ .............. _. n 

16 s. S1der1 T~29e and Powpr (Rotterdam, 1970). This 
theme is develot:ed t1irougnout the book. In summary 
form see pp. 4-7. Also see H. E. s. Fisher, IbJ 
~rtuf# Ifag~ 1 A. §:tygl of_Apgle-Eortugy.,1!§e Com_q19rce uoQ;mg London, 1971 • 

17 Ibid. Also see Jay o• Brien, n. 3~ He adds that 
thus Britain had turned or tnade PortUgal into e. 
kind of appendage to be manipUlated at will. The 
British bourgeoi;le tried to maintain the old 
political all4 economic systems in Portugal. alld1 
therefore, ~ile they transformed the content of 
their relation and dynamics of its development, 
they wished to maintain their authority and supremacy 
over the Portuguese bourgeoisie. 
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A problem that al~ays confronted the Portuguese 

was how to colonize their African territories. Up to the 

end of the 19th century, the Portuguese did not willingly 

want to migrate to the African continent. A large number 

of migrants went to Brazil instead, Portugal shipped its 

criminals, and political exiles known as degradados, to its 

colonies. Rarely women accompanied them. The peasant 

families of Portugal too were pressed to migrate to the 

Portuguese African territories. Furthermore, they were 

expected to achieve success in civilizing the barbarous 

savages of African continent, But in 1900, Portugal finallY 

abandoned its vision of direct colonization of Angola.l8 

Although in the administrative field, Portugal 

did 11 ttle to j ustif'y its effective occupation, one thing 

must be said in its favour, Africa as the Portuguese found 

it was useless as e. port of call, 'But nbatween them the 

Arabs and the Portuguese introduced most of what are now the 

staple African crops, maizei yams, manioc (cassava), the 

sweet potatoes, besides sugarcane, pepper, ginger, citrus, 
19 tomatoes, pineapple alld tobacco".· 

18 

19 James Duffy, ibid., p, 102. 
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Throughout the three centuries, follo~ing Portuguese 

overseas expansion, the colonial municipal councils played 

an important role. 20 The Crown and the colonial governors, 

both largely depended on the camaras (the municipal. councils) 

to raise and administer funds, for a variety of purposes, 

including the maintenance of·Dlval and military establish

ments. It must be noted that the latter was not the respon

sibility of the civic bodies in other contemporary empires. 

Financially, the expenditure of the Camaras out

ran their receipts. Money that should have rightfully been 

spent on public works, and to·r the construction and upkeep 

of roads and bridges etc. ~as spent instead on the Feast of 

Corpus Christi in 1719, and such other occasions, on the 

instructions of the cro~n. 

The· Camaras \>Jere advantageous from the Crown• s 

point of view. They provided an element of stability and 

continuity in the administration of the colonies where the 

governors served usually for a period of three years. The 

camaras were generally administered by pure Portuguese or 

by mesticos. 

The attitude of the Portuguese living in Africa 

has been an anomaly. Multi-racialism and miscegenation 

were common. The writings of George Tam, Sa' da Bandeira, 

_.... ................... 

20 c.R. Boxer, fQ:rtp.gyese SOs!e;ty i!}, the Tropics (l~adison, 
1965)' pp. 110-49. 
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and Livingstone highlight the difference in the attitude of 

the Portuguese towards the natives as compared to the attitudes 

of other Europeans. Interaction between the Portuguese and 

the natives ?Jas of high order. Irres:t:-3ctive of race, colour, 
21 or religion, all enjoyed equal rights. 

However, in the last decades of the 19th century, 

racialist tendencies together with economic discrimination 

against the backward masses of Portuguese Africa -were observed. 

In the l890.S developed the concept of ''indigenato", or the 
~ 

policy of dual citizenship. on the one hand, the Portuguese 

followed policies of forced labour and indulged in slave 

trade, on the other, tolerance, co-existence and willingness 

to make compromise was a characteristic factor of their 

relation with the nat1ves. 22 

-------------------
21 

22 

David Livingstone, H!ssionar2 Tr§i2~~~ Resealche§ 
in.§oy.,th Ml:iS§ (New York, 1858), pp. 399·400. He 
wrote: tt Instances so common in the Ssuth, in \llhich 
half-caste children are abandoned, are here (in 
Angola) extremely rare· •••• The coloured clerks of 
the merchants sit at the same table with their 
employer~1 without ~Y embarrassment •••• Nowhere 
else in AXrica is there so much goodwill between 
Europeans and natives as here." Also see, Hammond, 
"Race Attitudes and Policies 1n Portuguese Africa 1n 
the 19th a.lld 20th Centuries", ~' vol. 9, no. 2t 
october 1967, pp. 206-7. 

Archibald Lyall, IDt~ck and White Make Brown (London, 
1938), p. 190. After his trip to .. Portuguese Guinea 
in 1936 1 he commented on the remarkable capacity of 
the Por~uguese for getting on with the natives. 
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Portuguese expansion was largely military expans1o~ 

It included achievement of tribal alliances, pacification, 

and occupation. in the process, many times the all~nce 

between Portugal and Great Britain was strained over the 
23 question of borderline of Portuguese Africa. 

In the last quarter of the 19th century, the 

European Powers once more turned their attention towards 
I 

Africa; annexing various territories. But the lack of 

manpoltJer, financial resources and heavy public debts preven

ted Portugal from gaining ~re than what it possess~d after 

the Berlin Conference in 1884. Moreover, Portugal was asked 

to justify its effective presenee in its claimed colonies. 

For the first time, Portugal was thus forced to exercise 

systematic control and expa4d its presence in Atriea. In 

Angola alone, it had to fight wars .from 1906 to 1919. 

During this period another interesting development 

took place. The British expected the Portuguese empire to 

crumble and disintegrate under heavy debts. As a resUlt 

they thought of themselves as presumptive heir to Portuguese 

Africa. In 1898 when Portugal sought loans by pledging its 

coJ.onies as collateral, Great Britain and Germany secretly 

agreed on to claim their areas of spheres of influence if 

------------------
23 Abshire, "From the Scramble for Africa to the New 

Staten, in Abshire and Samuels, ed., n. B, pp. 68• 
70. 
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Li~on defaulted. But Portugal was able to raise necessary 

funds and save partitioning of its colonial possessions in 
9l Africa. In the next year, the outbreak of the Boer \tlar 

brought Portugal and Great Britain close once more. The 

secret treaty of Windsor in 1899 once more a!firmed the 

earlier treaties of friendship between the two nations 

which included Great Br1ta1n•s promise to defend and protect 

Portugal's colonies. 

Portugal• s administration of Angola can be divided 

into three phases. First, till 1926--the phase of military 

invasion, establishment of effective control and consoli

dation of Portuguese suzerainty, follO\rJed by pacification 

and repression of African resistance and protest. second, 

till 1960.~the phase of nature colonialism under the 

Salazarist regime. .Third, from 1961 onwards till 1975-

this phase marks the development of n~t1ona11sm in Angola 

and its clash with the colonial administration. 

-----------------
24 lbid., p. 751 Duffy, n. 18, pp. 221-4; William 

Langer, !he uipyo~l. 2!: rmeel~1 sm ~~0:~2f 
(New York, 1951 , p. 529. He owslha Br n 
did not want to Share the Portuguese territories 
w1 th any power. 
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FIRST PHASE 

From 1895 to 1910, Portugal attempted administra

tive and economic reforms. And, from 1911 to 1919 it showed 

humanitarian concern for its African subjects. The important 

administrative change in the colonies was _transition from 

military rUle to civil rule. Governor-General Antonio Enes 

suggested that the provinces be "administered and governed 

from within the province, following rigid norms established 
25 

and finanoed by the metropolis". 

Eduardo da Costa and Enes sought greater powers to 

administer and formulate policies and to take decisions on 

local matters. Costa defended division of the provinces into 

districts and desired to perfect circumscription into a 

wo~kable unit or· colonial government. He believed that there 

must be two different administrative statutes--one for 

Europeans and the other for Africans--thus, rejecting the 

notion of equality. He added that the native code should be 

modified from region to region. He did not accept any 

division of the authority of the administrator. The 
26 

administrators were to be appointed by the governors. 

-----·-------------
25 Antonio Enes1 as quoted in Abshire, n. 23, P• 81. 

Also see outry, ibid,, pp. 245-7. 

26 Duffy, ibid,, pp. 242-3. 
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In Angola, military rule was replaced by civil 
' 

circumscriptions (administrative divisions or districts) 

attar 1911. Governor Norton de Matos circulated a directive 

in 1913 to the Portuguese administrators which was an impor

tant step in the direction of emanc1 pation of the Africans. 

It also established the circumscription as the "principal 

agent for Angola• s regeneration". Z7 

Po:rtugaJ. llad realized long before the turn of the 

century that its colonies were a liability. It coUld not 

establish the usual met~opolitan colony relation with its 

African territories after the loss of Brazil. Unlike the 

other colonial rulers it could not use the available infra

structure of its colonies, which was suitable for the 

exploitation of natural resources made easy by available cheap 

labour to establish a complementary role to its metropolitan 

economic imperatives. 

As mentioned earlier, Portugal had become dependent 

on Great Britain. And the treaty of 1899 once more a! firmed 

it. It was almost an e9uivalent of' Portugal becoming econo

mically colonized by Great Britain because the former never 

------------------
Ibid., p •. 249. He describes the reaction of two colo
nial ~heorists in 1912 who wrote that military rule 
had never been necessary. "In our archaic process ot 
colonial administration we began from a false point 
of view ••• •" 
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achieved any significant degree of industrialization. There

fore, it was unable to transfer its imperial enterprise to 

its colonies. In this case, therefore, both the rationale 

and the means of exploitation of the colonies for the develoP

ment of the metropolis were absent. The African market, 

therefore, could not be used to provide economic incentive. 

on the other hand; the colonies served as an outlet 

for the increasing Portuguese population. The petty traders 

indulged in crude e7plo1tation of both the natural and the 

human resources. By holding down the price of labour power, 

including use of force and violence, the Portuguese ossified 

the historical conditions. And, thus were able to maintain 

the colonial wage struoture.28 

Keeping in view the above mentioned factors, Portugal 

granted "financial autonomy and decentralization compatible 

with the development of each" to Angola. in 1920. But, un

fortunately, Angola was alzoost on the brink of bankruptcy by 

the end of the l920s.
29 

Furthermore, it lacked capital for 
30 investment. Transport was another problem. And, trade 

31 
deficit had increased between 1910 and 1930 to lo-12%. 

-- ··-...... ·-----
28 v. G. Kiernan, "The Old Alliance : England alld Portugal", 

~,Q,!a,J:ist Regisl.u (London), 1973, pp. 261-79. He adds 
that under the cover of "protector'' Britain was building 
something like a "neo-colonial" relationship with 
Portugal. (p. 263); Jay u•Br1en, n. 3. 

29 Duffy, n., l8, p. 250. · 

30 Wheeler and PeUssier, n. 6, pp. et-68. Railroads were 
yet to be built. 

31 Duffy, n. 18, p. 264. 
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Labour Policy 

The Governors ~ere faced with yet another proble~ 

the problem of reconciling a native policy, which was to 

humanize the earlier repression o~ the Africans, and to 

develop a 11 ne\v colonial mentalityn ...... of protecting the native 

and treating him as a u man. of the same nation", w1 th the 

need for exploitation of the human resources. 32 

I 

Before the Portuguese came, the Africans operated 

within their own indigenous economies and had no ·pressing 

need to sell their labour power. But the Portuguese coUld 

not have earned profits had they to compete for labour in 
J 

the market. Hence, it became necessary for them to device 

means by vJhich they could siphon otf labour from the 

agricultural sector to the new sectors of community produc

tion. 

Therefore, in 1899 a decree was passed ~ich made 

1 t oorally and legally obligatory on the part of all the 

Africans to work for the vlhites "to acquire by labour the 

means of subsisting and of bettering their social condi

tion". In this \-lay s~avery was transformed in name to wage 

labour, which was nothing but forced labour. 

The workers were sent out under contract labour. 

Women and children ~ho were left behind had to work for their 

32 Ibid., pp. 253-4. 
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living. The colonial worker was paid below the tthistorioally 

determined value" of his labour power. In. other words, as 

compared to the metropolitan worker or labourer, a native 
33 

was paid the barest minimum possible. 

During this pbas'e, various foreign missions came to 

Angola. Whereas Catholics had been predominant before, now 

Protestants too came on the scene, bringing with them new 

ideas. According to the Portuguese, to be u civilized" meant 

being assimilated to Portuguese norms; the latter including 

being a Roman Catholic. However, it was possible for one who 

professed another faith to become assim1lated.34 

After 1845, provisions for education at two levels 

were provided. First, elementary schools wherever necessary, 

and second, principal schools only in the capitals. The 

33 This is also discussed by Jay O'Brien, n. 3; Basil 
Davidson, ;In the JS:i~ of lb~. ;:;torm : Angel~• s Peo~ 
(Harmondsl'JOrtb 1975), pp. 114-22. He quOtes Nor n 
de Matos over lhe lamentable state of affairs in 1921. 
"A veritable leprosy of corruption covered almost 
everything that touched on native labour ••• •" Duffy, 
n~ 18, pp. 264•6. He quotes Freire de Andrade, whicn 
sums up the attitude of the Portuguese towards the 
Africans in the early 20th century. u The education to 
give the native must be, above all one ~hich will . 
make him a worker ••• who ~ill contribute to the progress 
richness of the country •••• But now can we keep him 

34 

from ••• being bossed to become a boss? ••• ~nly ••• by a 
labor law which, badly interpreted •• • LJ..!f slavery.n 

stephen Neill, Co,d,oniaJ.i,mn sand Christipn ~ssions 
(Ne\-J York, l966f, p. 293. · 
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remarkable feature of this pOlicy was absence of racial dis

crimination at schools. Missions too continued to teach. 

Education at the elementary level was given in the African 

languages. 

A decree in 1921 forbade teaching in schools in 

the vernacular. This affected the Protestant missions more 

than the Catholics, since the former were ill-equipped to 

teach in Portuguese. It was an exc~use to forestall the 

attempts of other colonial powers to enter Angola and other 

Portuguese territories through the backdoor, the Protestant 
35 

missions.-

By the end, corruption was 'Widespread in Portuguese 

Africa. At home, the country was facing political and 

economic crisis; finally culminating in the £9!Ul Q!.~ji,€&~ of 

1926. In the following years Antonio de Oliveira Salazar 

became the Prime l~nister and a dictator of Portugal. His 

concern was to stabilize and balance the national budget. 

The policies that Salazar pursued in Portugal led to 
36 

correspollding changes in Africa. 

------------------
35 Accounts of education policy are given in Abshire, n. 

23, pp. 79-80; Duffy, n. 18, pp. 257-60· see 
Eduardo de sousa Ferreira n. 18, pp. 47-63; for 
details about the curriculum etc. and the government•s 
policy. 

36 See Antonio de Figueiredo, f.Qt;;tugr. J Fift! X"!Sif§ gt 
TJ.igtftorshitt (Harmondsworl;h 1975 • He traces e 
condtlons ot Portugal and the problems facing Portugal. 
He then shows the rise of Salazar as e political figure 
in the Portuguese Government. Also see Basil Davidson, 
n. 33, pp. 126-30. 
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SECOND PHASE 

From 1926 to 1961, the colonial administrative 

framework took its concrete shape, which was further modified 

in the 1960s. In the following pages a stUdy of Portugal's 

colonial policy and of institutional development, with 

specific reference to Angola, will be made. vlherever 

necessary, changes during 1960s will also be discussed to show 

continuations in the colonial policies till decolonization 

of Angola. 

Angola, like the other Portuguese African territo

ries, was a colony of Portugal till 1951, when its official 

status becam.e an "overseas province". There was no .legal 
~ 

counterpart of an overseas province in metropolitan 

Portugal. Lisbon Government reserved the right to leg~slate 

by decree in the interest of the nation, applicable to both 

the metropolis and the overseas territory. The overseas 

Minister could legislate onJ.y for the overseas territories 

by decree after consulting the overseas Council. 

Angola was administered by the "regime do indigenato" 

headed by a Governor General who was in turn assisted by the 

Legislative Council. Its purpose was to maintain 'status quo• 

and to protect the African people. It was an extension of 



Portugal's traditional policy of paternalism.37 

There existed a highly decentralized administrative 
38 structure in Angola. Each colony ~as divided and sub-

divided into administrative units--districts and oircumscrip. 

tiona and posts. The circumscription remained the basic unit 

of government. In 1963, under the terms of the new organic 

Law, economic and social councils were established. Many of 

the former circumscriptions were elevated ~o 11 concelhos". 
-

The legal structures were modified to suit the 

peculiar character or, and to accommodate, the native or 

tribal laws. The Portuguese Civil Code was applicable to 

all the Africans ~bo preferred to be governed by it besides 

the tt assimiladost'. In case of clash or conflict between 

the Portuguese and the Native Law, t~e former prevailed. The 

process was kept simple so as to be comprehensible to the 

natives. 

Much of the legislation govern.tng the Angolan 

natives was a continuation of the "Estatuto Politico civil e 

37 The study of Administration during 1921-1960 is based 
on Norman A. Bailey, 11 Government and Administration alld 
the Political Process & Interest Groups" t in Abshire 
and Samuels, ed., n. s, pp. 133-51. Dufry, n. 18, pp. 
280.8j Gann and Duignan, £,e;!;gn1~ism i:t. {1frisa1 J.S7Q: 
la§Q \Cambridge, 1970), vol. 2, p. 181. 

38 see Appendix II, .Fig. 2.1. 
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criminal dos 1nd1genas das colon1as de Angola e Mocambiquen 

of 1926. one of the important idea of the new law was: 

nto lead the natives, by the means appropriate to their 

rudimentary ci v1Uzat1on-- so that the transformation from 

their own customs and their own habits may be gentle and 

gradual--to the profitable development of their O\>Jn activities 

and to their integration lnto the life of the colony, which 
39 

is an extension of the PlOther country•• • 
. 

Laws by decree, of 1929, 1933 and 1954 JOOdified the 

statute of 1926.' While professing and echoing the sentiments 

of racial equality, the Portuguese Government was devising a 

policy founded on theories of cultural inequality. The process 

of assimilation of the natives was slow through the 1930s and 

l940s. By 1950, only ao,ooo out of a popUlation of 4 m:LlUon 
40 

Africans in Angola had become assimilated. 

39 silva Cunha, 11 0 Sistema Portugues" 1 pp. 140-41, quoted 
in Duffy, n. 18, p. 293. The distl.nction that the 
Portuguese made between "civilized" ana "non-civilized" 
1n itself reflects a racist attitude. Because they ~ 
tolerated and accepted miscegenation it does not prove 
that the colonial society was free of racial prejudices. 
This idea of tolerance was stretched at times. For 
example, Eduardo de Azevedo in "Terra da esperanca : 
romance duma viagem a Angola" (Lisbon, 1954), pp. 114-
16 wrote, "Negroes will fight to the last drop of 
blood for the liberty of being Portugue.se for the 
greatest pride of the Negro is to belong !o a country 
of men who are brothers. ~uoted in Gann and Duignan, 
n. 37' p. 180. 

40 tiorma.n A. Bailey, ttNa.tive and Labour PolicY".t in Abshire 
and Samuels, ed., -n. 8 1 pp. 165-7; Gann and uugnan, 
ibid., pp. l~BO; Dufry, ib1d. 1 pp. 189 ff.; Ferreira, 
n. 181 pp. 114-16; Wheeler and Pelissier, n. 6, pp. 
129-36. . 
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Assimilation of a native meant being regarded as 

belongi~g to the u civilized" popUlation. T"ne stanaard of 

judgement for his admission to the assimilated status was: 

attaining a cUltural level where he could read am write 

Portuguese; and prove his good character. In case he was 

employed in the colonial administration,or had exercised 

a public charge, or had a secondary school education, or 

was a merchant etc., the regular procedures of assimilation 

were waived aside and he was issued a "bilhete de identidade". 

Thus giving the «assimilados" the right of unrestricted free 

movement in the province. 

In 1961, a ne''~ status \-las introduced fo~ mre 

advanced Africans \<ilo did not wish to become '1 assimilado rl'. 

They were provided '\111 th a 11 caderneta" for identification. 

And they too could move through the provi~ce unrestricted. 

In September 1961, the Native statute was repealed. As a 

result all the citizens had equal rights anq duties. Under 

the 1960-62 reform provisions, any African could by simple 

declaration choose to be governed by the Portuguese civil 

code ana ass~ full Portuguese citizenShip. 

HJ:§sions oog Edu,g~t1op 

As before, the Catholic Church co-operated in 

limiting and controlling acculturation. Christian principles 

were indoctrinated in the natives to the extent of making 

them obedient and disciplined but not skilled, independent-
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minded individuals or active. From the Portuguese point of 

view, only minimum degree of Europeanization was necessary 

for the imposition of a social order that would facilitate 

economic exploitation. They did not want their colonial 

domination threatened by the development of an intellectual 
. 41 

elite in the colony. 

Education and religion were t,~ pillars of the 

Portuguese policy of assimilation. In the 1930s, once more 

the future of native education was left in the hands of the 

missions. Government financed the Catholic missions, but 

these failed to achieve much. According to the 1950 census 

the rate of illiteracy in Angola was 96-97~.42 This low rate 

of literacy was a result of the number of problems posed by 

age limitation, admission to schools etc. and by natural 
43 rural hindrances. 

' 

The education pattern of the metropolitan country 

was dUplicated for the Portuguese· and the ·assimilated children 

-----------------
41 Ferreira, n. 18, p. 112. Also see Figue1redo1 n. 36, 

p. 179. 11 Educa'tion had retained many of its 1·eudal. 
characteristics as an instrument of privilege and 
discrimination." 

"' 42 Ferreira, ibid., pp. 70.71. 

43 Although there was lack of racial discrimination, yet 
first preference was given to white children. For 
the course of education and the problems facing the 
Africans in detail see, ibid., pp. 66-731 Samuels 
and Bailey, "Education, Health and SOciBJ. Welfare" t 
in AbShire and samuels, ed., n. a, pp. 178·82; Dufry, 
n. 18, pp. 312-16; Gann and Duignan, n, 37, PP• lSS-
9. 
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in Angola. For the rest of the Africans there was education 

for adapting ( ensiDO de adaptacao) and rudimentary education 

(ensino rudimentar). The three-year primary course was given 

to acquaint the Africans with the Portuguese language and 

culture. Besides making the natives into "true Portuguese", 

education served to produce good agricultural workers and 

craftsmen who served the interest of the colonial economw. 

l~reover, education for the natives was viewed with 

disfavour by one school of thought in Lisbon. A luminary 

speaking at Coimbra University in 1954 conclUded, "the better 

the schooling we provide, the more demoralized and disinteg. 

rated becomes the social grouping that one is claiming to 

civilize. u Either he becomes a potential threat in the form 
~ 

of developing "native proletariat" or he "regresses to 

tribal mental! tyn •44 

In 1961, the Government abolished the legal distinc

tion Eetween citizens and. indigenous inhabitants. Thus it 

hoped to accelerat~ the process of 11 Portuguezat1ont1 or 

accUlturization of the natives. The number of schools 

increased during 1960s. But the quality of teaching remained 

poor, even at the primary level. Mostly the difficulties 
45 arose because the stUdents were taught in Portuguese. 

-------------------
44 Vicente Ferreira, E~uios U~trame;inos (Lisbon, 1954), 

vel. 3, p. 56, quoted n Davidson, n. 33, P• 136. . 

45 see Eduardo de 80usa Ferreira, n. 18, pp. 66-106; 
Duffy, n. 18, pp. 312-16. 
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Although the number of students at the primary 

level increased due to free education, only a few passed 
46 the primary level and practically none got to university. 

Yet, there developed a small group of African elites who 

provided an African petty bourgeoisie, and encouraged 

alignment of the African officials and smal 1 ... scale managers 

with Portugal. 47 

As in ~he field of education, both the government 

and the missions· collaborated in the field of medicine and 

social services. As is well-known, Africans suffer from 

tropical diseases. Mortality rate is high. Medical ana 
hospital care improved in the 1960s. There were 492 doctors 

in 1965 and 1,787 auxillaries, such as nurses, in 1963. 

By 1966, there were 338 hospitals and institutions for 
. 48 
in...patient care, and 865 locations for out-patient care. 

Leprosarium in AnJola has been an important project 

for the Angolans. According to WHO, between 1960 and 1964, 

over two million people were immunized against smallpox, 

46 Ferreira, ibid., p~ 95; \Vbeeler and Pelissier, n. 6, 
p. 135. Also see Appei:ldix II, Table 2.2. separate 
figures for Africans are not given. In 1970, only 
about 15% were studying at University. 

47 Ferreira, ibid., p. 105. 

48 Samuels and Bailey, n. 43, pp. 191·2• 
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pol1o~elitis, yellow fever, etc. Bilharzia and tuberculosis, 
49 

however, occurred most frequently. tn 1964, inhabitants 

were served with sewage system, both in the urban and rural 

areas. 3.2% of the budget expenditure went to provide health 
50 

services in 1964. 

Besides governmental services, private and semi

private enterprises offer medical, educational, and re-
51 

creational services for their workers and their families. 

Rural welfare activities were taken up by the so-called 

psycho-social service group. Their activities were brief 

and scattered. Under urban welfare programme, orphanages 
52 

and old people•s homes were instituted in Angola. 

rn the 1940s especially after the coffee boom 

a wave of Portuguese immigration started. Consequently, 

the demand for cheap African labour went up in Angola. 

Labour sh~rtage had been a chronic problem for the Angolan __ , ________________ _ 

49 World Health Organizat1ol.4 Ib+rg_n~~rt on Worl~~ 
~,tue,tion, Nineteenth \vorld Assembly A 19B and b/4 
Part Il, 7 April l987, {m1meo), Review by CoWltry and 
Territory, pp. l-3. 

50 Ibid., P• 3. 

51 see Samuels and Bailey n. 43, pp. 191-2. For example, 
the Benguela Rail way, ~iamang, the Zo bi to Mining Company, 
and the Cassefuel AgricUltural Corporation offer above 
mentioned 1"ac1l1tie·s to their workers. 

52 see ibid., pp. 194-7. 
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high commissions, governor-generals, and ministers. Poor 

wages, pr1m1 t1 ve \.Jorking eonai tions, corporal punishments, 

malnutrition, poor health of the ~rkers, continued 

export of contract labour, and their preference to work 

on their own land for subsistence rather than in some 

strange country "for remuneration maint~ned at an artifi

cially low level by a system of maximum wages" led to the 
53 chronic labour problett4 

· In 1928, recruiting of native labour by the 

administrative officials for private compa.ni'es was for

bidden. In 1955, detailed legislation in regards to the 

hours and conditions was passed. Yet the abuse of labour 

continued. Despite numerous legislations, government 

officials intervened to secure labour for the whites. A 

labour market existed but the Africans had no voice in 

------------------
53 Ibid., p. 168; Wheeler and Pelissier, n. s, pp. 

137-40; Davidson, n. 33, p. 135. He discusses 
the si~uation when African workers demanded a 
raise in their wages, Oiamang Company tried to 
make compromise because they did not want to add 
a bigger figure to their list. But in the same 
year they paid ten times as much in dividends to 
its shareholders. 

See Appendix II, Table/~13 for immigration figures 
of the Europeans into Angola. . 
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54 it about their fate. By 1960, it could be classified in 

the following categories: (1} correctional labour, (2) 

obligatory labour, (3) contract labour, (4) voluntary 

labour, (5) forced cultivation, and (6) emigrant or export 

labour. The violence of the system pervaded all the 

------------------
54 see Ouffy, n. lB, pp. 318-28. He gives details of 

the different legislations passed and their adminis
trative operation! also see Basil Davidson, 1b1d.i 
pp. 123-6, and 13 -5. Henrique Gatvao in 1947 to d 
the parliament that in Angola the s1 tuation was 
worse than in Mozambique "• •• the state acts as 
recruiting and distributing agent for labour on 
behalf of settlers who1 as tho~h it were quite 
natUl'al, write to the uepartment of Native Affairs 
for • a supply of workers''. This word t supply• 
(fornecer) is used indifferently of goods and of 
men." - Quoted in Davidson, ibid., pp. 133-4. 

A.T. steele, writing in~~ !£tk He~~i Ttib4a2 
(15 February 1948) echoed si lar sen menta. 
u When an Angolan plantation owner requires labour, 
he notifies the government of his needs. The demand 
is passed down to the village chiefs1 who are ordered 
to supply fixed quotas of labOurers rrom the communi
ties. If the required number is not forthcoming, 
police are sent to round them up." . 

... 
Basil Davidson in lU:s interviews with employers of 
contract labours found similar situation. "The 
Governor- General allocates • contradados• (contract 
workers) according to a theoretical calculation of 
the number available for conscription at any one 

·time. Approved demands for labour ••• are sent to 
local administrators ••• and the • chefe de postot ••• 
is then obliged to conscript the number of men 
required by the indent •••• n In 1955 an advertisement 
read: n11eensed contractor offers duly legalized 
personnel at Esc. 1,000 each." Discussed in 
Davidson, ibid., pp .• 134-5. 

Also see Figueiredo, n. 36, pp. 174-s. 
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aspects of social relations and, consequently, deformed 

them. 55 

According to Rene Pelissier, after 1961, "detente 

in the bush" set in Africans began to take up jobs if they 

needed money. They could stay at home if they so desired, 

provided they paid taxes. Contract labour affected less 
' 

than one-4eventh of' the economically active workers, lMhioh 

had further reduced by one-tenth in 1964 • 
56 

. Economic development of Angola and other Portuguese 

African Territories was affected by the "metropolitan 

factor". 57 rn fact, the colonial economies were neither 

55 

56 

57 

Jay o• Brien, n. 3; Perry Andersen, "Portugal and the 
end of Ultra- colonialism, Part - 2u , !jew !feft Re;vie)l 
(London), no. 16, JUly-August 1962, pp. 88-99. 

Wheeler alld PeUssi~r, n. 6, pp. 226-7. or the 
· 241,351 workers in 1964, 102,851 were contract 

labourers. In 1960 115,904 had been contract 
workers, and overall percentage of wage-earners 
had been Z7.2$ in Angola as against 32.~ in 
Ghana. This further decreased in 1964. Against 
299,861. workers (non- specialists) in 1960, only 
241,351 were on the list in 1964. 

see Basil Davidson, "Pluralism in Colonial African 
societies : Northern Rhodesia/Zambia" in L. Kuper 
and M.a. smith, ed., f!.uraJ.ism in MllSi!- (California, 
1969), PP• 2ll-2S •. 
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isolated nor autonomous organization but the proj action of 

its governing metropolitan coWltry. For example, under 

liberal influence, supremacy of the majority interest ~ 

possible reforms to African advantage were witnessed else

where in A!rica in the British and French Africa respectively. 

This attitude of British and French helped them to accept 

decolonization of their colonies in 1950s. 

But in Portuguese Africa 1 t was the influence of 

a dictatorial government .. \!Jhich combined the ideas of 

Italian facism and medieval Catholicism - Under Salazar. 

His first concern for balancing the natio·nal budget brought 

about drastic changes in the Portuguese economic structure. 

Taxes went up; social services and real wages went down. 

The elitist structure of the econom¥ increasingly became 

more extractive at the expense of the ordinary masses. Its 

eeonomw became stagnant and needed forei~n investments for 

rejuvenation especially ~ter World War II. Portugal became 

a semi-colony in relation to the rest of the hurope and 

USA, in the orbit of \vestern capitalism. 58 

African territories became important for Portugal. 

In the words of Marcello Caetano in the 1930s: "Africa is 
~ 

more than a land to be exploited •••• Africa is for us a 

m:>ral justification and "raison d' etre" as a power. Without 

------------------
58 see Basil Davidson, n. 33, pp. 127-9. 
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59 
it 'We would be a small nation; with it \4e are a great power." 

Hence, once the need of maintaLning Af~ican territories was 

realized, Portugal began to pursue a systematic policy. 

Under Salazar began the program of balanoed budget 

for the overseas territories in 1930s. Yet the concerted 

effort of the metropolitan country ani the provincial 

governments to increase the per capita income and the standard 

of living of the masses did not take any concrete shape till 

1953 ~hen the First Six-Year National Development Plan was 

enacted. The First Plan {1953-1969) earmarked development 

of the basic economic structures--agriculture, mining, 

greater saving and investment etc. It also included pians 

for social .welfare, education, labour rights and so on. 

But the goals remained unfulfilled. Provincial revenue 

remained the source of financing developmental plan. 
60 

Portugal gave $6001000 as long-term loan to Angola. 

National Development Bank was established in 

1959, during the second Plan (1959-1965). Portugal was to 

-----------------59 Perry Anderson, n, 55, p. 116. 

60 Data from Leonard Rist, "Capital and capital supply in 
Relation to the Development of Africa", in E. A. G. 
Robinson, ed., ~geno~c P!i§logmep~.fpr 4£ris~--souta 
2f-lP~. §WB£§. (New York, 1965), pp. 446 ana 457. 
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provide half' the funds for development both in the private and 

the public sector. Under the Transitional Development Plan 

(1965-1967) Portugal was to give additional finances for 

overseas projects, and supplementary funds were to come from 

development bonds and some non-Portuguese sources. Whereas 

under the Third Plan it envisaged ,sl.6 billion total 

overseas investment.. .. approximately 54% i-ncrease over the 

r.ransitional Plan for overseas territories. 61 

Between 1953 and 1962, gross domestic product per 
' 

capita increased at an average annual rate of 5% in Angola 

while between 1963 and 1965 it fell to 4%. Major criticism 

levied against finance allocation in favour of the infr~ 

structure is that it negl.eoted the development and improve-
62 ment of the social structures. 

Angola was developed to suit its budgetary needs 

rather than fUlfil the needs of public administration. The 

National Planning Commission in Portugal guided the provin

cial government budgets. The local governor had to submit 

the annual budget for approval to the Legislative Council. 

The provincial budget was supposed to e~haust the taxes to 

61 Frank Brandenburg, "Development, Finance, and Trade", 
1n Abshire and samuel, ed. , n. 8, p. 227. Also see 
Appendix II, Tables 2.4A and B. 

62 Brandenburg, ibid. also see L.J1,. Teixeira Pinto and 
R. Martins dos san~o, "Problems of Economic Develop. 
ment of Angola : Pole a and Prospects", in Robinson, 
ed., n. 60, pp. 198•221. 
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meet the expenditure, yet there was excess of surplus 

during the 60s. It does not include the public debts. 63 

Taxes provided most of the provineial revenue. Both direct 

and indirect taxes were levied. Indirect tgxes included 

import-export duties and excise taxes. It was a complicated, 

cumbersome and regressive method of taxation. 64 

Portuguese Africa was mainly an agrarian and rural. 

society despite the growth of urban areas. crops, livestock, 

forestry, and fisheries formed the primary production sector 

of the Angolan econo~, contributing about 20-25% of the 

GNP in the 1960s. Secondary sector contributed 4. 7% and 

the tertiary sector about 69%-?2%.65 Yet only about 2% of 

Angola was cultivated and exploited. The ownership struc

tures included private, co-operative, corporate and state 

proprietorship. Under the Transitional Plan " 157•5 million 

was allocated for the improvement of the primary sector and 

63 See Appendix II, Fig. 2.5. 

64 see Brandenburg, n. 61, pp. 234 and 2:17 for details of 
direct taxation. 

65 Irena s. van Dongen, "Agriculture and Other Primary 
Product1o~', in Abshire and Samuels, ed., n. 8, P• 
254. !•lining, manufacturing, construction and energy 
production make up the secondary sector. While the 
tertiary sector encompases transport, trade and 
finances (28%), servic~s (36%), and administration, 
de.tense (9$). 
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66 
development of the agricultural settlement projects. 

Crops in Angola fall under three categories: (1) 

of major export significance, (2) of some significance either 

on the export list or for internal consumption, and {3) of 

minor importance. Coffee, sisal, maize, sugar, cotton, oil 

palm and manioc are the crops of major e:xport significance. 

~'obacco, beans, grains such as \t1heat, rice, sorghums, and 

millets,_ oil seeds other thall Elaeis palm fruit, and banate.s 

fall under the second category. And, the crops of minor 

significance include European-type potatoes, vegetables, . . 
ca.Qao, ·olives, cashew nuts, sweet potatoes, yams and 

' 67 
formerly important wild rubber. 

Mining sector ~as mainly developed by private 

entrepreneurs and private capital investment. GOvernment 
. . 

frequently participated as a minority shareholder an4 named 

directors to corporate boards. ·Iron ore, manganese, oil, 

dialOOnds, asphalt rock and marine salt formed the major 
68 

mineral production sector in Angola. 

Power production in Angola built up steadily, at 

a rate of 14.5~ between 1958 and 1967. Thirteen towns were 

completely electrified. SONEFE, an autonomous state entity, 

66 Ibid., p. 255. 

67 Ibid., pp. 255-76. 

68 see Br.anaenburg1 n. 61, p. 22. Abshire, "Minerals 
Manufacturing, power a.ild Communication", in Abshire 
and Samuels', ed., n. 8, pp. 298-301. 
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controlled half of the Angolan power production. Cambambe, 

1-1abubas, Lomawn, B1op1o and Matala are its other important 
e hydroelectric plants. 

In the manuf' acturing sector, government rarely 

accepted an equity position. Although it played a suppor

tive role and offered incentives to the new units. Manufac

turing sector has developed rapidly, at a rate of 1~ 

annually since 1962. Until 1945, it processed simple raw 

materials for export. Most of its ir.idustrial ·produce was 

locally absorbed. About 1~ of it went for export.70 

Food~proeessing, beverages and tobacco, textiles, 

cement, paper manufacturing are some of the major manufac

turing industries located in Angola. Varnish and paints, 

automobile batteries, bricks ar~ glassware, chemical 

products--industrial alcohol, pesticides, alld e:xplos1ve.s, 

plastics and rubber goods, metal drums and hoes, and 

electric cables and conductors formed its minor industrial 
71 

sector •. 

Building industry flourished especially in the 

1950s and 60s in Angola as a result of the continued influx 

69 see AbShire, ibid., pp. 301-2 for more details, 

70 Ibid., p. 303, Brandenburg, n. 61, p. 222. 

71 Abshire, ibid., pp. 304·6• 
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of population for the urban areas. Telecommunications were 

controlled by the government. Private interests, like 

Diamang and~others, too, maintained communication networks.72 

Transport ~acilities include ports, railroads, roads and 

air facilities. Most of these were under state ownership. 

However, certain private ,or se~-pri~ate ownership also 

exist, such as_ Benguela Rail\~ay, Porto Am~im .Railway and 

so on. 73 

As mentioned earlier, economic control from Lisbon 

over its overseas territories had grown intense during 

this phase. Trade discriminations in favour of Portugal 

together with artificial barriers to prevent influ,x of 

foreign investment were maintained to a high degree. "Banco 

Nacional Ultramarimtt in Portugal controlled and. issued 

currency in Angola till 1965, when the 11 Banco de cred1to 

Comercial Industrial de Angola" was established. Escudo 

was the basic unit of currency; Angolan escudo was on par 

~ith the Portuguese ecudo in official transactions. Till 

1966, commercial banks were not allowed to term deposits 
. . 74 

for over a year and hence, could not give long- term loans. 

Thus, economic advance was affected. Moreover, stringent 

72 Ibid., pp. 306-8. 

73 Brandenburg n. 61, pp. 221-2· Brandenburg~ "Transport 
system and hieir External R~icationstt, l.n.Absire 
and Samuels, ed., n. a, pp. 320.7. 

74 I~id., no. 61, pp. 23o-l. 
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control of the metropolitan government prevented natural 

development of its overseas territories. 

Angola• s exchange system was based on the economic 

integration policy adopted by Portugal in 196a.75 There are 

two kinds of exchange systems .. the Portuguese exchange and 

the foreign exchange. The former worked through compensa-
j) ~ t • 

t1on and reserve funds, while the latter was handled through 

working balanoes.76 As~ consequence, this system benefitted 

the foreign corporations. 

In the 1920s Portugal had to overeome Angola' s 

trade deficit. In the f'oll0\•1ing years, Salazar' s protec

tionist policy made foreign investments difficult both in 

PortUgal and its African territories. Portugal was still 

highly agro-based.77 In the industrial sector large 

75 Ibid., p. 233. It operated through 4 main meehanisms-
(1) Provincial exchange Board which authorized and 
coordinated all official exchange transactions; (2) 
Exchange Fund, consisted of all provincial excnange 
holdings; (3) Compensation Fund allowed monthly 
clearance of interterritorial transactions; and (4) 
Fl<iZE (Escudo Zone Monetary Fund) faeilitated 
stabilization of the e~change position of these 
territories both in respect to each other and to 
Portugal. 

76 Ibid., P• 233. For example, if Angola had surplus 
foreign exchange with the non-Portuguese areas 1 t 
\lias credited to Angola's 11 working balances". When . 
it reached a maximum level it was transferred to 
the Reserve Fund to: offset Angola's deficits in that 
account. Ther.eforel exchange for the non-Portuguese 
was readily aveilab e. 

77 Andrew Wilson Green, "Portugal. a.nci the African Terri
tories : Economic Ifuplicat1onstt in Abshire alld 
Samuels! ed. 1 n. s, p. 345t Robin Blackburn, ttLisbon .. 
The Fal of .trascistntt, 1'1~1-J J&teft R':zieli, 1974, pp. 87-
88 (special double issue}. 
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consortia like CUF ( Compa.nhia Uniao Fabril) dominated which 

owned 1/10th of all the industrial assets. But the cartels 

were unable to Jll0bil1ze money for the development of both 

the metropolis and its colonies.78 However, just before 

Wo:r:ld War II, under Salazar• s directions• the near solvent 
' ' 

Portuguese empire once more overcame its financial crisis; 

Angolan exports exceeded imports and resulted in budget 

surplus.79 

Portuguese African territories absorbed about 

24% of 1 ts exports and supplied about 13% of imports during 

1959-64.80 It al.so gained from the favoUX:able balance of 

international payment of its overseas territories to offset 

its own traditional deficit with foreign countries. on the 

other hand, its overseas provinces looked upon it for 

markets, investment capital, economic, political and 

military aid. 

Angola• s total annual value of provincial trade 

during the First Plan doubled. Coffee accounted for nearly 

half of all exports. 43% to 49% of al.l imports to Angola 

came from Portugal. during the 60s. It decreased in 1965-66, 

78 Robin Blackburn, ibid. 

79 Hammond~ ~£tugaJ.' § At}~.S§!! froa;}.em_;. §2me Es;o.nom£ 
~ "l'few York, 1962 , p. 211. 

80 Andrew \vilson Green, n. 77, pp. 346·7. 
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but once more rose to 35% as diamond ~as sent to Lisbon 

for cutting instead of London.81 The Unit~d states of 

America became its first trading partner after Portugal 

in the 1960s. The United Kingd<;>m, west Germany, France 

and Belgi~Luxembourg and to a degree the Netherlands• 

congo (Kinshasa), Spain and It~y were 1 ts other important 

trading partners. 

, As a result of trade, private transfers of return 

, on investments, and services balance-of-payment favoured 

Portugal in the 60s while balances favOured Angola \tJith 

regards to the cUrrent inflow of government and private 

funds. 82 By 1972, Portugal was importing 7.8% of its total 

imports from Angola and exporting 6.5% of its total exports 
83 to Angola. 

Portugal was one of the most back~ard nation of 

the developed European countries with lowest per capita 

income, and insufficient finances for investments in its 

colonies. It, therefore, ~as.faced with the need of foreign 

capital for development. Moreover, it lacked a strong 

industrial base at home. · 

The study of foreign investments will be made in 

the following chapter. The theme of this chapter has been 

- ll l -
Sl Brandenburg, n. 61, pp. 239-41. See Appendix II, 

Figs. 2.6 aDd 2.7 and Table 2.7~ 

82 Ibid., P• 246. 

83 Q.x2£S~~Q§,!D(!SS Re;QQI'~§ (USAO, October 1974, OBR 
74-52, p. s. 
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to analyse the colonial policy of the Portuguese in their 

overseas territories. Portugal's varying policies are 

Unk:ed to the character of the regime in Lisbon. Before 

1926, there was a Uberal government but it had failed to 

develop any systematic~ progressive policy. for its 

colonies. Dissatisfaction at home, and failure to shoulder 

responsibility had led to the murder of king ebd his heir. 

The republic, born as· an aftermath with violence, leading 

to the coup in 1926. In this period, Portugal had witnessed 

the fall of nine presidents, forty-four governments, twenty

five uprisings, and three counter-revolutionary dicta

torships. 

The aftermath of' 1926 coup was 1nsti tutiona.Uzation 

of' repression. Law and order posed the biggest problems. 

Once more, an authoritarian government came to power. 

Salazar worked his way up from the position of' Minister 

for Finance to become the Pri~ Minister, constitutionaily 

secondary to the President. But, in fact, Salazar e:xercized 

a dual dictatorShip with the President Carmona, until the 

latter gradually receded to the background. Salazar was 

a brilliant· economist, who exercised tight budgetary, control 

and saved both Portugal and 1 ts empire from crumbling 

financially. on the social and administrative front, 

Portugal and its empire came under a totalitarian government, 

following colonial development policies late in the 1950s 
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which other colonial powers had pursued two and a half 

decades age. 

lviost of the reforms, as is apparent from the above 

study, were carrie~ out in the 1960s. In 1960s began the 

Third Phase ~ich was marked by the growth and development 

of Angolan politics. In the next chapter an analysis of 

the Angolan nationalism, the consequent problems facing 

Portugal and the measures adopted by Portugal to overcome 

cr1~1s will be made. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PHASE OF COLONIAL WAR 

During the post-War era, the African continent 

underwent considerable chapges. The imperialist powers had 

heavily relied on the African military man- power during the 

two \~rld Wars. At the same time, parts of the African 
1 continent had achieved economic development. The new 

African elite began to gain economic power as well as 

imbibe revolutionary ideas. Further, the discontent arising 

out of the process of modernization, technological impact 

and social change, was widespread throughout colonial 

Africa. 2 

The process of decolonization was delayed by 

referring to the lack of "maturity" or "fitness" for 1Ddepen... 

dence on the part of the colonial people. Although the 

colonizers reluctantly granted concessions and reforms, "they _____ , ___________ _ 
·1 During the T\-10 World Wars, the Allies had come to depend 

on the Ai'rican and Asian continents for their wartime 
requirements, As a resUlt, SOuthern Africa underwent 
an industrial revolution. Angola and Mozambique too 
benefitted greatly. similar increase in productivity 
occurred in the French Africa (after the 1n1 tial shock 
was over). See, Introduction in Gann and Duignan, ad., 
Colon1aJ,1sm, in 4friga J&7Q:~60 (London, 1970), vol. 2, 
pp. 6-23. 

2 ~~ 
;1;~~-~§g 
pp. 523-5, 

- lU. 
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~ 

followed certain definite principles and tended towards a 

corresponding conversion of the imperial structure". 3 How

ever, .the growth of mass parties, and (in the areas where 

there were no organized mass parties}, the cumulative 
4 impaet of nationalism was increasingly felt. Devolution 

of power during decolonization was further affected by the 

character of the nationalist movements.5 

In the process of handing over power, the colonial 

powers tried to transplant their institutions in their 

respective colonies. Thus in British Africa, a traditional 

.elite emerged under indire·et rUle. This elite controlled 

locally the •political infrastructure in British Ai'rica..· 

With gradual development ot political institutions around 

the bureaucratic core, Britain evolved the idea of self

governing dominions within the British Empire or the 

Ce>mmonwealth. It offered nan honourable exit, which 

placed imperial withdrawal within a context of fulfilment 

---- •• iid -

5 

Albertini, ibid., P• 524. 

Crawford Young, "Decolonization in Ai'riea", in Gann and 
Duignan, n. 1, p. 450. Ghana, Tunisia, Algeria, GUinea, 
Mali, Ivory Coast, Malawi and Tanganyika had developed 
mass parties. ~lhere as states like Nigeria1 Chad, 
Sierra Leone, Congo and Uganda had no orga.mzation 
comparable to the CPP of Ghana, for e:xample. Yet the 
concessions won by Guinea or Mali were extended to 
Chad and l'-1auri tania. 

Relatively effective and coherent leadership of Neo
Destour in Tunisia, for example was able to pave 
way for independence under stable conditions. Because 
they had two years autonomy period before independence. 
While, on the other hand, in Congo, the colonizers 
could not hand over power in the same manner. see 
Young, ibid. 
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rather than liquidatio~•. 6 Furthermore, it became a framework 
... 

for future partnership. 

France, on the other hand, partially integrated 1 ts 

overseas territories under direct rule. It destroyed the 

power of the traditional authorities by replacing the chiefs 

with bureaucrats. The traditional elite, however, gained 

political inf'luenoe during the post-war years. France, like 

Britain, developed the idea of a federal French community 

at the time of decolonization, to prevent complete b~eak of 

ties with its ex-colonies. 

Except in the case of Algeria, where the militant 

guerrillas took over power, under conditions of near chaos, 

transfer of power was successfully smoothened by the highJ.y , 

trained ana competent elite. Yet a large number of ex

administrators were retained to assist the newly independent 

states.7 

In the case of Belgian Congo, a crisis arose. 

Despite the tact that the Belgians had made Congo economically 

and socially advanced, there was hardly any attempt to train 
. . 

the Africans for self-government. Belgians had kept the 

administrative machinery .completely in the hands of Europeans. 

Finally in 1969 Belgium Government decided to hand over 

_..__ d-

6 Crawford Young, ibid., p. 482. On elitesl see Martin 
Kilson, "The Emergent Elites of Black Atr ca, 1900 to 
1960" , in aann alld Duignan, n. l, PP• 351-98. 

7 see YoungLibid., pp. 494 ff; w.B. Cohen, Ru~ers 2~ 
Em;e1fe J ·.rn~ F:ensjl_Qglonial; serv~pe. in M£Is;~ 
teal forDia, 1971), pp. 194·206. 
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internal self-governme~t to the Congolese, before giving them 

complete independence. 

The event was precipitated by the outbreak of violence 

and riots in Leopoldville; followed by talks between the 

nationalists and . Belgium on the issue of total independence. 

In the end, Belgium withdrew from the Congo '~1thout properly 

handing over power to any nationalist leaders, while the 

nationalists wielded power without responsibil1ty.8 

By contrast, Portugal bad a different outlook on 

the colonial question. As shown in the last chapter Portugal 

tried to integrate its colonies by turning them into "overseas 

province~ in the post-war years. At the beginning of the 

20th c~ntury, Africans could voice their demands for reforms 

through the Liga Nacional Africa.na (LNA) , Gremio Africa.no . ~ 

and Anangola. As LNA organization began to gather momentum, 

unrest began to spread which was suppressed by the Salazarist 

regime by the use of pol1ce.9 

- -
8 For details and discussion on dooolonization of Belgian 

Congo, see Young, ibid., pp. 474 ff; Albertini, n. 2, 
pp. 506-13. 

9 LNA was founded in 1929 by the existing illegal. and 
semi-legal orgenizations. Its demands were for 
reform till 1940s when LNA began to acquire mass base 
and talked of need for new methods of righting grievances 
which required the direct participation of the urban 
masses. (Anangola = Associacao Regional dos Naturais 
de Angola). · 

.... 
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Under Salazar• s "Estado Novo" in 1932, the 
~ 

author1 taria.n and racist policy became enhanced, both in 

Portugal and in its overseas territories. Despite their 

policy of assimilation, they did not thilllt of allowing any 

form of African participation in politics; self-rUle by 

Africans was not a part of their poUcy. lt is apparent 

from Salazar's speech: "We will not sell s we will not 

cede : \·1e will not surrender : we will not quit o~ fragment 

of our sovereignty •••• our constitutional laws forbid it, and 

even 1f they did not, our national conscience woUld do 

so.••lO 

In the same vein, Salazar actively pursued the 
' 

policy of «civiUsing mission". Egerton is of the opinion 
~ 11 

that there exists that something called "Portuguese soul". 
' ~ 

It is closely related to the Portuguese civilizing mission. 

Although they lost track of this aim at times, yet their 

progress through the centuries was guided by this underlying 

see, P.M. Pinheiro, "PoUtics of a Revolt11 , in t\l}golQ., 
A S4!mposiqm 1 Vielfs of ii'Retoht (London, 1962), pp. 
106-7i• Basil Davidson, «tn ~e Portuguese Context", 1n 
c. Al en and R.w. Johnson, ad., 6fEis~ Perspegt~xeg 
(London, 1970), p. 33. 

10 Quoted in Davidson, ibid., pp. 331-2. 

11 F.c.c. Egerton. ~2·a in Per§peitixt (London, l957)t 
see Prologue, RPor uguese SOul" s a metapbysJ.cal _ 
reality = Portuguese character-+ Something else. 
Egerton spent some months in Angola in 1951 before 
writing the botk. 
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principle. And with Salazar at the helm of affairs, the 

Portuguese were able to recover their •soul• and pursue it 

with greater vigour. 

Looking back, one finds that the Portuguese neither 

had the British ideal of self-government for their colonies, 

nor did they attempt to follow the French pattern of satis

fying political emancipation with cultural assimilation, 

administrative co-ordination and the grant of citizenship 

and representation in the Paris parliament, nor could they 

pursue Belgian model of paternalism by concentrating on 

economic and social development and relegating the political 

questions to the background. 

Portugal instead followed a policy of integration 

and cul tura.l assimilation. While "France by contrast, 

shrank before the grave consequences of consistent integration, 

yet still hoped that it could avoid dissociation and safeguard 
12 a Greater France by institutional means". Portugal, 

"'I 

however, believed that consistent assimilation was its 
• 

right answer to the problem of deeolonization. 
' 

Despi~e its much proclaimed policy of assimila-

tion, the rate of J.1 teracy in Angola was 2-~. Its labour 

policy too differed markedly from other powers. Economically 

backward, it could hardly develop its cOlonies like the 

Belgian Congo. Moreover, before the Second World War, its 

_ ... __ - -·· 
12 Albertini, n. 2, p. 524. 
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protectionist policies did not make available foreign funds 

for the development of its colonies. 

In the immediate post-war period, when political 

uprisings were gathering n»mentum in the rest of the colonial 

Africa, Portuguese administration in Lisbon was preparing 

its draft for overseas development plans. As the Great Powers 

processed to deeolonize Africa, Portugal laUnched its reform 

policies. 

Already Belgian decolon1zat1on of the Congo was 

being seen as ten years behind Great Britain and France. 

Yet, Portugal chose to ignore the signs. Balazar expected 

congolese nationalism and the spreading wave of African 

nationalism to stop at the borders of Angola. In the late 

1950s, PIDE, the secret police modelled on the German Gestapo, 

was sent to Angola to suppress the growth of nascent 

nationalism. In spite of the ban on the poUtical parties, 

some underground activities were preparing to wage a national 

liberation war. As PlDE intensified repression, many 

nationalists were forced to flee from Angola. 

Once outside Angola, t•elite : vs. : masses" dichotomy 
' 13 

began to shape Angolan nationalism. As a resUlt of 

- .... 
13 The Africans studying in Lisbon realized the futility 

of their expectations; of change in attitUde towards 
freedom for the Africans, especially when the Portuguese 
themselves lived under a dictatorial regimet unable to 
voice their grief. Therefore they realizea the 
necessity of returning to thelr homes and to ttre-Afri
ean1s~1 themselves in order to lead successfUl 
liberation movements. This led to their later emphasis 
on indigenous analysis ana indigenous solutions. See 
Davidson, n. 9, p. 333. ~ 
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interaction and reaction of class, region, and ethnic 

divisions, three streams of nationalism developed& (1) 

ttLuanda-Mbunclu (predominantly urban elite leadership), (2) 

Bakongo (with rural, peasant orientation), and {3) ovimbundU+ 
14 

Chokwe (with rural-peasant orientation). Each party was 
. 

able to mobilize suf'fici.ent follo~ing out. side 1 ts regional 

base. Thus claiming to be the nationalist party. Yet none 

united (except temporarily) to form a common front and fight 

the enemy. 

Without going into the details here, suffice it 

to say that finally in the 1960s, three national liberation 

parties emergeds MPLA (Movimento Popular de Libertazao de 

Angola) , FNLA (Frente National de Libertazao . de Angola), and 

UN ITA {Un1ao Naciolk."=\3. para a Independencia Total de Angola). 

Each party \<JaB a cUlmination of a number of parties and 

factions. Defections were not unknown. Another party-

FLEC (Frente de Libertacao do Enclave de Cabinda} continued 
l5 

as a Cabindan ~eparatist movement. 

It has been noted above that the authoritarian and 
' 

repressive character of the Portuguese Government, and the 

recourse to repressive ~asures in. the colonies were not 

conducive to the growth of the political parties in the 

14 see John Harcum, Thrnt~Ot§!f Reyp;Lution i The Alfli.to, q( 
~2.WWJ._gn (~ttf USA, 1969) , vol. 1. Part 
of~tne book deals w the development of Angolan 
nationali sn. 

15 see Appendix III, F~g. 3.1 and Table 3.1. 
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colonies. Therefore, they were necessarily underground 

movements, or developed in the neighbouring states. There was 

no constitutional freedom for their development within 

Portuguese Africa. 

In such circumstances, the various poU tical 

factions had their headquatters in the neighbourhood of 
,• ~ ' 

Angola, such as in the Leopoldville, Brazzaville, Lusaka 

in C~ngo, Zaire and Zambia respectively. For their financial, 

military and other related assistance, they began to depend 

on the sympathetic countries. Thus, involving the members 

of OAU (Organization of African Unity). Although OAU failed 

to create a permanent united front by reconciling the 

different liberation movements, OAUts positive contribution 

lay in the fact that only due to the assistance a.Ild 

recogn1 tion from 1 ta members could Angolan Nationalism 
\ 

attain.strength and maturity. The three liberation 

movements also·received financial and military aid from 

foreign powers, viz. MPLA from the soviet Union, FNLA 

from the USA, and UNITA from the PRc.
16 

Angolan rebellion against the Portuguese first 

began in 1960 with the Baixa de Cassange Cotton Revolt• 

-- . .... 
· 16 In 1973, FNLA was getting military aid from China 

also, while UN ITA got aid from USA too. 
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followed by an attack on the police barracks in Luancta in 

February 1961 ~er MPLA; resulting in near dislocation of 

its network. March saw the Congo uprising under the 

leadership of Roberto Holden of UPA (Un1ao das PopUl.acoes 

de Angola; which later became a part of GRAE and yet later 

of F.NLA). It was a planned armed revolt which led to the 

massacre of both the Portuguese settlers and the Africans. 

This ~as followed by repressive and atrocious reaction by 

the Portuguese settlers ~ the Portuguese troops. Systematic 

military operations against UPA and MPLA began from May.l7 

This was the beginning of confrontation that haunted 

Angola throughout the decade. The catastrophic events 

finally shattered the myth of multi-racial society. 

on the international .scene, two important develop. 

ments occurred in the late 1940s and 1950s. Firstly, 

Portugal became a member of NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization} in 1949. It was a regional secur1 ty arrange

ment by the West. POrtuga1ts importance to the NATO 

allies was in its strategic bases for controlling maritime 

routes around Africa or in influencing submarine activities 

in the Atlantic ocean and the Indian Ocean. Portugal 

17 Accounts of the armed. revolt can be seen in; Marcum, 
n. 14, Part II; Wheeler a:nd Pelissier, Angola (London, 
1971), pp. 173-92; Davidson, n. 9, pp. 336-7!• Davidson, 
.fn ~be EYe 21' the •. §~om (London, 1972), pp. 68·209; 
Angola, a sympoSium, n. 9t George Martelli, nconflict 
in Por'tuguese Africa" 1 in Abshire and Samuels, ea. t 
E.o&:!CB&!!ese..A!riga (London, 1969), pp. 406-15. 
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lacks both naval and air forees of any consequence. Therefore, 

as a NATO member a considerable amount of US military assis

tance came to Portugal for the defence of Azores base. 

Thereby releasing military hardware which Portugal vould 

otherwise have needed to defend herself. 

Portugal also benefitted in the form of foreign 

currency from both USA and France in return for the use of 

Azores bases, besides receiving assistance in the form of 

military equipment. Similar assistance came to Portugal from 
. . 

its other NATO allies. Britain and West Germany supplied 

bombers and frigates to the Portuguese air force and navy. 

West Germany also gave specialized medical assistance to the 
18 

PortUguese soldiers multilated in the colonial wars. 

----·-··------·-·-----·-"~ 
18 see Basil Davidson, "Arms and the Portuguese", A£r1g§. 

~eno£l (New York}t vol. 15, no. 51 May. 1970, pp. lo
ll; USA has suppl1ed 50 Thunderjet fighters since 1952, 
some 30 Cessna aircrafts for training and security 
work, of Which only 12 were paid for by the Portuguese, 
a large number of· Harvard trainers, l8 Lockheed bombers 
(PV-2 Harpoons), and 12 other Locheed bombers. USA 
had already ~rovided Portugal $ 300 million for NATO 
defence purpose by l96lil though it reduced its planned 
deli very from $ 25 mil on to $ 3 million. By .mid-1961 
Washington had imposed a ball on sale of' arms to 
Portugal. 

Furthermore, the Azores agreement in 1971 made available 
to Portugal in exchange for the continued use of Azores 
basei! an unprecedented • quid pro quo• from USA: $ 400 
mil on in grants and loans from the EXport-Import Bank 
of the US; $ 15 million a year in PL 480 grain shipments; 
$ 5 million worth of drawing rights from Government . 
lists of surplus non-military equipment; the loan of a 
hydrographic survey vessel; $ 1 million in educational 
assistance from the Pentagon budget; ana, the waiver of 

••••• 
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It must be noted here that NATO allies made either 

verbal stipulations or no stipulations on the question of use 
19 

of NATO equipment by Portugal. For example, Great Britain 

and West Germany only made a verbal stipUlation that the 

military equipment shoUld not be used in the colonial wars. 

France, however, made no such condition. The Portuguese 

Foreign Minister, Nogueira, at the United Nations surmised 

that the Western Powers, whether in concert or otherwise, woUld 

always rally behind Portugal--Br1 tain and USA for their . 
economic and strategic considerations; France and West Germany 

to prevent Anglo-American hegemony in Africa in oase the 

African nationalism became successful.2° 

Although the NATO allies at first pretended igno

rance over Portugal• s use of NATO equipment in 1 ts African 

l9 

20 

Portuguese support pa'yments :for the US m111 tary advisory 
assistance group in Lisbon. 

France has supplied Nord Atlas transports and Alonette 
helicopters. In 1967-69, it supplied 4 frigates + 
4 submarines, ~rth - 100 million and financed by a 
long-term credit guarantee by the French Government. 
Britain has also supplied military equipment and 
frigatesi the latter were used for patrolling the 
Angolan uoast. West Germany in 1966 supplied 40 Fiat 
G-91 fighter-bombers designed for NATOt equipped with 
100 Ught aircraf'ts carrying wing-fixed air-to-ground 
rockets. 

Also see ~~cum, n. 14, pp. 181-9; Hearings before the 
93rd us Congress House Co.mmi ttee on Foreign Affairs, 
Subcommittee on Africa, 2nd session l4 Iv'!Bl'eh, 8, 9 and 
22 October 1974, The co~lex of United §tategtPortuguage 
1\eJ..§.tion&J • l}efor§:§il :terthe §oiiP (wasnlngton, 1974), 
pp. 1-33. 

Dav14son, ibid. 

Antonio de Figueiredo, portugs.b a Fi±:.!r.i Xe§.£S o!: 
Q.6.Qt~torsh!R (Harmondsworth, 1975), p. 212. 
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territories, later on they confessed knowledge and asked 

Portugal (under pressure) to stop using such equ1pments that 

were specifically given to Portugal for its defense under 

NATO. ..Port~gal, on the other hand, maintained that 1 t could 

use the above mentioned equipment in its African territories 

because the latter were a· part of Portugal. And, hence, 

Portuguese sovereignty was threatened. Moreovsr, they added 

that France had set a precedence by using l~TO-equ1pped troops 

in Algeria. 

Portugal's colonial policy raised much debate. On 

Z7 June 1961, LOndon announced suspension of licenses for 

the export of military equipment for the use in Portuguese 

overseas territories. Similar position was adopted by 

Norway in regards to licenses for the sale of arms to 

Portugal. SWeden, amon~st the European countries openly 
21 favoured the national liberation movements. Holland too 

stopped its purchase of coffee and petrolaUW4 Yet Portugal 

pursued colonial wars for nearly a decade and a ha.lf, 'Which 

wuld not have lasted had no NATO assistance come in. 

Despite the arms embargo and suspension of licenses by some 

governments, Portugal received assistance which was not 

2l. Marcum, n. 14, pp. 182-9. 
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lal 

22 
necessarily disclosed to the public. Thus, Portugal heavily 

depended on its NATO partners to maintain its colonial • status 

quo•. 

Secondly, in the post war years United Nat1ons was 

formed. It defended the right of self-determination of the 

colonies. It became a forum to raise voice against colo

nialism. In 1955 PortUgal was admitted to the United Nations. 
' 

Despite the protestation~ of the colon!~ powers, the United 

Nations had been able to hasten the process of decolon1zat1on. 

But Portugal refused to comply w1 th the Chapter XI of the 
23 Charter. It argued that since its African territories were 

-·····- ... ........ .. 
22 USA continued breach of the arms embargo. It supplied 

12 helicopters in 1972 including the Bell range models 
\lhich are fitted with spraying equ1pmants, partly 
financed by Export-Import loans. In November 1972, 
the E:x-lm Bank e1tended a~ 7.5 million line of 
credit to a Portuguese institution. SOciedade 
Financeira Portuguese which in turn granted 
:Mocambique a J.oan of .S 1.9 million for the purchase 
of 12 helicopters. tn 1974 too there was. an announce
ment of signing of another 12 Bell heUcopters. 
sea Statement of Jennifer Davis, Research Director, 
American Committee on Africa, in US Congress House 
Report, n. 19, pp. 28, 30 ana 38. 

23 see Appendix II, of. 3.2. Report of the Committee 
of Six on Chapter XI of the UN Charter, Article 
73e. 
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an integral part of Portugal, they did not fall in the 

"non-self-governing territories" category. And, Portugal, 

therefore,_ was not obliged to supply any information on 

them to the United Nations. 

Later on it rejected the report of the Committee 

of Six ·and the General Assembly Resolution on the grounds 

that the United Nations had no right to discuss Portugal's 

national affairs and its constitution, which in other words 

would be interference in its internal affairs (which is 

forbidden by Article 2(7) of the Charter). 24 Moreover, 

argued· Nogueira, n ••• no organ had been created for the 

system of non-self-governing territories •••• The role of the 

United Nations concerning the latter was evidently intended 

to be passive, and it was the Member states alone who 
- 25 

determined their respective policies.~ 
' 

Till 1960 Portug~ relied on the presence of its 

NATO allies in the UN to prevent any drastic resolution 

against itself. But Portugal felt threatened by the 

evolution of the idea that a "colonial s1tuat1onn is an 

-----------------. 
24 Artiele 2(7) reads as follows: '*Nothing contained in 

the· present Charter shall authorize the United Nations 
to intervene in matters which are essentially within 
the domestic Jurisdiction of any state or shall require 
the Members to submit such matters to settlement under 
the present Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice 
the application ot enforcement measures under Chapter 
VII. 

25 Franco Nogueira, :l!!e United Nation§_e.nQ, E.oEtug~ 
(London, 1963), P• 82. 
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aggression·in itself. Therefore, it negates the administrative 

po\o~er and justifies aJJ.y action taken a.gains~ it. In the l.960s 

the situation changed drastically with the admission of l8 

independent states to the un+ted Nations. This gave a clear 

majority to the Afro-Asian and Communist countries. 

· During the discussions, a resolution on granting 

independence to the colonial countries was passed, with USA, 

UK, France, Belgium, A.ustralia, south Africa, Portugal, Spain, 

and the Dominican Republic in absentia. It was also pointed 

out that Portugal was not preparing its col9nies for self

determination. In 1962 the Secretary-General of the 

Special Committee was instructed to collect information on 

the non-self-governing territories; to which only Portugal 

raised any objections. 

Debate on Angola began on 15, 1<1aroh 1961 following 

the riots in Luanda. A number of resolutions were passed, 

condemning Portugal•s overseas policy. The United states, 

at this point, voted for the resolution, thus changing its 

stand for the first time. In the discussions that follOwed, 

the United states and Britain - acting in concert except on 

two occasions - sometimes voted for, at other aga1nst the 

motion, or abstained from vot.ing. 

In order to avoid causing offence or endanger ties 

\<Ji th Portugal, USA and UK absent.ed from voting. The change 

in policy was meant to acco11llWdate the rising African attitudes, 
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which demanded strict sanctions to be adopted against Portugal. 

However, it was found that most of the countries. were reluctant 

to adopt such measures. As a resUlt the Afro-Asian countries 

agreed to modify their earlier harsh stand, and tried to make 

the Western countries play a more active role. During the 

debate, all countries were asked to refrain from making an, 
26 sales of arms and militar,y equipment to Portugal. · 

on the one hand NATO allies, especially the US and 

Britain wanted to ma1nta1n their relations with Portugal, 

while on the other hand, they did oot want to be discredited 

in the eyes of African nationalists. At the same time civil 

wars in independent Africa -- Congo, Sudan, Nigeria, and in 

others, like Ghana, Algeria, Dahomey, Upper Volta, Sierra 

Leone, the Central Atrican Republic, the military coups -

tended to disillusion most, reflecting the consequences of 

too precipitate a decolonization. 

The war in Biafra too echoed similar sentimentss 

u It is better for Africans to live under a benevolent colonial 

rule than to put themselves at the mercy of neo-colonialist 
'Z7 rivalries." But already Angolan nationalism was fighting a 

26 For detailed Debate on Angola at the United Nations, see 
George MartelU, ".The Issues Intarnat1onallzed" in 
Abshire and Samuels, ed., n, 17 t PP• 380.5. 

2:1 "uoted in Marvine Howe, "Portugal at War 1 Hal-Jks, 
Doves and Owl", ~rica Repo~t, vol. 14, no. 7, 
November 1969, p. 21. 
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battle with the colonial rulers. The Angolan issue became 

internationalized and its implications posed a threat to the 

Salazar reg~me, greater than that of internal opposition. As 

a resUlt, a number of reforms were introduced in the 1960s to 

harmonize and redeem the character of 1 ts colonial 

administration. 28 It is evident from Adrino ·Moreira, overseas 

H.inister• s comment: nwe are living in an age where selt'

sutficiency is no longer poss1ble ••• no people can survive 

without the aid of reliable allies.• 29 

.. 
The Portuguese began to look for economic co-

operation besides military security from its NATO allies. It 

~as a much needed reform. Salazar•s earlier protectionist 

policy had made entry of foreign capital almOst impossible. 

After the second \~orld War, Salazar had remained suspicious 

of l..mer1ca' s 1-larshall Plan. But in the 1960s he overcame 

his • :xenophobic policy of national eapi talism• and Portugal 
30 

embarked on the new phase of •imperialism on credit•. 

Following which, foreign capital began to penetrate 

both Portugal. and 1 ts African territories on a large- scale. 

28 Reforms in the Portuguese administration have been dealt 
with in Chapter II, second Phase. It must be noted that 
no reforms were made with regards to freedom of press, 
speech or ballot, and needless to say, concessions to 
rising African nationalism. Also sea l'!Bl'cum, n. 14, 
pp. 190.3. on Information and Press, see Eduardo de 
sousa Ferreira, f.oxtJ.J&ueme · }o~onia11f!m in· A.frig;a a The 
Lns of an Era \UNESCO, 1974 , pp. 129 ff. 

29 Adriano Moreira! Tjle Eej;ent of !mf2J2Et (Lisbon, 1962) , 
Quoted in Figue redo, n. 20, p. 214. 

30 Ibid., P• 212. 
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In the First Overseas Development Plan, external finance 

investments were comparatively small, while in the second 

Plan (1959-64) they rose to 25~, and in the Third Plan 

{1968·73) the Portuguese envisaged approximately 3~ non

Portuguese investments.31 Another aspect of liberalization 

was the possibility of operating foreign enterprises within 
- . 

Portugal and 1n its overseas territories without the partici

pation of Portuguese,· 

Consequently, foreign investments in the ·60s accele-. 
rated the rate of growth and exploitation of natural resources 

and cheap labour available. For example, joint ventures were 

established by companies like Ford, Timex, ITT, Grundig, 

RenaUlt, British Leyland, and Plessey, whose plants were 

designed to be assembled for the Portuguese market including 

the colonies. Furthermore, under the Third Plan, Portugal 

hoped, or rather expected that the Europeans and American 

co-operations woUld provide ~ 283 million of the total invest

ment target for Angola. \Vhile Portugal• s .investments stood at 

- 70 million. 32 

British investments predominated in 1910..1928. In 

1902 and 1912, Benguela Railway and DIAl-14\NG enterprises were 

31 William Hinter,_ n Portuguese Africa and the. West« , in 
u.s. Congress House Report, n. 18, Appendix 43,~p. 
523. 

32 Jennifer Davis, "Allies 1n Empire 1 Part I - US Economic 
Involvement", Afrig~ fogBf (Denver), JUly-August 1970, 
p. 7. See Appendix l f, 1g. 3,3 for US Investments. 
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established respectively• both had close ties with London. 

In 1972, Benguela Railway accounted for 45% of the total 

British_investments. over the years, British assets rose 

from 1.5~ in 1960 to 27% in l97o. 33 

In the 1960s USA displaced Britain. Portugal was 

:, given loans between 1962 ~ 1968 oortb f, 73,300,000 by the 

Export-Import Bank, and for f, 18 m11Uon in 1970. Many 

private Amuriean sources too invested. American.b~s 

became involved in Portuguese Africa '.Jith the Portuguese 
. . 34 

Totta-Alianea and standard Bank of South Africa. 

Foreign investments could be seen in various 

sectors. Portuguese eo-operation with south Africa in the 

cunene River resources, was one such example. Foreign capital 

has been drawn for the exploitation of minerals in Angola. 

Diamond, Iron, Phosphates, Copper, Gold and lvlica are some 

of the minerals where Germans, Danish Austrian, Japanese 

and Anierieans jointly invested. 

Petroleum production in AngOla too had involved 

large foreign investments. Cabinaa GuU' Oil Company, a 

subsidiary of US Corporation, had invested ~ 209 million 

by 1972. AJ.~GOL-PETR/.NGOL, representing French, Belgian al'ld 

south African interests also controlled oil production in 

33 Robin Blackburn, "Lisbon- The Fall of Fascisnt', ~ 
I.eft J!eyiew (London), 1974, pp. 87-88. 

34 Hinter, n. 31, p. 523. 
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Angola. ~hese companies paid 1,000 million escudos as taxes 

on petroleum production.35 

Foreign investments and revenues from these companies 

provided finances for the provincial budgets. AS a result, 

dependence of Portugal and its colonial territories kept 

increasing on the Western countries. Thereby, reinforcing 

the role of foreign capital for the Portuguese world, and, 

in the process, the latter got more and more entrenched in 

the colonial economies. 

Within the overall perspective, it can be con-

cluded that Portugal was forced, out of necessity, to embark 

on a reformist policy for Angola in the 60s. Angola 

flourished economically. All sectors - industrial, commercial, 

agricUltural or bureaucratic • expanded but within the 

existing structures. Resettlement programmes between 1950 

and 1970 were undertaken with the aim of creating conditions 

favourable to the Portuguese for the long-term maintenance 

35 see ibid., pp. 524-5; "Foreign Economic Exploitation 
in Angola", P.pjective a Ju,stice, January-February 
1974, in US Congress House Report, n. 18, Appendix 
45 pp. 53o-41· ld.nter "Imperial Net~JOrk and 
External Depeiiaency a .implications for the Angolan 
Liberation Struggle", 6f£iga TQda¥t Winter 1974, 
vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 28-31; Mohmed A. El-Khawas, 
"Foreign Economics Involvement in Angola and 
Mozambique", The Af'ic~ l!!=!Yie;w (Dar-es-Sala.alll), 
vol. 4, no. 2, 1974, pp. 299-314. 
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36 
of the colonies. 

But did these reform help the development of Angola 

from the A!rican point of view? Reforms in labour regula• 

tiona, education, social conditions, press and so on were a 

reflection of compromise to a degree - by the Portuguese 

Government in the face of growing hostility. While the 

extractive system continued to operate and flourish. 

~~at then was the need of this society, Which was 

undergoing reform1smZ It needed, above all, u~ty to develop 

36 See Davidson, n. 17, pp. 298-314; Ferreira, "The 
Present Role of the Portuguese Resettlemen~ Polic~•, 
tfricr:& ~f'' vol. 21, no. 1, Winter 197~1 pp. 47-55. 
or spec c reforms, see Chapter III. ALso see 

Gerald J'. Bender, "The Limits of Counter Insurgency a 
An African Case", Com~§tive Politics (Ne\<l York), 
vol. 4, no. a, Aprii 1972, pp. 331-60• Portuguese 
Government had intensified its resettlement programmes 
after 1965, as a counter-measure to break relat1ons 
between the insurgent groups and the civilian population. 
The Portuguese did not expect any threat from the 
peasants and diverted their troops along the borders. 
Taking advantage of this, the insurgents with the _help 
of int~rnal peasant groups began to liberate Eastern 
Angola in 1966. 

Bender, after bis study of situation in Portugal and 
Aneola, found that the Portuguese were following the 
same sUicidal path the French had followed in Alger1~ 
The resettlement programmes undermined and completelY 
broke do\lm the traditional structures and the mode of 
life. People were taking refuge in the cities. The 
administration failed to integrate them all into the 
modern sector. Traditional equilibrium had given way 
to a chaotic s1tuat1on

1
. separate identifies were 

reinforced. Thus lead ng to conflict and strife. 
Moreover, 1 t became more favourable to the national. 
insurgenCies. 
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nationalism. In reality, however, Angolans were divided, as 

discussed above. Instead of fighting colonialism, they spent 

their energies and resources to stop the other parties (equally 

nationalistic in outlook) from progressing. 

It must be noted that the wave of reformism had 

negative impact for the development of Angolan nat1onalisn4 

Therefore, it becomes necessary to analyse and understand 

t>Jhat the two contending nationaUst parties--UPA and MPLA 

achieved in the l960s?
37 

UPA claimed over 10,000 armed soldiers. Between 

1961 and 1970 1 t appeared to have built a small fighting 

force in the Western congo, to prevent entry of MPLA. And 

had retained a small guerrilla presence in northern Angola 

south of Bembe. Its forces were equipped from the funds 

received from America and with arms smuggled in through 

Congo-Leopold:ville. Till 1964 GRAE (the exile government 

of FNLA) was recognized, and FNLA as the sole national party' 

capable of gaining Angola Uberation. With the emergence of 

I~PLA as a competitive rival party, OAU granted equal reeogn1 t1on 

37 It is not intended to write details of the struggle , 
of national liberation parties and the reaction of 
the Portuguese as it goes beyond the scope of this 
thesis. It is only in brief to summarize the .activi
ties of these parties. Details can be seen in: 
Davidson1 n. 17, pp. 165-293; Marcum, n. 14; and 
Bernard Rivers, "Angola • Massacre and Oppression»~ 
Africa Today, vol. 21, no. 1, Winter 1974, PP• ~l-.45. 

However, while examining faets 1t must not be forgotten 
that at times figures and gains made public by these 
parties '\\Jere or coUld be inflated, just as the details 
given by the Portuguese sources were or could be 
deflated. 
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to both FNLA and MPLA after 1964. 

MPLA had passed into the hands of A8ost1nho Nato, 

a doetor-e~poet turned politician, from Mario de Andrade. 

MPLA• s activities were revived in 1963. It developed 

guerrilla warfare in the Cabinda enclave,· though it failed 

to make much impact there. It was further obstructed from 

gaining assistance in Angola oouth of the Congo river by · 

the UPA. But 1n 1966, MPLA found new guerrilla fronts in 

eastern Angola. By 1968 it had strong position in the 

provinces of Hexico and Cuando Cubango, and was . moving 

towards the central provinces of Malanga and Bie. By the ena 
of' the year, it was firmly positioned astride the Lob1to

Dilolo railway, heading north-\vest. Its troops were 

equipped with soviet.and Chinese weapons. 

The third party •• UNITA--developed in 1966 as a 

resUlt of defection of Jonas 1-1. savimbi from UPA. Its 

guerrilla attacks were based on out-of-date traditional 

methods, Uke drugging men before launching an attack. 

The 1967 blow-up or the railway line made the zambian 

Government apprehensive, and savimb1 was expelled from 

Zambia. It like UPA follo\ved terrorist methods. It had 

to fight MPLA for areas of influence. 

Tho three parties continued guerrilla warfare in 

the 70s. In the beginning, the Portugues~ settlers 

retaliated by massacring th~ African population and burning 
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their Villages. The Portuguese army was small, manpower 

was drawn from within the territor1es.38 But the situation 

became increasingly critical with increased Portuguese 

reprisals. To bring back the situation to normal, Portuguese 

troops had to be sent from Lisbon. As a result of continued 

reinforcements, the number of armw in Angola had reached 

approximately so,ooo by 1967-68 - almost 15-16 times the 

number of European troops in the pre-1961 period. AJ.most 

75% of the entire Portuguese metropolitan army was abroad 
39 

in 1967. 

It integrated most of. its African units, especially 

Bakongo guides for the bush guerrilla warfare in the north. 

The army was further aided by the VOlunteer crops in performing 

guard and police duties in the war zones and periphery • 

Besides aiding in the maintenance of order and security, it 
. . 

assisted the •psycho-social' programme and gave logistic 

aid. The •psycho-aocial• programme was pursued with the 

aim of improving relations between the authorities and the 
40 

African population. Moreover, the army had the mission 

38 The Portuguese maintained a small. army overseas to prevent 
the development of military opposition to the regime in 
Lisbon. 

39 Institute of strategic studies, l1i.~taFX Ba1ange. ~§7-
~~-(Lolldon, 1967), p. 26 •.. 

40 Wheeler, "The Portuguese ArmY in Angola" , a:!}e Jour~ 
of ¥ern A;f~iga.n.: §tygies (London), vol. 7, no. a, 
Ootoer 1969, P• 432, based on Va.J.Bhu1 if' Angola, g~ef' 
ge ••Afrique (Paris, 1966), pp. 219-2o. 
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of n re-educating the nati vesn 1n the northern Angola and of 
-ttattractingn the African population which had fled the 

41 
country. As mentioned before, resettlement programme 

was then actively pursued. 

The presence of European army in Angola gave 

boost to the Angolan consumer eoonomw. It was followed by 

stabilization of the military situation in 1963. The army 

was composed of over 751. white. Therefore, it could hardly 
42 achieve much beyond maintaining order. MOreover, ar~ 

43 tended to fulfil the Portuguese desire. of colonization. 

This came in conflict w1 th the army• s role as a 11 sem1-

neutral11, •benevolent protector• of the African rural masses 

(against repdsals by Europeans settlers) fatter l9f3i? ••• 
" 

in effect, the Portuguese psycho- social benefactor of t.oday 

can become the competitive Portuguese settler-farmer of 

tomorrow. n44 This contradiction seemed to jeopardize . the 
·~ 

harmony a100ngst the army. 

Various accounts of mill tary encounter between the 

Portuguese and the Angolan nationalists give shocking details 

of the genocide committed by the Portuguese troops. The 

41 Ibid., p. 433' based on Helio Felgas, GUe£Xii em -6Pgo·~ 
(Lisbon, l96l;, p. 171. 

42 Ibid., p. 437; Racial Problem woUld have tended to 
neutraJ.ize a)ly ~sitive· contribution of the army. 

43 Ibid. , P• 435. 

44 Ibid. 1 P• 438. 
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modernized Portuguese troops had recourse to criminal weapons 
45 of herbicides and arboricides. The terrorist movements of 

uPA and UNITA too exhibited atrocious behaviour, violence, 

massacre, genocide, atrocities towards children and women, 

burning, use of napalm, bombs by PortUguese troops were the 

frequent events in 1960s and early 1970s in Angola. Thus 

the wars in Angola for liberation have been one of the 

bloodiest wars attar Algeria in the post-war era. 

With the growing help and assistance of different 

po~ers, the national liberation parties were able to take up 

arms against the colonial power 'Which had controlled and 

administered them for nearly 500 years. The situation 

showed the double-role of the Western countries. on the one 

hand, they maintained extensive relation with Portugal, and, 

on the other, they defended the right of self-government of 

the colonies. Yet they refrained from taking any drastic 

step to force the hand of Portugal for deoolonization. 

Tne Angolan question had got internationalized. 

The struggling Angolan nationalism could not be ignored. 

Portugal, still clinging to its century old notions, tried 

to crush resistance and thereby involved the Western world 

in 1 ts bloody colonial wars in Africa. The nat1onali sts 

45 see Bernard Rivers, n. 37l pp. 41-45; Agostinho Nato, 
"The Liberation struggle n Angolatt, in Stokke and 
ltJ1dstra.nd, ed., Tge UN-O~ Conference on §eu,~ern 
Ai:J'12ii (Oslo, 9-JA April 973'f .. {uppsala, 197S t vol. 
1, part III, Sec. B, p. 90. 
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the.mse~ves had divided the world opinion in favour of 

illdividu~ national parties. What should have developed 

as one National Liberation ~vement, had crystallized into 

a number of movements, handicapped by ethnic, racial, class 

and zonal factors, each fighting for supremacy over the 

other, andt fight for powe~ overshad~wing struggle against 

colonialism. 

Yet it must be said that the cumulative effect 

of the national liberation movements together ~ith 

favourable \~orld opinion was tremendous. The desire to 

achieve freedom and liberation had emerged victor and. proved 

its tenac1 ty in a gruelling fight with 1 ts colonial 

oppressors. 



CHAPTER V 



POLITICS OF COLLAPSE 

In September 1968 Europe's last and the oldest 

fascist dictatorship faced a crisis. Portugal's P~ime 

Minister, Salazar, developed a cerebral stroke and was 

incapacitated for the rest of his life. Salazar had maintained 

a balance between the various groups within the power elite. 

Therefore, his absence from the political field created a 

vacuum. However, Portugal continued as a fascist state under 

Marcello caetall0.1 salazart s n Estado Novo" continued 'With 
. 

cert~n modifications. Yet, writes Pedro Soares, 11 Caeta.no• s 
2~ 

t social• state resembles Salazar• s • new• state." He tried 
... 

to reconcile the various poUtical factions-centre, right 

and left. 

P.IDE. ... the major instrument of repression was trans

formed into DGS (Directorate General of security). DGS was 

relatively roore liberal than PIDE. However, its task was made 

-----·· .. , ........... 
l 

2 

Caetano! a. military fascist, had drafted the constitu. 
tional aws of Salazar• s 11 Estado Nova". He was linked 
and identified with the regime•s repressive legislations. 
His pragmatism and flexibility of approach together with 
r1ght-of-Salazar position in poUtics had earned him the 
reputation of being a "liberal fascist" and "for\'lard. 
looking traditio~ist• • 

.... 
Pedro SOares, "Portuguese Fascism and its Contradictions", 
~1l~~l1 of ln't~fMji:i:§2J:leJ. Af,'ff}\rg (Belgrade), vol. 24, no ... 
5661 4 NOvember 1973, p. l9. Pedro SOares was a member 
of 'the central Comn1 'ttee of the Communist Party of 
Portugal. 
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difficult by the younger generation which had grown up under 

a dictatorial regime. Clandestine groups and illegal Communist 

literature appeared criticizing the Government. Only super

ficial reforms occurred: names of the institutions were changed 

but their structural functio.ning remained unchanged. 

1·1ario Soares, a political exile (during Salazar regime), 

on nis return commented: n.Hore important than wrds would be 
~ 

institutional changes •• ,.we have passed the stage of accepting 

promises and concess1ons,«3 In fact Portugal was nowhere 
.... 

near achieving a parliamentary-democratic form of government. 

But it had moved on to a higher phase of political evolution$ 
4 "Fascism with a human face". Some changes slo,·1ly evolved • 

... 
Amongst them was the gradually reduced role of Church. It 

had bolstered up the regime both at home and abroad in its 

overseas territories during Salazar's reign. 

Within Portugal workers continued to be exploited. 

· Monopolies were strengthened. More and more Portuguese left 

for France and West Garmany. By 1975, a million and a half 

Portuguese hadmdgrated (700,000 to France and 115,000 to West 

Germany). An illusion of "development" was created; the 
- ... 

decline of the work force in the agricultural sector was 

misinterpreted. Actually it was caused by the exodus of 

Portuguese immigrants. Furthermore, between 19S3 and 1964, 

3 

4 

Quoted in Figueiredo, P2IlY£::sl ; ~ft,:2: Yea-;.s of D!~ 
tatQlship (HarmondswortE, 1975), p. 224. 

Ibid., p. 225. 
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the regime•s agrarian policy of concentrating land holdings 

left a reduced number of farms. The corporative system 

extended the control of the capitalists, the big land

owners and foreign imperialists. oovernment•s policy, thus 

pushed the small and medium sized landholcters towards 

collapae •. 6 

Consequently food import arose as agricUlture 

production went do\\ln. 9n the other he.nd1 population pressure 

in North was reduced l-Jhich otherwise would have led to sub

divisions of land. The \\leges of the workers remained low, 

ana, therefore, food prices too had to be maintained at a 

low level. While the prices of eons~r goods remained 
6 beyond the purview of the common man, discontent, dis-

satisfaction and inflation rent the country. 

The remittance of overseas Portuguese represented . .. 
70fo of the country• s merchandise exports. Money \vas invested 

in lan4 or used to negate fuel inflat1on.7 Industrial sector , 

had developed in the post-.war period. Foreign investments 

helped its growth; the latter being linked to the policy of 

the st~te. Foreign capital was both susceptible and 

5 Kenneth ~ell, "The Thorns of the Portuguese Revolu
tion", Fgte1gn Agf~_:.a (USA), vol. 54, no. 2, Januarr 
1976, pp. 253-4? and Pedro SOares, n. 2, pp. 19-20. 

6 Kenneth, ibid., pp. 254 !f; Pedro soares,1b1d., p. 
19 •. 

7 Ma.:xweu, 1b1d. , p. 254. 
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vulnerable to the changes 'Within Portugal alld at the inter

national level. No trade unions existed. F~eedom was 

eurta;1.led 1 censorship continued. There was no change in 

the list of voters. In 1969 election, approximatelY 7% of 

the population voted (i.e. 1.5 million out of the total of 

22 million, including its overseas terr1tory).8 OnJ.y an 

illusion of change was created by holding erections for the 

eolo~.al af1semblies. 

In 1959, Portugal had joined EFTA (European Free 

Trade Association). It was given special and exclusive 

tariff advantages to protect its • fragile commercial 
9 structure• from competition, followed by op~n1ng up of 

Portugal and its overseas territories to the Western capitalism. 

By 1967, foreign capital financed 263 1 new enterprises worth 

-----------------8 Figueiredo, n. a, p. 234; for example, out of 60,000 
inhabitants of the archipelago of st. Thomas and 
Principe, only 5,900 voted (i.e. 1/lOth of the 
popUlation). It was to present to the world ·that 
despite.the libe~ation wars being fought in the 
Portuguese Africa, the latter were having a "normal 
political Ufett. See Mustafa ResuJ.ovic, ttLisbon• s 
moves 1n Afrioa", fl~vi~!Jri of Inte,:~t1qp;;L AffiJ.i..l&l 
(Belgrade), vol. 24, no •. 565, 20 October 1973, 
P• 11. 

9 Basil Davidson, "Arms and the Portuguese", Af'£j..C~ 
!leJlp~ (Ne\.J York), vol. 151 _no. 5, May 19701 p. 
10. Portugal had to olassJ.Iy its industria.&. products, 
such as tinned fish, tomato juice ani cork, as agr1-
eultural products 1n order to gain access ~ the 
markets of the Ten. 
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700 million escUdos, the latter rose to nearly 2,000 million 

escudos in 1970 and over 4 1000 million escudos in 1974. S1x 

hundred of the DJ)St important companies in Portugal alone 
10 were controlled by foreign imperialists. 

The availability of foreign funds helped Portugal 

to modernize its industrial sector. Caetano was more receptive 

than Salazar to foreign investments; CaetallO Government also 
ll 

had a stake in the industrial expansion. Many small and 

med1~s1zed industrial units were liquidated and big units 

created or reinforced and li~ed to monopoly capital. Thus, 

finance capital penetrated and got concentrated 1n the 

industrial sector of Portugal.12 

The intensity of increased production (48~ between 

1960 ~ 1966) failed to give the workers a better wage, it 

10 ·Pedro scares, n. 2, P• 19. 

ll Many ministers had shares in the various 1!1Qustr1es. 
For example, Nogueira, the Foreign Minister during 
salazar reglJllo "men sacked by Caetano had joined tile 
board of directors of several companies, including the 
British owned Benguela Railway co. o1' Angola. Caetano 
jokingly commented that Nogueira, an 'ultra• \>1as only 
•transferring to a new trench in the national battle•. 
~uoted from F1gue1rdo, n. 1, p. 223. 

Caetano himself a monopoUst, was a member of the Board 
of the overseas National Bank, Chairman of the Assembly 
of the society of Cotton Producers for Colonial DevelOP
ment, and as a stockholder, he held a responsible plnae 
in ttPortuguese Ammoniac" - a chemical products compa.nJ 
and in various insurance companies. see Pedro SOares, 
ibid., pp. 14-19. 

12 Pedro SOares, ibid., p. 19. 



.remained 4-5 times less than a French or a German worker. 

Thus, in the \·lOrds of Pedro SOares, "The working class and 

people of Portugal are compelled to suffer the inflation 

provoked by the colonialist war 1 the financial crisis of the 

cap1 tali at system, economic stagnation in Portugal and the 
. 13 
omnipotence of the monopolies." 

Portugal joined EEC (European Economic Community) 

in 1972. Its trade deficit recorded in 1972 was 23,000 

million escUdos. Its public debt came to 501 000 million 

escudos, for t4.hich the Portuguese paid over a,ooo million 

escudos a year as servicing eharges.14 These figures reflect 
. . . 

Portugal• s increased dependenQe on and subordination to 

its Western allies • the foreign investors. Portugal thus 

became highly indebted to them and fell in the clutches of 

foreign imperialism. 

In the 1960s there emerged a class ot strong indus

trial bourgeoisie demanding greater freedom and liberty of 

action, for example, eUm1nat1on of the industrial controls, 

and, closer links with Europe and international capital. 

Therefore, eeoDOm1cally .dominant 1niustr1aJ. bourgeoisie became 

a rival class to the "old bourgeoisie" who still held great 

political power. The former were reluctant to accept a 

-----------------
13 Ibid. Inflation rate recorded in 1973 was 21%. 

14 Ibid. 
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"compromise governmentn, thereby making Caetano• s task as an 

e.rbi tra.tor difficult. This led to confrontation between the 

two factions. Both groups viewed Caetano with suspicion and, 

therefore, he found himself isolated. Thus, he was unable to 
15 . continue as an arbitrator. There was 110 "line of colonial 

policy" and each colonial problem was resolved casually~ 

O·n the question of colonies, Caetano like Salazar, 

was apprehensive that Portugal without its colonies woUld be 

reduced to a province of Spain. His speeches in Africa on 

the colonial policy included: (&) Reorga.ni.zation of the armed 

forces to provide greater operational 'effectiveness, (R) 

Progressive administrative autono~ of the local governments 

within the Portuguese nation, (s) Increased participation of 

the Africans in political and administrative sectors to give 

substance to Portugal's principle of a multi-racial state, 

and (it) Acceleration of ecoiJOmic devJ.opment through opening 
16 the door to foreign capital and skills. 

In fact these points reasserted the Portuguese 

15 During salazar•s regime both the industrial bourgeoisie 
· and the landed proprietors were weak. Therefore, 
salazar regime had been a compromise between industrial 
and agrarian capital. Silazar had acted as an 
n arbi tratorn to prevent 1tleaken1ng of' the either class 
whieh might~ brillg the non-privileged classes to power. 
see Eduardo de sousa Ferreira, "An Analysis of the 
• Spinola Affair• n, 4friea f'osbyr ... (Denver), vol. 21, 
no. 2, Spring 1974, pp. 69·70. 

16 t.tuoted in Marvine Howe, «Portugal at lllar : Hawks, 
Doves and Owltt, At:rJ.sa Report, vol. 14, no. 7, 
November 1969, p. 17. 
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conviction of staying in Africa, undaunted by the growing 

national liberation wars in the Portuguese Africa. Caetano 

like Salazar; was convinced that 1 t was their n right and autytt 
' 

to stay in Africa. Colonies have been the mainstay of 

Portuguese economy. Caetano continued to equate and identify 

the interest of "Western civilization•• with those of the 

Portuguese colonial1sts.17 He chose to pursue the programme 

of n continuation and renovation". 

This policy inevitably led to reinforcement of the 

PortUguese troops abroad in Portuguese Africa. The colonial 

wars proved costly both in terms of manpower and econom,. 

According to Portusal• s Government "defense and security" 
... 

alone consumed 44$ of the annual effective revenue-~6-7.% of 

the GNP. It cost the Uves of over 10.000 Portuguese and . 
nearly 17 ,ooo million escudos by 1972. The Lisbon regime 

18 completely relied on its armed forces. Therefore, 

17 Caetano in a speech saida 11 Europe needs, like bread 
to eat! the ra\4 materials and natural energies existing 
in Afr ca", quoted in Ferreira, n. 15, p. 70. 

~ 

Further, Caetano considered Europeans essential for the 
development of, and to organize the Blacks. Blacks in 
his view were merely productive.elements organized and 
necessary aux1lJ..ar1es• see Marcello Caetano, Os Natixos 
!1C-Egonom1a Afrige.P§ (Lisbon, 1954) • 

18 see Davidson, n. 13, pp. 10..11; Marcum, "Three Revolu
t1onsU1 6f£iC~ Report, ~ol. 12, no. 8, November 1967, 
pp. e9•:L7J Howe_, n. 16, PP• 16-21; Pedro SOarest n. 
2 p. 19; Resw.ovie, n. s, p. 9; and Anirudha Gupta, 
"ln1pl1cations of the LisbOn Coupt• , }.!eyiew of Inter:BfJ.tio!!i1 
Aff~£1 {Belgraae), v~l. 25, ~ 582·83, 5-20 July 1974, 

•••• 
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c aetano awarded n guarantees to the armyt' for their support 

against pressures ffom the extreme right. 

Despite the heavy losses, Portugal claimed to have 

achieved success in suppressing the Angolan rebels.19 they 

continued to allude themselves that they could continue to 

------------------
pp. 23-24. see Appendix III, Table 3.4 on military 
expenditure. 

The drastic and tragic consequences of Portuguese 
colonial war were very accurately summed up by an 
opponent of the Caetano regime, J.P. Silva at the 
Aveiro Congress in April 1973. 

It involves, "(l) Mobilization of Portufuese youth into . 
one of the lonsest and most arduous mil. tary conscriptions 
in the world• (2) 1o,ooo dead; (3) 2o1ooo wounded and 
mutilated; (4) immeasurable peycholog cal consequences; 
(5) heavy increase in taxation;. (6) substantial rise in 
the cost of living• (7) loss or·markets in countries · 
opposed to coloni:l1sm; (8) piecemeal sale of the country 
to foreign enterprises; (9) reinforcement of the political 
power of certain ecom.irdc groups which benefit from the 
continuation of the wars. The Government's policy is 
thus ant1-patriot1o.n Quoted from Figueiredo, n. 3, 
P• 229. .... 

19 Portuguese ar~ successfully pushed back the Angolan 
national insurgents between 1961 and 1964. It however 
did not signify that the national liberation movements 
had been crushed, only temporarily made to retreat to 
the neighbouring borders. After 1966, Portuguese . 
settlers accused the army f'or their •softt· attitude 
towards tbe national insurgents. ~~y believed that 
the army had no will 'to win and u was too slow to .. · 
eradicate totally the guerrilla threat and to end 
the war." And threatened to form a civil militia. See 
Douglas L. Wheeler, tt Tiie Portuguese Army in Angola" , 
til~ 11:om;~ of )~ge;tp African stygi~ (London), vol. 
7, no. a, October 1969, pp. 431-9· w eeler, "Reflections 
on Angola", 6£liQ£L.I!sUiO£t, vol. i2, no. s, November 1.967, 
PP• 58-62; a:nd Howe, n. 16, pp. 18-19. 



fight for an 1nf1n1 te period. Although their expelldi ture on 

ar.rey was nearly " ~00 million a year, yet 1 t had reserve of 
20 

~ 1.3 billion foreign exchange in gold untouched. Further-

more, it began to use NA'l'O equipments to equip ·its troops. 

Heavily reliant on the western allies, Portugal allowed them 

the use of its strategic bases in exchange for their military, 

political and economic support. Portugal•s 1nst1tu1onalized 

commitment to. rule in Africa tolvards the end of l960s exceeded 

all 1 ts previous attempts. 

Portugal had extensive trade with its colonies, and 

the colonies were its maJor source of foreign currency.21 

The industrial bourgeoisie in PortUgal realized the inevi

tability of conceding liberation to Angola, and therefore, 

20 HQwe, ibid., p. 16· according to Maxwell, total 
reserves stood at ~ 2.8 billion at the end of 1973. 
Maxwell, n. 5, p. 261 •. · PortUgal has always tended to 
maintain 1 ts gold ·and foreign exchange reserves which 
·was largely responsible for the stability of the 
Portuguese currency. It was not used to offset 
Portugal• s trade def'ieit. Only a part of it was 
used during the 1960s to J)cy military weapons. 

The Afrieall colonies 1"unct1oned within the special, 
closed nconmon markattt of Portugal exclusively a.s 
exporters of raw materials and importers of manufac
tured goods. The ·balance of trade between the mother 
country and the colonies was always negative 'While 
that of colonies with outside world was always positive. 
Thus, in 196?, 33.4% of the total exports of Angola 
went to Portugal and 61.~ to the third countries 
outsid~ Portugal's privileged market, and the rest to 
the.other Portuguese African territories. see 
Resulovic1 n. 8, pp. 9•10; Green, "Portugal and the 
African Territories • Economic Implications", in 
Abshire and samuel,. ed. , Eortafu~!e Af'rigf (London, 
1969), pp. 346 rr. see Append :x tl~tab e a.a. 
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visualized a fast solution in which they would be able to 

compete successfully with international capital. While, 

the agrarian based "old bourgeoisie" too realized the 

inevitable end of the Portuguese empire but wanted a slow 
22 

devolution ot power alld autonomy, arrived at through reforms. 

A group of liberals suggested that the only course 

open, to Lisbon was through development alld not by "provoking" 

the military. For example, by develof>ing savannah land. 23 

Another group of economists led by Francisco da l'.iOura propa

gated a neo-colonial solution. They highlighted the fact 

that the benefits derived from the colonles '~ere being 

~ra.lized by the continued e:xpendi ture on mi.U tary. 

Therefore, by incroasing the rate of capital investment 1n 

the colonies, Portugal could raise its income. This coUld 

be successfUlly ehannellized to tranaform its economic 

character, from a "backward, peasant based economy into a 

modern industrial onen.24 
.. 

Portugal '\41th its colonial empire intact in the 

l960s belonged to a developed capitalist camp, but its 

.sooio-econQmic structures were far behind that of other 

developed countries. Acoord1ng to MES, "Po.rtugal is a 

country in Wb1ah capitalist relations of production dominate 

22 see Ferreira, ~ 15, p. 70. 

23 HO'We, n. 16, p. 20. 

a4 Tnis view point has been discussed by Anirudha Gupta, 
n. 18, p. 24. 
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25 
in a quasi-absolute form." Besides the clas~ of wage-cum.. 

.,. 
salary -workers and the monopolistic bourgeoisie there had 

emerged a number of classes • "characteristic of capitalist 
26 countries at a comparable stage of development" • 

... 
An intermediate industrial and commercial bourgeoisie 

overlapping with upper class of salaried workers; professionals; 

government bureaucrats; petty bourgeoisie related to the lower 

class of salaried workers; sub- proletariat - comprising of 

criminals, prostitutes, hustlers, and of under- and un-

employed emerged in the city. While in the countryside 

developed: latif'unaists (big a state owners especially in 

the south); modern capitalist farmers; commercial farmers,27 

semi-proletariat including the minif'undist of the north. 

25 1-lES stands for the Movement of the socialist Left. 
Quoted in Pawl 14, Sweezy, "Class struggles in 
Portugal", XonthJ..i Revie;w (New York), vol. ?17, no. 
4, Septemoer 1975, p. 3 • 

.. 26 Ibid., pp. 4-5. The following class enal.ysis of the 
Portuguese society is based on sweesy•s article. 

27 The latifund~sts practised very inefficient type of 
agriculture. While the mdern capitalist farmers 
were geod ·businessmen, their agricultural practices 
from the societal poiilt of view were often disas
trously !~rational. see ibid. , p. 5. Also see 
Marcel Mazoyer, "The Cumulative Process of •UDder
development• _in the Irrigated Areas of southern 
Portugal" in Rene Dnmont with Marcel Mazoyer, 
fi<t1W.1r,ms a89 De:xf3J:JJ2~D;~, Rupert Cunningham, _ 

rans. London, 1973 , pp. 277·90. 
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As discussed earlier, the disintegrating rural life 

added to the regime•s problems. The working class began to 

organize strikes and demonstrations against the fascist 

regime. The peasants, petty urban bourgeoisie,· and parts of 

the middle class joined the struggle as the contradictions 

of Portuguese fascism began to crystallize. In the face of 

grol.Jing tension and breakdown of traditional :fascist authority, 

foreign imperialists began to wind up their business and 

leave Portugal hastily. Others who could go nowhere, were 

held by the rising working class and forced to concede 

the workers• demands. This led to rise into credits, ~ich 

created pressures for the nationalization of the banks.28 

In 1973, Lisbon faced yet another problem because 

of the large number of skilled workers leaving Portugal 

(approximately 34$ or the total migrants). Continued man

power drain by the military services abroad compounded the 
' 

problem of labour shortage. Hence, Lisbon had to import 

workers ~rom Cape Verde Islands, and thus, developed a black 

minority group in Portugal.29 

During the 1960s, Portugal had greatly benefitted 

from tourism. Construction ani real estate operations had 

28 Kenneth Maxwell, n. 5, P• 257. 

29 Ibid., p. 254. since the e!Xl of 16th century there had 
been no blacks in Portugal till mid 20th century, despite 
its multi-racial policies. 
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been launched on a large scale; consuming 11.7~ of the non

agricUltural labour force. But the rising militancy and 

radicalization of politics deflated the tourist boom. It 

affected the overseas workers most who lost their savings. 

Take over of the vacant houses further alienated them from 
30 the regime. 

Amidst growing poU tical and economic conflicts in 

PortUgal, the Lisbon regime found itself being criticized 

by the Catholic Church hierarchy tor its colonial poUcies. 

The Church which had once played an important role as 1 ts 

supporter, adopted a stance of silence in the face of growing 

hostility. Yet, it must be noted that during the phase of 

colonial war, Portugal benefitted from the increase in trade 

and development of AngoJ.a. Modest credit expansion followed 

the outbreak of rebellion, thus increasing the pace of 

economic development of Angola. 

It coincided with a process of accelerated change 

within Portugal. Despite censorship and repression -

characteristic features of the fascist regime, reports on 

industrialization and Portugal's involvement in Africa began 

to filter through. Need for better educated soldiers and 

nurses etc. in the auxillary branches contributed to 

modernization of Portugal; influence of Western euJ.ture was 

---·· I...... ¢d ·-

30 Ibid., pp. 254•5 and 257. 
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31 
felt especially. The overall milieu vas changing; the 

public ~as realizing and reacting to the necessity of ending 
32 

colonial wars. 

Within the military aivisions, confrontation began 

to take shape as conscripted and non-commissioned officers 

were promoted and sent to Africa. The Armed Forces Movement 

(AFM) got together to pl'Otest against this new decree which 
- " -. 33 ' 

gave equal status to all officers. This marked the beginning 

ot the growing anti-thetical forces to the Lisbon regime, It 

was further reinforced by their realization of the futility of 

the colonial wars. The army became desirous· of ending the 

treacherous 13-years old colonial wars. In Spinola, the 

Deputy Chief of staff for all the armed forces, the AF.M found 

its leader. Tqwards the end of 1973 rumours of "Captain• s 
. 

Movement« of "Armed Forces Movement" were atoot, but no one 

paid much attention to the~ 
' 

In 1974, Spinola•. s book a>:ctug~ apd t;tJe F}l~ 

created a sensation 1n Portugal. But it also led to the 

·~ _ ..... 
31 Figueiredo, n. 3, p. 226. 

32 Amilcar Cabral sumned up tbe changing att1 tude of 
Lisbon, "In the very heart of the Portuguese Government 
a realist tendency is showing itself, taking adequate 
means of making the extremists 'Ulldersta.nd that the 
colonial war is not only useless but is irremediablJ' 
lost in our 'country." Speech at Dakar, 3 March 1968. 
see Cabral, ggvolut1on in Glliny. {Lolldo,n, 1971), p. 
104. . . 

33 Robin Blackburn, ULisbon - The Fall of FascisnP, Ne)! 
Left ReyiflJ1 (London), nos. 87-88, september-December 
1974, pp. 43 ff; Kenneth Maxwell, "The Hidden Revolution 
in Portugaltt, fl!ll Xor§ Review .of Bool£g, 17 April l976J 
PaUl SWeezy, n. 25, P• s. 
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dismissal of General Spinola and his superior, General Costa 

Gomes ~o had allowed the publication of this book. Spinola's 

book offered a neo-colonial solution to the problems facing 
. 34 

Portugal with its African territories. He believed that 

the social crisis would only be solVed by liberalization. 

A policy of concession or repression would lead to limited 

and.temporary results or to violence. The lack of industrial 

expansion was the cause of economic crisis and the military 

had failed to understand the nature of guerrilla war. In 

view of these crisis, the solution would have to be political, 

rather than m1li tary. 

The only viable solution according to Spinola was 

to build a 11 Lus1tan1an Commonwealth". It would help to give 
-

the Africans the right to self-determination, progre3sive 

autonomy, and an expression to African institutions. It . 
would develop as a result of popular referendum held in all 

the Portuguese African territories. In his hypothetical 

political structure of the nation, Spinola visualized the 

reestablishment of Pax Portuguese and creation of a 
. ' 

npluri-na.tional staten with the consent and willing adherence 
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of its member nations. Federation would develop gradually 

by conciliating a system of progressively greater autono~, 

while insuring .central authority by providing for federal 

judicial review of the laws. 

The industrial bOurgeoisie of Portugal favoured 

this ttf'ederal state solution''• Because this would open up . - . . . 
~ ~ 

the African territories for direct foreign capital invest. 

ments. Already the industrial bourgeoisie were co-operating 

with the international capital for the explOitation ot 

available resources in the POrtuguese Afr~can territories. 

They hoped that this solution woUld give them enough time 

to strengthen their base and become competitive with respect 

to the international cap1 tal. 

Spinola., further added, that the mwth of our 

civilizing mission must be given up. Only by changing our 

slogan from nqome near, but don• t r81se yourselves" to "Raise 

yourselves and come close" woUld the Portuguese be able to 

reassert their claim of multi-racial co-existence; not by 

e:xert1ng that only European Portuguese have the priority of 

exercising po~er. 

The publication of this book had jolted Caetano. 

A number of armw officers ~ere replaced. Spinola was not 

a revolutionary, but envisaged himself as de (}aulle of 

Portugal. Befc.?,~~ the .s2l:lJ2, he went to give Caetauo the 

ultimatum of the armed forces and between the tVJO of them 
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1 t transpired that power would be transferred to Spinola 

and his companion, Simao, as President and Prime Minister 

respectively. President Thomaz, however, discovered the 
; 35 

plan and forced Caetano to continue. This was followed 

by arrests of officers a.t the emergency Co-ordinating 

Committee meeting in Lisbon on 15 March 1974. By 24 April 

FIDE was ready to arrest more members ana ~as certain of 

the co.Dling ~2lmt but it was too late to stop the .A.Fl<1 who 

marched in on 25 April to take over power. 

Lisbon witnessed a bloodless revolution under tlie 

aegis of its wartime hero Spinola alld the AFM. 36 The 

n· 2-D program" of AFMa democratization, decolonization and 

... ··- ___ , ___ _ 
35 Jane Kramer, "Letter from Lisbon", ~~w j:or~teE, 23 september 

1974. 

36 see ibid., pp. 215·21· Figueiredo, n. a, pp. 232 ff; 
swezy, n. 25, pp. 6-34LJWeezyl "Class struggles in 
Portugal - Part 2", !:l2n~z !lev_e:w, vol. 27 no. 5, 
pp. 1·15; Maxwell n. 5 pp. 258-65• Ru1 PeAro "Portugal's 
Revolution", New Kor;&,g dev1ew (New ~ork), vol. 44, JJO. 
2, narch-Apr11 1976, pp. 14-17.LAD1rudha GUpta, n. l8, 
pp. 24•25i Anirudha Gupta, "Co.u.apse of the Portuguese 
Empire and Dialectics of Liberation of SOuthern Africa", 
Inte.:natio~ §.&Udj.ea (New Delhi), vol. :w, no. 11 .. 
January-Mar 1975, pp. 5-10; Gil Green, portugal. 1 
Re;sroJ,uti91} (USA, 1976). 

~ 

Details of the revolution and the following crisis 
in the Government can be seen in the above-mentioned 
sources. Also see~ F~cts on Fil~ 1974-76; Editorials 
on File 1974•75. ~hey will no~ dealt h~re except 
in passing, since they go beyond the scope of this 
stUdy. 
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development--which had united the AF~-led to its split soon 

after the .£elm• The conflicts became noticeable soon after 

the ~· The conflicts becaroo noticeable when the first 

nationalizations and agrarian reforJ!l steps took plaoe. 

Various factions from moderates to radicals of soe1alists and 

Communists operated on the political plane. Spinola himself 

backed by the right groups, wanted to pursue the policy of 
. 37 

slow and orderlY disengagement from Africa. 

He wanted to tt stay" in AngOla for as long as 
- -

possible beeause surplus of earnings in Angola was essential 

for the development of Portugal. Unemployment in Portugal 

had 1ncree:se4; a number of industrial units closed. The 

country was "isolated" amidst poUtical and eoonomie chaos. 

Washington too disapproved of the new government,~ch 

inclUded Communists.
38 

Political discord at the central 

37 

38 

Spinola' s views coincided with those of an economic 
group..-SEDESa "a more equable dis. tribution. of wealth 
1n Portugal. and the ph~sed withdrawal from the 
country• a territories in Africa." Therefore,. Spinola 
began to consolidate his own political base ~rough 
SEDES. see, John La Rose, "Africa and Portugal'*, 
~ (London), vol. 16, no. 1, July 1974, p. 23. 

To control and exert DV)derate influence on the 
workers upsurgence, and to fulfil the compromises 
made, Spinola inclUded socialist and Communist 
groups in the coalition government. 
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level finally forced a show down and Spinola had to 

resign. 

In the following months, Portugal witnessed struggle 

for power amongst the diffe~ent political groups. Extreme 

Left and Right realized the threat from the emerging 

n popular power" at a local level which tended to undermine 

the linkages among the central authorities. Economic 

crisis were prevented temporarily by the gold reserve. A 

sense of unreality and of pending disaster marked tne 

atll¥)sphere. Initially, radicalism of the AFM, was under

estimated; later on, too much hope had been placed on its 

staying in power. It made special efforts to control the 

structures for propaganda and for indoctrination of 11 cultural 

dynamizat1cl1•. Alvaro CWlha, secretary General of the 
-

Portuguese Communist Party expected that power could be 

aehieved by seizing institutional structures. But the 

institutional elements disintegrated most rapidly, and in the 

process, affected the Communists. Civil strife became marked. 

Coalitions broke down. 39 

The November 25 uprising led to reimposition of 

traditional military discipline. AFM had taken a swing 

right-wards. The revolutionary forces began their attempt 

to build and consolidate an anti-fascist, progressive, 

democratic form of government to ensure the continuance or 

39 Maxwell, n. 5, pp. 260.5. 
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the gains gained by the working class, in order to start 

Portugal on a socialist path of development. Thus, the 

Sixth Prov1s1'?nal Government came to power in Lisbon. 

Portugal had emerged a "new" nation once more in 
. 

1974 by overthrowing its 48 years of fascist rUle. But did 

the AFM succeed in destroying the Portuguese colonial state? 

Portuguese fascist colonial, state,· despite the concessions 

won by the opposition forces and the latter's emergence, 
40 continued to threaten the gains won by the opposition. 

Economically, the class structure remained unchanged. 

R>litically, the industrial bourgeois replaced the 11 old" 

bourgeoisie, Which supported Spino~ 

The colonial policy of Spinola caused split and 

bitter infighting. It came to the forefront when"Mario

soares, the Foreign Minister, allllOUnced that Portugal would 

respect "the principle of self-determination with all its 

conseque~es, including nat1onal 1ndependencen.41 Premier 

Goncalves further added that it must be a just process of 

decolonitation which would not lead to neo'-colon1alism. 
42 

The 

process of deeolonization was further stepped up by President 

Costa Gomes who replaced President Spinola. 

-----------------
-40 La Rose, n. 37, pp. 2Q...2l. 

41 jlripfi Di~;z (New Delhi), 2Q-26 August 1974, pp. 
7094•5. . 

42 Ibid. 
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Although considerable progress was made with 

regards to transfer of power in Guinea-Bissau, Mooambique, 

Cape Verde Islands and Sao Tome•e Principe Islands, 

Portuguese obstructed recognition of any one party as the 

sole legitimate representative of the Angolan people •. 

Instead, they sought to transform the character of Angolan 

political parties, from illegal, clandestine, rebellious 

forces in e:xile to legdl, electoral competiting parties. 43 

Finally, in January 1975, the three Angolan parties 

signed an accorc.i at AJ.vor in Portugal to participate in 

the Transitional Government that would operate till Angola 

was granted complete independence. Grant of Independence 

was scheduled for ll November l975. The agreement also 

aimed at aiding integration of the guerrilla armies of the 

three liberation zoovements into a single national. army' from 

which the Portuguese troops were to be withdrawn later on. 

The process of deoolon1zat1on of Angola was 

complicated by the intervention of the foreign powers. In 

mid-1974, the FNLA received Chinese arms am instructors, 

which continued and increased in 1975. ~~LA received arms 

from the USSR in October-November l974. The assistance had 

been given to t,he Chipenda.-faction for some time before 

giving the Neto .. faet1on. Ch1penda-fact1on later on joined 

FNLA. 

------------------
43 John Marcum, "Lessons of Angola", foleign N;'fairgs, 

vol. 54, n;o. 3, April 19'16, pp. 4l2·l3. · 
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USA.• s involvement was more complex. It had giv~,n. 

~ 431 milUon in aid to Portugal for war against the Angolan 

masses in 1971. At the sallle time it had extended support to 

FNLA, including a CIA ret81ner of ~ 10,000 a year for Roberto 
44 

Holden. It also extended assistance to UNITA, giving $ 1.4 

million arms to FNLA and UNITA, which ·1nerease.d· . to ~ 32 
.. 45 

milUon by the end of 1975. In 1975, the 40 oonrnittee 

authorized aid worth ~ aoo,ooo to FNLA but decided against 
46 aiding UNITA. Further, in order to ensure US operation in 

the North of Angola against any government that woUld be 

challenging their interests, USA extended support to FNLA. 

44 Anthony Monteiro1.."Angola , Key to Freedom for Southern 
Africa", New WQ~~. RevieJt, vol. 44, no. 2, March-April 
1976, P• 10. 

45 11\e. T1meg (London), 6 June 1976. Although the figures 
publiShed for Amerl.oan a1d are ~ 32.3 million senator 
John Tunney announced 1n February that the dala collec
ted by his aides showed n much larger aDd 100re pervasi veU 
American involvement than he had realized or the .... 
Administration had acknowledged. 

The OJ2sener (London), ll January 1976, reported that 
the US naval task force in the waters around Angola in 
December was led by the aircraft carrier Independence, 
supported by a. guided missile cruiser and three des
troyer escorts, ~ch was to provide tactical sir 
support, for a-erika over Angola. The Independence 
carried 90 F-4 Phantom jets - napalm, s1dew1Ilder 
missiles and anti-personnel fragmentation bombs in 
pools. 

46 Marcum, n. 43, p. 414. 
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on the other hand, FNLA vs. MPLA war had begun 

three weeks after signing the Alvor accord., The resUlt was 

collapse i)f the Transitional. Government. FNLA, MPLA, and 

UNITA were at war with each other. In October south Africa 

entered Angola taking MPLA. by surprise. In November, however, 

Soviet Russia landed Cuban troops {approximately 11,000 by 

late February). American estittJates suggest that in the last 

U lllOnths Soviet material output was about ~ 300 milUon. 47 

In January or at least in JuJ.y, as John Marcum puts it, it 

became imperative for the USA to suggest to Moscow its 

readiness to "use our influence to bring about the cessation 

of foreign military assistance and to encourage an African 
. 48 

solution 1f they woUld do the same." 

But already 1 t was too late. .Both USA and UsSR 

were heavily involved. China had withdrawn strategically. 

MFLA assisted by· Cuban troops was winning. In the face of 

the ban imposed by the Congress, USA eon?-d ~t continue to 

give aid to FNLA~UNITA. Its collusion with South Africa 

involved the Western powers in a disturbing pattern. Against 

this background of foreign involvement and internationalist 

fighting, the Portuguese High Commissioner folded his flag 

47 Ibid., p. 417. Shipments from USSR included ships and 
Antonov-22 transport planes disgorging tons of 
sophisticated arms, including T-54 and T-34 tanks, 
and 122-mm rockets. 

48 Marcum, n. 431 p. 418. 
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at 12 p.m. on 11 November 1975 ·and set sail for Lisbon. In 

his speech he remarked on the political vacuum in the country. 

He was, therefore, unable to hand over power to a1'Jf one 

party. Instead he gave it to the people of Angola. In the 

ensuing contest tor power army became the sole determinant 

of Angola• a future. OAU failed to resolve the different 

views of the Africans on Angola. However, 'by.February 1976, 

26.states had recognized MPLA as the legitimate government 

of Angola. Others soon followed suit •. 

F1nal.ly, one must analyse the underlying motives 

of the foreign intervention. What did the different powers 

hope to achieve by escalating a local conflict? Are· there 

· any safeguards to prevent or lessen the inereased inter

national tension in such a situation? Were the interests of 

America, Russia, south Africa and others so great and at 

stake that they j usti.fied their ·intervention in Angola? 

One may begin with China. A Big Power but w1 th no 

apparent strategict economic interests in A.ngola. It has 

maintained traae relaUons with South Africa and Rhodesia, 

and is therefore aligned with the most reactionary forces. 

It commented that SoUth Africa• s aggression l-Ias "fUlly 
"' j ustitied" and also j ust:Lfied US aid as a reaction to "Soviet 

arms build upn. 49 It gave assistance to UNITA and FNLA. But 
' 

perceiving the changes in military situation, it withdrew. 

49 Anthony Monteiro, n. 44, p. 10. 
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It has been ex~remely critical of Russian support to the 

Angolan liberation roovement, MPLA. China is convinced that 

uthe criminal aims of the Soviet revis1on1stsn aggression 
' 

against Angola are to plunder rieh Ai'rican resources, grab 

strategic positions and undermine the unity of African 
50 

countries and their just c!luse of opposing imperialisJD". 

south Africa under Prime Minister Vorster entered 

Angolan battlefield against the soviet. backed MPLA, on the 

side of the West-backed parties. Although its Prime Minister 

said that South Africa had no territorial ambition. But it 

was worried over the presence of Cuban troops and the future 
. 51 of Angola in the hands of Soviet-backed MPLA. In fact, 

Vorster warned the West of the impending problems 1£ Russia 

ever controlled the strategic Cape sea Routes. He also 

added that south Africa recognized Angola. The only problem 

was due to the functioning of the two parallel governments -
- 52 

one of MPLA and the other of FNLA - UN.LTA. south Africa 

i'.elt 'tnreatened by conmunist-dominated neighbourhood where 

1 ts important interest is ~ 184 million Calueque-Ruaca.na 
53 

Hydro-Electric SCheme in the southern Angola. 

50 nThe View From China", A!r1g§ ReDQ!1 (New :(ork), vol. 21, 
no. 1, January-February 1976, p. 10; excerpts from "What 
are tne Criminal Aims of the soviet Revisionists• Inter
vention in Angola" , Peo12J.e' s lls*;Lx (China).· 

~ 

51 "South Africa• a stand", 6llica Re~o£t, vol. 21, no. 1, 
JanuaryMFebruary 1976, p. 11. 

52 Ibid., pp. ll-12. 

53t Ibid., P• 12 .. 
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US policy towards Portugal comes in the broader 

context of us policy towards: Southern Africa. It 1ncludesa 

(~)dominant role of the Western European po~ers in relation 

to their colonies and later ex-colonies in Angola; (,b) The 

increasing dependence of the US and its allies on the ttthird 

world", especially Africa for raw materials, minerals, etc. ; 

{g.) continued need of the industrial. countries for new markets 

f'or trade and investment; (g) the u.nderly1ng identification of 

US private interests with the continued existence and expansion 

of private enterprise; {~) US and its allies want stability in 

the southern Africa; {!) Increased pressures from military 

strategies a.nd economic resource planners necessitates a .mre 

active role for the us in the Indian Ocean; (&) need to 

strengthen sympathetio regional powers; and (b) the issue of 
54 narrow self-interest. 

US investments totalling ~ 1.6 billion and trade 

of ~ 1.1 billion in us exports in 1974; 55 with increasing 

investments in the oil, petroleum industry ani uranium; 

supplying arms and military equipment to Portugal and anti

communist factions of Angola Liberation mvements; working 

in collusion w1 th south Africa, it was drawn in the Angolan 

54 statement of Jennifer Davis, Research Director, American 
Committee on Africa, in US congress Report, n. 34, pp. 
33-34. 

55 Marcum, n. 43, p. 424. 
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56 
crisis as in tbe pre-Vietnam situation. 

Was the US involvement in Angola an indirect 

consequence of us-Zaire and US- zambia relationship? .Both 

Zaire and Zambian prosperity depends on the export of copper. 

The Angolan crisis leading to the closure of the Benguela 

Railway affected both the countries adversely. Zaire had 

to divert its sale through the Zairo~s port .of Matadi, and 

Zambia through Tanta.nia. President Kaunda of Zambia is the 

main hope of SOuth .A! rica• s desire for detente with Black 

Africa, while President Mobutu of' Zaire is USA• a· main "ally" 

in Africa. 

Another question arises over the Azores agreement. 

Under Kennedy and Johnson administration the bases were used 

without any agreement. Yet US signed Azores agreement in 1971 

and agreed to give large assistance to Portugal. Why? As a 

member of NATO, Por~ugal contributes the smallest number of 

troops - short of its con:m1tment. Al~o, the other NATO 

members had raised objection to Portugal's colonial poUcies. 

Azores base in fact has 100re a Middle East angle than the 
57 NATO angle. It is primarily in the interest of USA alld 

------·-···-------------
56 statement of Jennifer ·oavis, n. 54, pp. 49-50, · 5:i ft. 

57 statement of Barbara Rogers; Research Consultant, 1n 
US Congress Report, n. ~~ PP• 49-581. Maxwell, n. 5 9 . 
p. 266. During the Yom K1ppur War, us airc!'al"ts 1'-sed 
the Azores base and Lajes base for airlifting supplies 

·to Israel when NATO allies and Spain refused refueling 
tacili ties. 
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Portugal. Portugal directly benefits from the money spent 

on Azores base. Therefore, Portugal \.Jould not have closed 

Azores base to USA. Portugal also offered us base fac1Uties 

in Mozambique. 

USA rece1 ved large quanti ties of oil from Cabinda, 

Angola. It imported the heavy crude oil unsuitable for the 

Portuguese refineries (because of high concentration of wax 

and sulphur) ani returned Portugal in Light ·crude oil. 

Nevertheless, USA and other Western European countries depend . .' . 
on oil supplies from the GUlt region. As the suez Canal was 

closed, the oil tankers had to take a longer route, passing 

around the Cape and through the south Atlantic. Also, the 

super-tankers up to 350,000 dead \~eight tons (dwt) cannot 
58 

pass through the suez Canal whose limit is 60,000 dwt. 

Therefore, US and its Western allies wanted to maintain ~ 

ensure freedom of navigation along the Southern Coast of 

Africa. Hence, the Portuguese African territories assumed 

their importance. 

Professor Mallakh of' the University of' Colorado 

stressed the need for USA to get the Suez Canal opened.69 His 

analysis showed that it woUld reduce the distance alld, 

58 siPRI . ~u~fn ~;i~f ~The EssM tion of' A Pg~t~o~I!t§ri s:QgY {New Yor~LOndon, 

59 Ragae1 El Mallakh, "The United states and the suez 
canal ; A StUdy in Economic MutUal1 ty of Interests", 
1n US Congress Report, n. 34, Appendi:x a, pp. 194-
203• 

52. 
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. 
consequently, will have an impact on the oil prices. Shipping 

rates too \\IOUld be considerably reduced. In that case the 

importance of the Cape routes would have been reduced too. 

Any militarization of the Indian Ocean region using southern 

Africa woUld have necessarily led to a counter-militarization 

of the region by USSR. As it is, the development of Diego 

Garcia base had made the Russian react strongly. 

Furthermore, was USA•s involvement to prevent the 

emergence of a successful communist regime? It did worry 
. . 

the Western European countries to have one in Portugal and 

other in its colonies. It woUld have given impetus to 

Communist parties in Italy, and France. At this point 

g~ent2 got involved because Kissinger, US Secretary of 

states, thought it would be easier to manipulate the 

Communist Party in Portugal through Moscow. 

Kissinger in a Press Conference said that the reason 

for US involvement in Portugal• s colonial war was not his

torical, neither did they want to repeat Vietnam. But America 

could not sit back and see Russia pursuing a proxy war some 

s,ooo miles away. US reaction was not inconsistent with 

geteatt. Det2nii was relaxation of relations between the 

Super Powers. Yet it did not mean that America should take 
. 60 

no action to stop soviet expansionism. He further negated 

60 ttThe Kissinger Thesis", excerpts from Press Conference, 
itt!s;Hi RepQlt, vol. 21, no. 1, January-February 1976, 
pp. 13-15. 
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the view that USA had stepped in to fill up the vacuum left by 

China in Angola. on his silence regarding south African 

aggression ag81nst Angola, he said that it would be much 

easier to retoove them than the Cuban troops, therefore, that 

aspect did not worry him. Was then USA merely reacting to 

SOviet involvement in. Angola? 

The question arises why did soviets get involved 

in a local coni'Uct? Russia has maintained that it supports 

the right of people to self-determination. And in its view 

MPLA represented them. Therefore, it felt ideologically 

sympathetic to their genuine plight and gave them support. 

Could Russian interest be labelled a reaction to Chinese 

criticism that they were going "soft« on ~he national 

liberation question? Therefore, USSR sacrificed peace for 

its ideology. or, was it an extension of the international 

struggle for po\>Jer? Legum suggests that the "Sino-Soviet 

rivalry with each other has become 100re important to them than 

either•s rivalry with the Westn. He further adds that Russia 
-, 

was able to play an effective role in Angola because of, 

(~) the peculiar. nature of power struggle within Angola, 

without. a legally recognized government; (2) south ~rica's 

interaction;. (g) China• s decision to rema1n neutral in the 

local power struggle; and (g) the paralysis of US foreign 

policy making in the aftermath of Vietnam, watergate ana the 
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. 6l 
CIA investigations. 

Angolan crisis created a dilemma for the two super 

po1-Jers. It became an ex-tension of tbe "cold war" in the 
~ 

era of 9~~!~~!· America wanted to continue its profitable 

investments a.ncl trade through Portugal. Because it feared 

another Chile in an independent Angola. Western Europe, 

despite their criticism of Portugal' a colonial poUcy, con

tinued trade; investment and sale of m1l1 tary equipments to 

Portugal. south Africa tried to replace Portugal but failed. 

Nevertheless, it hoped to improve its relations with the 

neighbouring African States and, therefore, hoped victory 

of a pro-Western liberation group. 

America continued to breach arms embargo and aJ.so 

continued assistance of varied kind to Portugal against the 

wishes of United Nations. 1'hus USA continued to support 

its ~0 ally in isolation. On the other hand, it stood 

for the right of self-determination of the Angolan people. 

And, therefore, supported FNLA and Uni ta. 

In Angola itself stalemate existed between the 

three liberation movements. Against the fast changing 

-----------------
61 Colin Legum, "The soviet Union, China and the West in 

Southern African t Eoleign Affa:L.rs, vol. 54! no. 4, 
July 1976, pp. 745·53. Colin Legum is Afr ea 
correspondent aDd Associate Editor of the O~seivft; 
(London), and Editor of the 66£~g~ Qgntemng ii: co~. 
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scenario of Portuguese politics and the conflicting inter

national poUtics, Angola achieved illdepelldence, with no 

powerfUl or strongly viable group to take over the reigns 

of administration. Continued struggle, however, bore 

fruits for the MPLA. At the end of 197.5, the unilateral 

withdrawal of Portugal from its African territory leading 

to decoloniza.tion of Angola fina.lly marked the end of 19th 

cent.ury phenomenon of coloDialism. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

An anaJ.y sis of the At'r1can Continent since 1960 shows 

that political. independence of Black Africa has not weakened 

the hold of Imperialism. It has not led to economic 

liberation or to reconstruction of the African states. Formal 

independence was in fact a compromise. · The process of 

decolon1zat1on was a result of the growing mass-based national 

liberation movements and a reflection of the efforts of the 

colonial powers to adjust to the new s1 tuation. 

Portuguese decolonization of its African territories 

is a strikingly unique phenomenon. Being the oldest colonial 

power in Africa, Portugal. v1as the last to relinquish its 

colonial empire, approximately twenty years after the process 

had been initiated by the British and French. A. comparison 

with the other ex-colonial powers highlights the differences 

in the Portuguese polity vmich together with its socio. 

economic conditions ~ere responsible for the extension of 

19th century colonial empire into the second half of 20th 

century. 

Ai'ter the second World War, Labour Party had come to 

power in Britain. The conservatives earlier had only 

conceded certain concessions and reforms. But the Labour1tes, 

while not hastening the process, had to give up their 

- 172-
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theoretical positions in favour of gradual decolonization. 

Britain• s colonial policies had been within the broad frame

work of preparing the natives for "self-government" in future. 

Therefore, when Britain had to eventually withdraw from its 

colonies, the process appeared to proceed within the Imperial 

legality, leading to the emergence of BritiSh Commonwealth. 

on the other hand, French had pursued the poUcy 

of "assim1lation and integration'• with a hope to form a 

Franco~Atrican Community with federal institutions and a 

common executive. After the second World War, the Fourth 

Republic of France was organized under the Vichy regime. But 

it was unable to continue in the faee of increased pressures 

and problems of decolon1zat1on, and the Algerian war 

especially. Therefore, to prevent a .sw, de GaUlle was 

called back to power. His main concern was to disengage 

France from Algeria without a loss of face. Finally, France 

granted independence to its African colonies by 1960. French 

union was thereby transformed into a French Community; each 

state was given the right to vote and opt for or out of this 

new group. 

Belgian rUle in Congo had tried to keep colonial 

policies away from politics. It had developed co~go 

economically and hoped to indefinitely postpone the question 

of granting it political independence. With the emergence 

of liberal-socialist coalition in 1954, the Congolese were 
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given greater freedom of speech and of press. African 

participation in the local government, too, increased, followed 

by demand for political emancipation. 

Decolonization of congo ~as pursued by the social 

Christian Party which came to power in 1958 elections in 

Belgi~ Riots increased 1n Congo but there was no one 

predominant party to whom Belgium could transfer power. 

However, Congo emerged as a strongly centralized republic 

under Lumumba as Prime Minister in 1960. Trade and aid 

relations between the two countries continued to link Congo 

to its ex-metropolis. 

Portugal unlike other colonizers chose to continue 

its policy of integration of the overseas territories with 

the. metropolis. Defying the waves of liberation and 

decolonization, Portugal began to develop its African 

territories. In the post-War period Portugal continued to 

have the fascist regime, unlike other Western democratic 

countries. It refused to fix a time .. table of independence 

for its colonies. Because it feared that the ~ would 

.refuse to fight if they knew that the African territories 

trould eventually become free. Moreover, the Portuguese 

population would have refused to pa,y taxes which made it 

JX)ssible for Portugal to fight in Africa. 

During the inter-war period, USA had emerged as 

economically and technologically the most powerful nation. 
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Britain had lost its hegemony atter the 'L'Jorld war II, but 

it still remained economically stronger than the other 

imperialist powers. France and Belgium were affected to a 

much greater degree. \vhile Portugal continued to remain 

an underdeveloped or the developed Western European nations. 

If we look at the time-table of decolonization, we finch 

Britain decolonized from l945-l960s1 

France decolonized from 1958-1960 

Belgium decolonized in 1960 

Portugal decolonized 1n 1970s 

Despite the fact that national liberation movements 

\.Jere gaining momentum in Asia and Atr1 ca, we find a relation 

between the time of decolonization and the stage of economic 

development of the metropole. Britain was the first to pursue 

this programme, probably because (1) it realized the 

inevitability of granting political independence to its 

colonies; (2) it hoped to continue its colonial policies 

despite the grant of political independence to its colonies -

to maintain economic gains and have access to natural 

1 Decolon1zat1on \iaS far from being confined to the 
post-War period. For example, south Africa had 
achieved independence in 1910. Egypt had restricted 
sovereignty in 1922 (full independence from 1954), 
and Rhodesia gained internal self-governance in 
1923 (without obtaining a complete transfer ot 
sovereignty). 
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resources of its ex-colonies; (3) it desired continued 

links -with its ex-colonies to maintain its dominant position 

amongst them, such as through co~nwealth formation; (4) 

economically strong, it could assist the development of 

these new nation-states; and (5) Britain was losing its areas 

of interest to America, such as the Middle East. 

\·Jhereas France and Holland had lost their colonies 

in South East Asia during the war, J a pan• s occupation of 

Indo-China and Indonesia had severed the links between the 

metropolitan countries and these colonies. Nevertheless, 

at the end of the war, both the powers made abortive attempts 

to come back. In Africa, too, French reluctance to grant 

independence to Algeria could be seen. French 'territories 
I 

were more important to France than the British counterparts 

had been to Bri te1n. 2 In general, we find that the colonies 

rich in natural resources \~ere the last to become independent. 

Once the process had begun, France, like Britain, accepted 

1t. 

Similarly Belgium was faced with demands for 

political emancipation after the war. Unlike Britain and 

.- France, Belgium did not have time to grant autonomy in 

stages and to n control" developments. It was pressed for 
-

decolonization. Its only hope of guaranteeing Belgium 

2· Discussed in Chapter II. 
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economic interests in an independent Congo was to give in to 

pressures, and decolonize Congo. 

Portugal1 however, was the least developed of all 

the colonial powers. Without its overseas territories, 

Portugal feared it 'vould be reduced to a province of spain. 

It could not afford to give up these territories which 

offered markets for trade, benefits from investments ana 
flow of foreign currency. They became outlets for population 

pressures within the metropole1 and at the same time diver-

ted discontent away from poverty and repression in the metro

pole. Portugal pursuing its age-old "oiviUzing miss1onn in 

Africa, continued its poUoy of assimilation. Despite the 

growth of aggressive nationalism in Africa, fascism at home 

refused to recognize it and continued to militarily suppress 

it. Furthermore, its NATO allies l'Jhile condemning its colonial 

policies prevented the collapse of Portuguese Empire. 

So far, the problems arising from decolonizat1on 

had not threatened the internal political life of any of the 

metropolitan countries. Except in France, where the Fourth 

Republic had gone into voluntary liquidation on the question 

of Algeria, to re-emerge soon afterwards as a strong Fifth 

Republic under de oaulle. In PortUgal, the fascist 

Government was faced l'Jith a crisis. It was not possible for 

a repressive regime to talk of decolon1zation because it 

meant liberalizing 1 ts colonial policies - an unfeasible 
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possibility, which required grant of liberal concessions like 

freedom of speech, universal franchise ate. at home. Instead, 

Portuguese continued to pursue their 13-years old colonial 

wars. Added to this was the knowledge that the absence of 

eharismat1c leadership of Salazar from politics had not led 

to any meaningful structural changes. Discontentment and 

opposition to the existing regime finally culminated in a 

military coup. 

In such a situation, decolonization could only take 

place, if: (~) negative relations were to develop between 

the two centres; (J:l) disharmony of interest between the 

periphery and centre of the centre were to increase; and 
3 

(~) the goal orientation of the centre were to change. 

vJe find that in Angola interests of the Africans 

came to clash with those of the metropole, as Angolan 

nationalist gained stron.5er foothold. Secondly, disharmony 

bet\reen army and government intensified. Thirdly, the·new 

government (after the ~) wished to pursue a neo-colonial 

path instead of the classical imperial-e~colonlal order, 

that is, goal orientation changed. 

In the post-coup period, Spinola• a plan of building 

a Lusi tanian Community was thwarted because of the polarization 

- -·· . -- ~ 

3 Johan Galting, UA structural Theory or lmperialismn, 
iqur~ of Peace R~searQQ (Oslo), vol. a, 1971, PP• 
108-9. 
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of opinion and poll tical forces within Portugal, some wanted 

slow devolution of power, While others wanted to eo-operate 

with international capital. Moreover, it was not possible 

for the Portuguese bourgeoisie to succeed in the face of 

competition from the US and other Western bourgeoisie. Also, 

Portugal could not choose gradual grant of independence in 

tbe face of mature national political forces within the 

colonies and the involvement of foreign powers, especially 

USA and USSR. Therefore the coalition of AFM, the SOcialists 

and Communists once more broke dotm. Military became the 

vanguard of decolonization ulllike the poll tical parties in 

other liberal democracies, though it kept oscillating from 

Centre to Left to Right. 

An important question, hot-Jever, is: Has it possible 

for Portugal to pursue a neo-colonial path? Despite the 

expansion of investments and exports by 1973, Portugal bad 

one of the highest rate of inflation amongst the OECD count. 

ries ana lowest income per capita. Continuous pressure due 

to its colonial \tJars, in terms of both man-power and monetary 

resources, and emigration affected its production growth. 

~ugh the latter contributed to the inflow of foreign 

exchange, it had failed to achieve the 7tb GNP growth in 

1968-1970 plan. Its tourist trade was affected by the 

!ncr~ased political instability within the country. Above 

all, Portugal was e:xhausting its revenues on the ordinary 
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and extraordinary military budgets in Angola and its other 

overseas territories. 

Moreover, after the .Q2!m, Portugal had the option 

of pursuing a socialist path, following Western democr~cy, 

or going back to fascism. The nature of its economy t>Jith 

traditional agriculture sector and competition in the 

capitalist world market ~ould have required a fascist 

regime capable of carrying on a high rate of workers• 

exploitation. It had virtUally been on the point of 

collapse due to financial strain before the First World 

war. systematic development of its African possessions, 

Angola especially, began in 1950s. While others ~ere 

considering their colonies• right of self-determination, 

Portugal was just beginning the development of its colonies-

thirty years after the others, who had pursued their develop

mental policies in 1920s. The foreign companies like Cabinda 

011, DAMANG etc. provided an important part of the provincial 

revenues. 

Portugal-Angola relation was a complex one. In tact 

simllar position was also seen in Portugal-Mozambique 

relations. Portugal was a colonial power but it had become 

econom1ca.lly dependent on England as far back as in 18th 

century; exporting agricultural goods and also offering 
fo~ 

markets for the sale oftindustrial goods, it had been reduced 
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to the state of being ''colonized" by its rival and industrially 

well-developed colonial power. Only attar the world War .II, 

Portugal had developed its industrial sector. But being 

economically poor it had to largely rely on foreign invest .. 

mente. 

We can perhaps reduce this complex relation 

diagrammatically as follows, 

8-r. F-r. W.Gr. 
U.5.A. Q 9 0 
Q, \ / 

' \ I / 
' \ I // 

',~~.~"~ l\orlugal 
A~ () 0 Mo:r:am.bi'!,ue 

The dotted lines represent exploitation or access 
to Portugal and the colonies by the other Western 
Powers. stra1fht lines represent direct access 
of W a1 nat& n w f 1 tngsi. Ali Portugal to its 
colonies. 

It must be noted that in the diagram the dotted 

lines come from w1 thin the circle representing Portugal. In 

other words, the western Powers did not have direct access 

to Angola or Mozambique or any of the Portuguese territories. 
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They penetrated the latter•s economy through Portugal, in the 

process penetrating Portugal• s economy. Portugal• s role can 

be described more appropriately as that of a "rentiert' rather 
4 than of an equal partner. Portugal, in fact, let foreign 

investment come in to develop itself. and its colonies and 

benefitted from them in the form of taxes paid by these 

companies and from other privileges. it had as a share. 

holder. 

For example, Portugal had received $ 61 million in 

1972 from Cabinda GUlf Oil Company. It had brought in ~ 140 

million in foreign exchange, equivalent to 25.4~ of all 

Angola• s export earnings. It had paid f~r 6016 of the cost of 

war in Angola. Moreover, the GOvernment cquld take the 12.5% 

royalties in kind and had preferential access to another 

37.5% of production. In add1 tion, added Gulf• s 'orange Disk• 

magazine, n the Government has reserved the right to purchase 

their needs for domestic consumption as well as the right 

to take all production in the event of war or national 
5 emergeney.u 

- ........ 

4 Mustafa Resulovic, "Lisbon Moves in Africa", Review 2t 
Inter!!ii\tioJli,l. Afffi:Y;,! (Belgrade), vol. 24, no. 565, 20 
october 1973, p. o. 

6 
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Thus, Portugal because of its socio-economic condi

tions was reduced to the role of a middleman, falling into 

the • dependenee• syndrome. It had moved to the stage of a 
6 

n semi- peripheral" nation in a "tri-modaln system. It was 
~ 

caught up in the economic circle 1n the following mannera 

--· 
6 

.... _ 

Immanuel Wallerstein has introduced this stage, modifying 
the use of terms like "subimperial" states (.t4ai'1ni) 
and n go- between nations" (Gal tung) in a "bi-modal ~ 
system". see ~JaUerste1n, 11Dependence in an 
Interdependent \'Jorld 1 The Limited Possibilities of 
Transformation Within the Capite.list World Economytt, 
ilfliS~-§:tudief:! R!:ziew (Michigan), vol. 17 t no. 1, ~ 
Apiil 1974, PP• l-26. . 

Portugal continued its "semi-peripheral development 
by invitation" - inviting direct investment across 
its frontiers.and joining hands with tbe multinational 
corporations. 



Transplanting Bretton's analysis for the African 

countries for the understanding of Portugal-Angola relation, 

we find that Portuguese elite leaders gained strength from 

the internal - modern and the foreign sector bas~d on their 

private interests and opportunities. Due to absence of 

adequate funds, development was left to the foreign sector. 

Hence, we find Portugal and Angola being developed by 

Western capitalist countries; Portugal being the ruling 

power in Angola benefitting from the developed world and, 

in the process, getting its overseas territories 
7 

developed. 

While, after the World War II, American capital 

had helped to rejuvenate the economies of the western 

countries and to stabilize the capitalist .syste14 it together 

with capital from other European countries infiltrated and 

pervaded the Portuguese economy and thereby permeated the 

economies of its peri.pheral African territories. 

Therefore, we find that the time lag betw~en 

industrialization of Portugal and other European colonizers 

had handicapped Portugal at the time of decolonization; 

reducing its manoeuvering capability. The proplem of unequal 

exchange and further increased dependence on West would have 

only added to the exploitation of Portugal. 

- --· 
7 Brettonts model has been discussed in the Introduction. 
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Thus, the Portuguese position was different from 

the British, French and Belgian at the time of decolonization. 

The monopoly control of mining especiallY by the foreign 

companies had removed the vital direct link between Angola 

and Portugal. Hence, the bases of neo-colonialism shifted 

from Portugal to the other Western countries. Foreign 

involvement in Angola's national liberation war had further 

created conditions of alienation of Portugal from its 

African territories. In the British, French and Belgian 

ex-colonies, America and West Germany had become rival 

neo-colonialist powers, while in Portuguese colonies, 

Portugal was ousted by others: the former, of course, was 

incapable of offering any competition. 

In general, the other variants of neo-colonialism 

includes (a) •credit-worthiness• of an ex-colony-depending 

on the holding in the metropoles of currency reserves of 

the ex-colonies, as in the ease of British and French 

colonies; {;b) continued presence of metropolitan-based 

companies which repatriate profits to the metropole and 

also guide the growth pattern, and economic policies 

including taxation policy of the ex-colony; (~) The branches 

of metropolitan banks use lOcal savings both for their o\IJn 

international o~erations and for financing the local 
8 

operations of transnational companies. 

------------------
8 l~ichael Barratt Brown, f.be Economics of Im~riaJ.±sm 

(Harmondsworth, 1974), p. 257. 
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In Angola, strained relations led to break of 

political links with the metroPolis. Its economy \>Jas §is

located during the civil war following its liberation. 

MPLA coming to power embarked on a poUcy of n mixed" economy • 
-

To overcome the reduced production of coffee, oil, diamonds 

etc., it urged the Africans to take over the evacuated 

plantations. It nationalized agriculture. Playing up USA 

against West Germany, it managed to get back the Gulf oil 

to ref'unction in Cabinda with Angola holding 55~ shares. The 

Portuguese shares were not nationalized but the Portuguese 

were not allo~ed to return because of the Portuguese 

Government• a refusal to release Angolan deposits in Portugal 

or to back the Angolan escUdo. Portugal's socio-economic 

situation did not allow it to extend aid, loans, credits, 

or the necessary infrastructure to the Portuguese settlers 

for forming new settlements and security especially. Thus, 

Angola turned to Russia and others for assistance to 

stabilize its nation-State. 

Analysing the African situation, we find that in 

general Marxian class analysis cannot be applied to the 

political liberation movements in Africa. Tribal organizations 

and ethnic groupings blurred the social categories. In the 

absence of' an industrial proletariat, urban petty-bourgeoisie 

(which includes intellectuals, employees etc.) offered 

leadership to the traditional-based peasant societies of 
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Africa. African nationalism, in general, lacked an ideology. 

But whenever an ideology of "African sociali~ developed it 
-

was put forward by the nuclear sections of the emerging 

African bourgeoisie with limited and basically neo-colonial 

objectives, divorced from social ehoices.9 This weakness 

of the liberation movements at the outset allowed neo

colonialist penetratio~ 

Neo-colonialism ma..rks tbe ·beginning of an economic 

process which tends to draw and ass1m1late the ex-colonies 

into the capitalist economy, lending impetus simUltaneously to 

development and accentuated underdevelopment, along with a 

partial aisintegration of the old colonial structures.10 The 

process of "Afr1can1zat1on" in the political realm, development 
., 

of infrastructure, industrialization and urbanization, and the 

spread of education broke through the relative rigidity ot the 

colonial structure, starting the process of social 

differentiation. 

During the process of transformation, the comprador 
11 bourgeoisie consolidated its position. The bureaucratic 

.... 
9 

•• --
Romano Led~ "SOcial Classe. s and Political. Strugglett 1 
,!B~,tr!l§.',tio~ §9g1al1st JQ~ (Rome), l'JO. 22, Augusli 
1967, p. 564. 

10 Auton1o Lettieri, "Rapport! econom1o1 1nternat1onal1 
problemi <lello SViluppou, ~Ugf!L.DQ, no. 2, di Critica 
marxista, quoted in Led<la, I d., p. 565. 

11 Comprador bourgeoisie develops within the colonial period 
and acts as "middleman between the domestic market and 
the large foreign import-export tirms". · 
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. 
elite growing out of the nationalist elites institutionalized 

the colonial administrative structures in the post-independence 

era. The neo-colonial relations were further aided by the 

rural groups of native planters and feudal landlords who 

extended one-crop system of export production, thus linking 

Africa's eco~~ to the foreign markets. In certain cases 

it is not possible to distinguish all ·three social groups, 

as in Ivory Coast. In others such distinctions can be 

observed, for'example in the conflict of 1962 betwee~ the 

bureaucratic bourgeoisie represented by the President 

senghor and the merchant classes represented by the Prime 

Minister Mamadou Dia. 
12 National bourgeoisie remained too weak to develop 

into a competitive class to the metropolitan bourgeoisie. 

For example, in Ghana the rural bourgeoisie demanded political 

autonom, but was never active in the national liberation 

movement. Merchants were the most ardent supporters of 

national cause. But after independence they did not invest 

in the industrial, banking and big commerce sectors vital 

to the development of their o\4n country. An alliance 

between the rural feudal elements and weak bourgeoisie 

occurred allowing continued existence to foreign capital •. 

_ ..... ......... .. ..... -
12 National bourgeoisie refers to a social force capable 

of producing a high level of national development of 
its n productive forces on tho basis of its own choices". 
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Neo-colonialism creates a gap between the masses 

and the upper classes. The privileges of the latter, however, 

become limited by the economic stagnation and the agrlcUl

tural crisis - the imbalances between development ana 
underdevelopment. Therefore, it becomes imperative to 

organize revolutionary parties and as Amilcar· Cabral said 

the urban and rural working classes would need the support of 
13 petty bourgeoisie and the peasant to do so. But the petty 

bourgeoisie is faced with the problem of making a choice 

between "betraying the revolution or committing suicide as a 

class". 

In Angola the masses were divided into three different 

parties Which in turn were made up of a number of factions. 

In such a situation could Portugal have transferred internal 

governance of Angola to its people through continued 

reforms? Bad Portugal done this, the situation 'WOUld have 

been similar to that of Rhodesia - a white minority rule, who 

might make reforms benefitting the Africans but would not 

change the political structures. Extractive system would 

continue undisturbed. But the Lisbon Government grudged every 

concession made to its colonies. The Portuguese settled in 

Angola did not control the politico-administrative machinery, 

nor did they desire to break ties with the metropolitan' 

--·------
13 Amilcar Cabral, ~uoted in Leoda, ibid., p. 580. 

Cabral was the secretary of PAIOO, Guinea-Bissau. 
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14 
country. Thus Rhodesian-type solution for Angola was ruled 

out. The Angolan masses, although divided, t>Janted to drive 

out the Portuguese and to end the colonial system. Portugal•s 

hopes of furthering neo-colonial relations came to an end 

with the alienation of Angolan elites from the Lisbon 

Government. The subsequent involvement of USA, USSR and 

China especially further imparted the ideological content 

to these parties. F.NLA and UNITA became identified as the 

parties of the neo-colonialists and only MPLA came to be 

recognized as the socialist and revolutionary party Df 

Angola. Nevertheless, l1PLA t~as also not un1 ted on one 

ideological pos1tion.l5 

What ideolOgy will prevail in the post-independence 

era is yet to be seen. When MPLA came to power it tUl'nPd 

to Russia for arms and economic assistance. Although Russia 

is opening its coffee markets to Angola, the latter remains 

dependent on the Western countries for the sale of its oil 

and import of techDOlogy. Nationalization of its oil-

fields woUld adversely affect the Angolan revenues. American 

- --
l4 Anirudha Gupta, n Implications of tbe Lisbon Couprt, 

B!X!2~ of fPt2A~iona1Aff~r! (Belgrade), vol.~25, 
nos. 582-583, 5-20 3uJ.y 1974, p. 25. 

15 Neto in 1970 observed: «we are bound together by the 
cgfm!12,n will to fight against PortUguese Colonialism. •• 
Lbu~ while there is one organizational strueture 
there is not one ideological position." 

~ 

Quoted in Basil Davidson, In tge E~,! of ~be storm 
(Harmondsworth, 1975), p. 326. 
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16 
capital is also penetrating Angola through Brazil. Although 

MPLA• s aim is to build a socialist stage, it is not aligning 

itself with UsSR against the Western bloc. Instead, it is 

trying to stabilize itself by remaining linked to both. 
17 

At present, a symbiotic relation can be seen 

between the large transnational companies and the state in 

Angola. It only highlights the fact that although Angola 

... does not have a. neo-colonial relation with Portugal, it 

has fallen into the neo-colonial network of Western capitalism 

or ~hat in Angola we can see an extension of n SOcial 

Imperialis.ul' extended through the Cuban troops and Cuban 

personnel. 

From the above analysis it becomes apparent that 

unlike its contemporary coloni~ers, Portugal could not build 

a similar pattern of relations with its colonies. Its 

failure to make a technological revolution by the turn of 

the century ~ested in tne form ot weak industrial and 

backward agricultural sectors ~ich could not compete with 

16 Brazil purchased Angolan coffee at $ 90 per 50 kilos 
for its domestic market so that it could sell an 
equivalent ~unt of its own Arabiea coffee' at~ 
120 per 50 kilos. A$r1ca Dim (Delhi), 6.-12 May 
197 6, p. 7921. 

17 n& 
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other well-dev~loped Western countries. Angola breaki.ng 

away from its metropolis, broke through the neo-colonial 

pattern of relation that characterized the links of other 

ex-colonies with their ex-metropolitan co~tries. It was 

a deviation from the general rule that had developed during 

the process of decoloniza~on. 
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~bJ.e I.! 

UNITED KINODOM TRADE : TOTAL AND WITH AFRICA 1963-1967 
(in millions of US dollars) 

______________ .... l ... a.wosa.__. ____ .....,_laa. ....... li2£i J.a66 _ lim'!""·-------------
iz:nox$1 

World Total 
To Africa (a) 

Algeria 

Libya 
l1oroeco 

Rhodesia 

SUdan 
Tunisia 
Tropieal Africa (b) 

south Ai'riea 
Impo£tg 

<a> 
(b) 

World Total 
From Afriea {a) 

Algeria 
Libya 
Horoceo 
Rhodesia 
Sudan 
Tunisia 
Tropieal Africa (b) 

_ §2.ut.4 6-fri.;§..., _ 
ExclUding UAR 
Including Malawi ~ Zambia 

11,855 
1,412 

8 

44 
15 

114 
80 

8 
583 
560.4 

13,497 
1,435 

21 
119 

29 
274 

34 
8 

574 
a26ai 

source: 

12,342 

1~510 

l9 

50 
l5 

l.l4 

57 
10 

600 
637.3 

15,437 
1,561 

24 
178 

29 
282 

24 
8 

595 
.... ~alaR 
Nielsen, 
(London, 

l6,7U 14,662 14,390 
1,690 1,593 1,600 

20 9 9 

62 82 64 
13 l.5 19 

89 8 3 to 
47 46 49 (&) 

11 8 5 
699 731 717 
749.2 694.2 726 

16,138 16,672 17,744 
2,001 1,962 1,909 

50 64 42 
2fJ7 171 182 
32 32 34 
84 13 .... 
22 14 l8 

9 ll ? 
1,ocn 1,.023 933 

Pf34a2---2aia2 •. ... _§Da -ihe Gre~t-Eewer§ aQ9 Afrig1· 
1969)' p. 39. 



TABLE 1.2 

CAPITALisT WORLD TRADE WITH AFRICA) 1960-1971 
(in millions of dollars 

Year Al'rlca•s ··· ....... ·· t t --r-·t- ii'friCS.·~ U ·: ~~!fs:lfqi[Q~Qi : : :;-Total USA--· arlf~r fr~c~ .q~~--ma' Total SA Br n ranee Japan G* 
Imports Exports 

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) {12) (13) 
• - -
1960 7,860 750 1,360 2,034 350 - a,aso 565 1,260 1,418 120 -
1961 7,790 810 1,360 1,856 380 - 6,540 620 1,320 1,504 155 -
1962 7,510 970 1,280 1,498 330 - 6,730 680 1,310 1,621. 175 -
1963 8,370 980 1,41.2 1,606 470 .. 7,480 710 1,435 1,671 215 - ~ 
1964 9,656 1,200 1,510 1,644 600 - 8,6sa 810 1,561 1,800 285 -
1965 10,359 1,224 1,wo 1,660 810 4,56l. 9,185 875 2,001 1,769 265 2,227 

1966 10,504 1,320 1,593 1,680 720 4,940 9,888 820 1,750 1,909 350 2,283 

1967 10,860 1,155 1,600 l,6'Zl 835 4,724 10,320 770 1,740 1,849 545 2,397 

1968 11,460 1,245 1,540 - 920 5,900 11,900 855 2,010 - 640 2,645 

1969 13,110 1,370 1,720 - 1,140 7,717 13,100 900 2,170 .... 730 4,721. 

1970 14,556 1,626 1,830 - 1,400 - 14,751 1,114 2,390 - 875 

1971 18,685 1,634 1,810 - 7,982 15,396 1,317 2,570 - 6,073 ... - - -
* In millions o.f Deutsche Mark, figures do not include that of South Africa. 
source: Nielsen, TJl.!!m~~tmf!lweu ~Hfe (London, 1969) pp. a9, 100 and 101· 

Tarabr1n,~be New Sgremg~e~r r ~ (Mosco:a 19741, P~· 123, 129 and 1a2. 
B.w.T. Mutharika, Tow~rd Mu~ na,io~ Econo c Coo~er~ ion i~.Af~ig~ 
pp. 172-3. 



TABLE 1.3 

FRENCH TRADE, TOTAL Al"'ID WITH AFRICAl 1962-87 
( 1n millions of us dollars). 

=:: · .... ~ .. ··· ~=~ .. ·-------=---.. -.. -.;J.!!""i"!""'§~2..~--~·-:-: J.!!""i"!""'sa'!!"!-~:-:,:-Ia§r:: .. ~s6--~ -· · u:: .. __ J.a§7 __ -__ -_-_ 
Ez.J!?~S tal. 7,365 8,087 8,997 10,055 10,9(!7 11,836 

To Africa (a) 1,498 1,606 1,644 1,660 1,600 1,647 
Percentage to Africa 20.3% 19.9~ 18.~ 16.~ 14.7'/(. 1.4.~ 
North Africa (a) 832 846 806 799 736 710 
Francophone tropical Af'riea(b) 549 596 65l GElO 65]. 700 
.~\ng1ophone Tropical Africa (e) 52 81 94 102 88 86 
southern Africa (d) 52 71 79 104 102 120 1-' 
Other Africa 14 13 15 1.6 24 23 <0 

en 

~~-Wl 
Total 7,522 8,732 10,073 10,345 11,888 12,409 
Frea Atriea (a) 1,621 1,671 1,808 1,769 1,900 1,849 
~ to Af'riea 21.~ 19.1$ 17.~ 17.1$ 16.1$ 14.~ 
North Africa (a) 918 885 956 953 982 942 
Francophone· tropical .4tr1oa (b) 560 587 649 585 649 651 
Anglophone Tropical Africa (c)- 40 82 73 137 185 l.EB 
south.ern .~rica (d) 98 106 118 83 84 78 
other Atrica 6 1.1 1.1 12 9 9 ...... - . - ...... ---(a) Excluding UAR. (b) of ~~ich: Freneh export to Congo ~shasa) ~2 lf--1-1-J-i-

French imports from Congo (Kinshasa) 34 31 35 34 55 58 
(c) Bef'ore 1965, ZaJilb!a, and Malawi included with Rhodesia in southern Africa. 
(d) Apparent deeUne in imports from southern Africa and an increase in imports from Anclophone 

Tropical Atrioa is largely a resUlt of the reclassification of Copper-producing 3ambia after 
its independence in 1964 from southern Atrica to Anglophone Tropical Africa. 

source: Nielsen, The Great Powers and Africa (London, 1969), pp. 100-1. 



TABLE 1.4 

SUPPLIES OF 1-lAJOR WEAPONS1_ BY SUPPLIERS US $ l1N. AT 
CONSTANT 1908 PRICES 

Supplies to·· .. 19an. sno-ual.-72 \1:;u~-t·a-·l----~---·,----Yi-·· ,-fi'I-T ___ r;:_5F-)r_ap_g_e(_6_< ---.U-§-~--·-· -------0-th-e-....__- Tot§l -
,~ , ... I "o 1 ('75 (8)- l9! · <lQ) (il~ ""t12Y 

averages % · % · ~. · ~ · !C · ~ 

North Africa 

sub-saharan 
Africa 

south Africa 

- .......... 

1950.54 - o.o - o.o -
1955-59 o.l 2.1. o.l 1..9 s.1 
1960-64 1.5 11.3 0.3 2.7 2.3 
1965-69 9.2 19.4 7.2 15.1 2~6 
l97Q-72 9.6 10.8 5.7 6.8 56.9 
1950.72 81.1 14.0 55.8 9.5 220.8 

1950.54 2.0 26.4 5.0 70.7 
1955-59 1.0 6.6 s.o 85.8 -
1960-64 7.0 21.3 7.0 22.7 4.0 
1965-69 6.0 12.8 6.0 11.9 7.0 
197D-72 7.0 12.4 8.0 15.4 8.0 
1950.72 95.0 15.1 153.0 24.1 77.0 

1950.54 0.5 5.7 7.6 94.3 -
1955-59 1.1 6.3 10.6 61~ -
1960.64 4.8 21.1 7.1 30.8 10.8 
1965-69 4.4 8.o 11.1 31.2 25.7 
1970.72 - o.o 4.2 11.8 27.3 
1950.72 54.1 8.7 224.8 36.1 264.4 

o.o 
95.8 
17.7 
5.5 

68.6 
38.2 

o.o 
o.o 

12.1 
14.6 
14.4 
12.1 

0.0 
o.o 

46.9 
46.9 
77.2 
42.5 

.. 
-7.3 

24.6 
6.9 

180.3 

o.o 
o.o 

56.0 
51.7 
8.4 

31.2 

-o.o1 
1.6 
3.9 
4.5 

41.1 

o.o -o.1 5.3 
12.3 13.1 
8.2 47.5 
5.4 83.0 
7.1 578.6 

o.o • 2.9 7.0 
- o.o 1.0 7.6 10.0 
5.0 14.5 9.0 229.3 31.0 
s.o 17.5 20.0 43.1 47.0 

14.0 25.5 17.0 32.2 64.0 
105.0 16.6 204.0 32.2 634.0' 

-- -- -- --- -

-
5.6 
0.3 
7.6 
3.9 

79.2 

o.o 8.1 
32.3 17.4 
1.2 23.1 

13.9 54.8 
11.1 35.3 
12.7 622.5 

-----~-------------....---------·---------------------------.... -·-------------------------------------·-----
• Less than one. 

o.o 
100.0 
l.OO.O 
1oo.o 
100.0 
1oo.o 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
1oo.o 
100.0 

1oo.o 
100.0 
100.0 
1oo.o 
100.0 
1oo.o 

Source: SIPRI, f!.rmp._T~age ,.,ith the t!}ird \>JorJrg (1975), pp. 224, 102-3, 124-5, 231 and 252. 
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TABLE 1.6 

UNITED KINW014• S PRIVATE·· DIREX::T INVEsTHENTS IN AFRICA, 1960-65 
(In millions of sterling Pounds) · 

4 

coiln~ry • ·- l96b""" 196iJ;u~&:~entl96a-· 1964 1965-~: ... ~~sl~~:~§%~·-~~ 1961--1965 
----------··-·--------·---·-·44 ______ ,..._. . ............... I--- Adlll 1 ....... ..__ .... .. 

commonwealth 
Africa 

south A.frica 

central Africa 

East .Africa 

West Africa 

other Africa 

280.3 

258.3 

78.4 

56.9 

145.0 

82.5 

316.5 327.3 

210.6 290.0 

95.1 103.2 

59.9 60.5 

160.5 1.63.5 

85.4 89.3 

323.4 300 .• 0 309.5 11 9.2 7.9 9.5 

319.4 352.9 391.7 10•3 10.4 12.1 12.9 

97.7 82 .• 5 78.2 

59.4 59.1 60.5 

166.3 159.3 170.8 
•. 

92.7 94.1 98.8 

12.1 8 .• 5 

14 .. 8 12.1 

----------------------------....... -----------·-----··--·-··----·-.-...--·-------·--.. --·-----·~-----··------.._.--·----·-·-----·-
source: Nielsen, T,Be Qte~t Powers iW9. bX:£1,ga (London, 19€9), pp. 44-45. 
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TABLE 1.8 
MAIN SUPPLIERS ANU CONSUMERS oF THE AFRICAN RAW MATERIALS AND AFRICA'S 
SHARE IN THE MINING OF n.IE 14AIN RAW MATERIAL IN THE CAPITALIST WORLD 

R"aWiiaterrai un1t 
1960 ;rr~~~g IJ!!fr' .. 1970 -+ Suppliers (Consumers) 

(l) (2) 

Oil··-- -

Gas 
Coal 
Iron Ore 

Uranium 

Manganese 

Chrom1tes 
Cobalt 
Va.ntiidium 
Copper 
Lead 
Tin 
Bau:x:lte 
Antimony 
Lithium 
Beryllium 

Phosphates 
Asbestos 
Gold 
Platinum 
Diamonds 
Germanium 
Zinc 

Graphi~e-
' .... ·~ ' .. ·,.,s• 

. •t f m. • 

OOOm m3 

m. t. 
.m.t. 

* t.t. 

m.t. 

m. t. 
t.t. 
t.t. 
t. t. 
t.t. 
t. t,. 
t. t. 
t.t. 
t.t. 
t. t. 

m.t. 
t. t. 
tons 
tons 
m.c. 

... 

J!H:~ t5~9 ~?~ ~~l f~~s "~f~~~tlJ.geria~· ... --¥~!i:n• us,~~k..e; PRG-

o.6 O.l 5.9 1.1 15.5 1.9 Algaria, Libya Britain, France, PR~,Italy 
43.2 3.9 53.6 4.9 54 4.9 - -
15.8 4.6 39.5 9.8 5?.8 12.2 Liberia'- l.fauritania FRO, Britain, Japan 

south Arrioa 
9.0 19.2 3.4 18.7 6.0 22.0 

3.1 48.0 4.6 54.0 6.4 56.0 

1.4 45.0 2.6 52.0 1.9 
11.5 75.0 12.4 76.0 16.5 

- ~ 4.6 31.0 8.8 
977.5 26.91.115 27.1 1280 
2(!7 .4 12.4 $0 12. 0 325 
20.7 15.0 20.7 13.4 22.5 

1600 ? .4 2400 7. 2 3200 
13.5 46.2 14.9 41.7 16.0 

- - 66.0 so.o 90.0 
. 4.1 4o.s 1.4 a2.s a.a 

10.7 35.2 16.1 34.1 22.0 
29?. 9 21.0 409.9 21.4 550 
726. 5 69.0 1.01J. 80 1300 
10.9 48.4 20.2 56.0 35.0 
26.1 98.5 31.7 98.0 35.0 - - - .. -- - - ·- -
- - - -

51.3 
ao.o 
33.0 
26.9 
10.1 
13.1 
7.7 

40.0 
so.o 
35.0 

34.0 
20.0 
so.o 
58.0 
98.0 --
-

South Afr; Gabon, USA.i Britain; France; PRG 
Niger, Zambia, 11Blagasy ttep. 
S.Afr; Gabon; Ghana USA; Britain, France 
Horocco. Zaire ·· · · 
s.Afr; ~hodes1a USA; Britain; France ~ 
:ambia, :aire,N.orooco USA; Bri~ain France ~ 

Zambia, S.Afr;Zaire Britain,France;Bel;Japan 
Morocco,Namb1a Britain; France -Guinea, Ghana 
South Africa 
Rhodesia, Namb1a 
Uganda, Mozambique 
Malagasy Republic 
Morocco, Tunisia 
s. & Central Africa 

-do ... 
-do-
-do- Ivory Coast 

s. A~rica, Zaire 
Zaire Zambia 
Algeria~ Nambia 
Malagasy Rep. 

-Br· USA· Fr·Can• Ital··t·Ja.pan 
usl ' ' ' ·' 
USA.; Bri ta1n 
USA· Britain 

' 
Br·Fr·Belgium·FRG 
Brlt;J.n ' 
Britain 
Britain 
Britain 
USA 
France; Belgium 

USA,. France 

S9Urce: Tarabr1n, !!!e. ~~JN scramble f21 Mt19§. (Moscow, 1974) t pp. 154-5, and 157-8. 
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TABLE 1.10 

ttAIDtt TO THE AFRICAN COUNTRIES (EXCLUDING SOUTH AFRICA AND U.AR) 
(in millions of dollars) 

Year --rormei." Hetropolises interna.tloDal. . --· • 'li ·-Others USA 
Brita1nu France, Organizations esp. total Total 
Italy, elgiurn &: IBRD , UN, IDA, FRG 
E E C . IFC -- .. ... 1 •• 1 I ••- - .. 

1959 791 80 40 185 1,096 

1960 862 198 26 211. 1,297 

1961 1,003 64 169 460 1,697 

~1962 1,016 94 1.63 488 1,761. 

1963 890 95 155 490 1,630 

1964 791 179 138 359 1,467 

1965 818 258 2l8 330 1,624 

1966 895 274 216 384 1,769 

1967 723 271 223 388 1,6ll 

- ..........__...._. .... . . . ..... ___ 
source: Nielsen, Tjje G£eat Powe;£§ s 4l££i~Uh (London, 1969) , p. 145. 
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t 
StafF ----~> Line ~<---- Staff 

Gover11or '" 
I I Gene rat I I / 

1 
Heatth Education Civi.1 T-reesu· Etc:. 

~ "V r A"'""'· •Y' I 

1'1 I' • Jj\ 1' II\ " ~~ 
' '( 'l>i5t'rict 1 

_l'_ 

1 { G oventol" " D I' 
, 

..,II 
' "'I' 

I 

v \V I r1 
'\ 

'V Ji\ 'II 
' 

/ Adm'mi strt~tor 
' . r c aY.cumscriptiol'\ ~ 

\. , 
I!' ~II "',v II\ 

'I' 
.... I 

I/ 
"" I' 

,I/ 

Adm, .. ;,;trator 
Porls 

source: Norman A. Bailey, ••The Political Process am 
Interest Groups'' , in Abshire and Samuels, ed., 
f:o rtugu~ se /lfrip§. {London, 19 69), p. 147. 
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EDUCATION IN ANGOLA, 1960-61 to 1969-70 

No. op ,&.tu.cletd:! No. of fea.ckt& No. ~SeA~ 
Type of scliooi I - --··196'0761' i969?7o 1960761 196977b i96o76i'i96977o -- -------- _ ........ au:w:-

Infant Teaching 432 2,484 20 70 8 43 

Pr1marr 105,781 392,809 2,890 8,961 2,ou 4,2U 

Preparatory Course 
to Secondary Edu. 

Secondary 

Technical &: Oceupa-
tional 

Elementary Technical 
(Commercial & Indust-

.. 25,137 

7,486 11,321 

4,501 10,946 

rial) 4,501 9,679 

Commercial & Indus
trial. 

Agricultural Schools 

Elementary Schools tor 

... 

-
Arts & cra.tts • 

Eccelesiast1oal Schools 

1,2f17 

377 

1,393 

(High & Secondary) 610 841 

University ... 1,570 

Teacher Training 
(Un1v. level) - 27 

. 
Teacher Training 294 1,402 

School of qualification 

-
382 

3C'!l 

am 

-
-

95 

-
-
13 

1,206 

936 

826 

717 

.100 

44 

69 

101 

160 

7 

126 

... 
40 

17 

17 

-
.... 

-
8 

-
-

2 

99 

61 

45 

41 

4 

5 

20 

9 

1 

1 

15 

for station school 294 1,177 13 69 2 11 
teacher 
Primary Teachers• Schools ... 225 40 - 4 
Art Academy 130 . 304 7 12 l 1 
Others (2) - 4,204 ... 496 - 40 

t¥J~~iuiii=r~d¥nh5 : ~::·~;Pli.-~. io55~ 
(2) Include social serv ce, training for nurses, religion, civil 

servants etc. 
sources Based on Ferreira, t=;ortuguee~ .. Cg;J,oniaJ.1£?m in Afri2~ ,J 

!he Eng pf an EJ'a (Paris, 1974), PP• 82•84. 
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Fig •. 2.3 

EUROPEANS IN ANGOLA (1900.1960) 
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source a \-Jheeler & Pelissier, ~oMi (London, 1971) t p. 138; 
Thomas Okuma, ~go~5\ lf.Yerment (USA, l962J, p. 7. 
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TABLE 2.4 (a) 

INVESTMENT ALLOCATION FOR ANGOLA UNDER THE 
THIRD PLAN (1968-1973) 

(in millions ot US ~) 

----------l~t-e-ms-----------------------A~mo--un-~~·-·--·----·-----

--------------------------------------------------· -
AgricUlture, forestry & Livestock· 

Fishing 

Mining &: Nanut actur1ng 

Local Improvements 

Power · 

Distribution network 

Transportation& Communication 

Housing & Urbanization 

Tourism 

Education & Research 

Health 

Total 
- 4 ......... • • .... -------.~~~......-

69.4 

18.0 

508.6 

12.6 

42.1 

4.7 

128.6 

12.7 

3.9 

46.2 

16.3 

-
863.1 ... __ ..... _ 

I !llld 1 1 ,, 
........ _ ··--

source: Based on Brandenburg, Development, Finanoa, and 
Trade, ed. 1 Abshire & Samuels, fgrtBBuese Mriga. 
(London, 1969), pp. 228-9. 
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TABLE 2.4(b) 

SOURCE OF FINANCING 

..........- •-w--k ••• ••• SA source A.n'J)unt Source 
.. . 

---------------··---·-~----~----------------------·--~---------·---------------
National 

External 

494.5 

368.4 

{1) statJ 269.0 

(a) Central Admn. 68.0 

(b) Provincial Admn 196.9 

(c) Local Admn. 4.1 

(2) Qlegit Institutiop~ 18.5 

{3) In~ustria6 P§lt1-
Q, P~t~2a · 201.0 

Total 494.5 

source: Based on Brandenburg, "Development, Finance, 
and Traden, in Abshire-& Samuels, ed. , 
fo,ttqguese Af£1,g~ (London, 1969), pp. 228-9. 
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GOVERNMENT BUDGET Dl ANGOLA (1962-66) 

• -e--e-e-e 
If I I I I 

•-• Receipts 
x-x Expenditure 

, .0;;-~® , Svrplus B_alanee 

'Source: Based on data from Brandenburg, t•Development, 
F1nance and Trade" in Abshire & Samuels, ed., 
£!2£~B&uese Af~ic.§. (London, 1969), p. 234. 
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F~. /TABLE 2.6 

TRADE OF ANGOLA (1952-1972) 

{in million US $) 

Based on data from Brandenburg, "Development, Finance and Trade", 1n 
Abshire & Samuels, ed., Pox:tugue.se A$ rica (London, 1969), p. 24; Data 
presented at the 93rd US Congress, Committee o~ Africa of the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs_ p. 178, 



TABLE 2.7.A 

TRADE OF ANGOLA, BY COUNTRY, 1969-72 

(Value of trade in millions of u.s. $) 

I!ixpru~t!l t - - • .:r.'n\e~ . - b ... 
--- l~§L-~JlZQ .. J.97J. __ la7.2 ·-- _l~~----1:a7Q.. ... .la21 1£}72 

DOT Total 326.942 423.441. 497.998 478.785 328.412 369.594 421.900 392.262 
.. 

Developed Areas 297.419 390.729 369.521 418.421 299.174 346.183 393.628 363.3U 

IndustrJ.al 
cotintries 167.654 219.339 221.680 261.159 166.119 198.357 236.169 245.798 

United States 51.409 66.047 82.765 78.383 33.949 39.992 46.502 50.062 

United Kingdom 5,986 14,529 S.203 17.591 29.118 34.516 37.988 35.089 

Industrial Europe 79.547 102.412 70.731 70.6\17 88.142 107.148 127.469 137.357 "' ~ 
..-........-:•• .... -

Austria -- .230 .020 .070 1.039 1.740 2.043 1.744 

Belgium 2.631 4.375 6.003 5.282 1 .. 1.941 10.612 13.701 l.4.735 

Denmark 4.699 14.025 11.951 1.826 ;1.840 4.484 4.632 4.771 

France 4.775 5.294 6.738 15.156 15.875 19.812 19.3€17 23 .. 351 

Germany 26.396 26.848 u.11a 21.461 33.579 41.228 47.961 48.456 

Italy 2.745 2.711 3.238 4.602 9.396 11.707 15.781 17.637 

Netherlands 37.168 46.248 30.020 19.630 4.485 5.040 9.279 7.718 

Norway .282 .635 .286 .190 1.510 3.310 3.989 5.740 

•••• 



\ 

--- - . E2W.2.tts .. _, • _ .... ,__ Imports I --- . --1111 ........... -- _.,, ; J:rui...l ... liZQ -~l--~-----~~ ..... I 2.i7Q.. I ;MaJ,_ . _;Li22 . 
sweden .100 • 387 • 287 ' .169 4.479 5.111 5.417 7.660 
switzerland .751 1.209 1.075 2.221 3.998 4.104 5.299 5.544 

canada 6.473 8.644 20.500 46.335 .167 .724 .686 .671 
Japan 15.239 27.7(]7 41.481 48.243 14.743 15.977 23.434 22.619 

Other Developed 
Areas 139.765 171.390 147.841 157.262 133.055 147.826 157.459 117~513 

other Europe 134.,867 166.293 142.084 150.774 122.'637 132.802 139.382 98.110 ro 

Finland .509 .406 .019 .p46 .175 .178 .157 .l99 
2 

Greek .732 1.052 .465 .112 .051 .ooo .053 .1772 
Iceland - .. ·- - ... - -
Ireland .024 .229 .117 .289 .064 .011 .012 .ol3 
Malta - - - - .002 .ooa .• 037 .035 
Portugal. 121.722 145.148 127.369 127.367 119.151 129.656 133.288 91.208 
Spain 11.877 19.458 14.060 22.437 3.176 2.935 5.814 6.577 
Turkey .ooa - - ..; .011 - .021 -
Yugoslavia. - - .054 .023 .0\11 .005 - .006 

Australia! New Zealand 
south A£r ca. 4.898 5.097 5.757 6.488 10.418 15.024 l8.C177 19.403 -Australia. - - .115 .763 .193 • 413 2.653 1.400 
New Zealand .OCfl .012 - .140 .004 - .oo3 
South Africa 4.891 5.085 5.642 5.585 10.225 14. 6\fl 15.424 18.000 

-- -·· .................. ... ----------. .. -- -- .. . . -- ' .. ....... _ .... _ .......... ---.......... :.-... 
source: Data presented at the Hearing bef-ore the 93rd US Congress, Committee 

on Africa (Washington, 1974), pp. 178-80. , 
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Fig. 2. 7 
TRADE OF ANGOLA ••b7 oountey, 1969·72, ~ o~ the tote.~ 
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APPEND IX III 

Tabla a.l. 

LIST OF ANGOLAN NATIONAL MOVEMENTS, l94Q;.l975 

AN Angola Negra 

CLA conselho de Libertacao de Angola 

CLJCIA Comissao de Luta das Juventudes contra o 
Imper1al1smo Colonial em Angola 

CFA-PCA Comite Federal Angolano do Partido Communista 
Portugues 

CVMR Corpo Volu.nte,rio Angolano de Ass1stenc1a dos 
Refug1adoes 

DA Demcratas de Angola 

ELA Exercito de Libertacao Angola. 

EPLA Exerc1to PopUlar de Libertacao de Angola 

FUJA Franta Unida de JuventUde de Angola 

MAJE Movimento Angolano de Juventude Estudante 

MINA Movimento de Independencia Nac1onal de Angola 

·MPLA·(or Movimento para.a.Independenc1a.de Angola 
MLA) 

MPLA Movimento Popular de Libertacao de Angola 

PLUA Partido da Luta dos A!rieanos de Angola 

PCA · Partido Communists de Angola . 

sources: John .t-iarcum, !b§ ins21@ Re!9J.st!Q.n •. ,J.i¥0::J.a§2 
{London, 1969) w t special reference o 
Appendix ~i ~ Wheeler & Pelissier, Aagg~ 
(London, ~71), pp. 204-25. 



AJEUNAL 

AL1AZ0 

ASSOMIZO 

CNA 

CUNA 

FNA 

FNLA 

FPlKP 

GRAB 

MDlA 

~INA 

NGWI~AKO 

-
-
PDA 

PPA 

. SARA 

UCLA 

UNE..~ 

UFA. 

UPNA 

UPRONA 

-~ 

\ 
I 

Alliance J eunes A.ngolais pour la L1berte 

Alliance des Ressortissants de Zombo 

Association Mutuelle des Ressortissants de Zombo 

Cartel dos l'!ae1o~1stas Angolanos 

Comi te de. Unidade Na.cione.l Angolana 

Frente Nacional Angolana 

Frente Naeional do Libertacao de Angola 

Frente Patr1ot1ca para a Independencia do 
Kongo Portugues 

ooverno Revoluc1onar1o de Angola no Exilio 

~~uvement de Defense des Interests de l'Angola 

Movimento Nacional Angolano 

Ngwizani a Kongo 

Nkutu a Nsimbani 

Nto ... Bako Angola 

Partido Democratico de Angola 

Parti Progressiste Africain 

servico de Assistencia aos Refugiados de Angola 

Union Congolaise pour la Liberation de l'Angola 

Un1ao N13.0ional dos Estudantes Angola.nos 

Un1ao das PopUlacoes de /.ngol.a 

Uniao das PopuJ.e.coes do Norte de Angola 

Uniao Progressista Nacional de Angola 



AT CAR 

• 

CSRSA 

FUA 

JCA 

OCA 

PNA 

SWAPO 

-
UNATA 

UNIT A 
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Association 'des Tshokwe du congo de 
l•Angola et de la Rhodesia 

Chijilochalimbo 

Comite seereto Revoluc1onar1o do Sul de Angola 

Grupo Avante - B1e 

Frente de Unidade Angolana 

Juventude Crista de Angola 

Organizacao Cultural dos Angolanos 

Partido Nac1onal Africano 

south West Africa Pecple•s organization 

Ukwashi Wa Chokwe 

Un1ao dos Naturais de Angola 

Uniao Nacional para a Indepe.ndeneia Total 
de Angola ViUnga Va Kambungo 

IV. Common Fr,pnt.u 

FCPPA 

RDJA 

ALL lAMA 

CAUNC 

FLEC 

Front Commun des Partie Pol1t1ques de l 1 Angola 

Rassemblement Democratique de laJeunesse 
Angolaise · 

Alliance du 1-iayombe 

Comite d•Action dtUnion NationaJ.e des Cabilldais 

Frente de Libertacao do Enclave de Cabinda 



C GTA Confederation General a des Travailleurs de 
l•Angola 

CSLA Confederation des Syndicats L1bres Angolais 

LGTA Liga Geral dos Trabalhadores de Angola 

UGTA Union Generale des Travailleurs de 1• Angola 

UI-n'A Uiliao Nacional does Trabalhadores de Angola 

CONCP Conferencia das Organ1zacoes Nao1onalistas 
das Colonies Portuguesas 

FACCP Front Africain contra le Colonialisme 
Portugais 

Frente Revolucionaria Africana para a 
Independeno1a Nacional 

Movimento Anti-Colonialists 

Uniao Geral dos Estudantes da Africa Negra 
sob Dominaoao Colonial Portuguesa · 

•••• 



.1.. 
Luanda
Mbundu 

~ 

Bakon~o 

3 
Ovimbundu, 
Chokwe, 

etc. 

4 
Cabinda 



an ... 
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PJ.q. 3.1 

-V&OPM!Nt.t' OP AN<DLAN l'IA'l'ION,M. Lil£RAT.tON MOV!M~'.l'S; 19,0 - 1915 
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REPORT OF THE CO.t-MITTEE OF siX ON CHAPTER XI, 
ARTICLE 73e OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

1. Chapter XI applied to territories uof the colonial 

type" that had not attained n a full measure of self-government", 

and, under Article 73e, there was an obligation to transmit 

information on sueh territories. 

2. Chapter XI embodied the concept of non. self

governing territorieb "in a dynamic state of evolution. •• 

toward self-governmentn • Until thLs had been attained, the 

obligation to transmit information continued. 

a. The obligation to transmit information was inter

national and should be carried out w1 th due regard to the 

fulfilment of international law. 

4. There was prima facie an obligation to transmit 

information in respect of a territory that was goegraphically 

separate and distinct, ethnically or culturally from the 

country ad.m1n1stering it. 

s. If the effect of administrative, political, 

juridical, economic, or historical elements was to place 

the territory concerned in a subordinate position, they 

supported the presumption that there was an obligation to 

transmit information. 

source: George Martellit "The Issues Internationalized", in 
Abshire and Samuels, .Portyguese A.t'Jtia (London, 
1969)' pp. 375•6. 
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6. A non-self-governing territory could reach self

government by emergence as a sovereign independent state, free 

association with an independent state, or integration with 

an independent state. 

7. Free association should be "the result of a free 

and voluntary choice by the peoples of the territory concerned 

expressed through informed and democratic processes." The 

associated territory should have the right to determine its 

1nterDal.const1tution without outside interference. 

s. Integration with an independent state should be . 

on the basis of complete equality. 

9. Integration should coma about after the integrating 

territory had attained an advanced stage of self-government 

with free political institutions, so that its "people would 
. 

have the capacity to make e. responsible choice"; it should 
"' be the result ttof the freely e:xpressed wishes of the terri-

tory's peoples acting with full knowledge of ~he change of 

their status." 
... 

10. The limitations required by security and consti~ 

tutional eonsideratioAs under Article 73e did not relieve a 

member state of the obligation to transmit economic, social, 

and educational information. 
• 

11. Responsibility for transmitting information 

under Article 73e continued until constitutional relations 

of the territory ~ith the/administering member precluded the 

latter from receiving statistical ana other information 
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relating to economic, social, and educational conditions in 

the country. 

12. Only in very exceptional circumstances could 

such information have a security aspect • 

••• 

US INVESTMENTS IN PORTUGAL /U:'TO ITS AFRICAN 
TERRITORIES, YEAR END 1968·1973 (in million 

US dollars) 

:§oo 

~00 

sourcea 

-

- n 
I 

• Based on the data presented at the 93rd Congress 
(USA), to the Committee on Africa of the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs, March 14; October s, 9 & 22, 1974, 
p. 157. 
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TABLE 3.4 {A} 

MILITARY EXPENDITURES - PORTUGAL AND ANGOLA 
(in millions of US dollars) 

E.9..t~-9.8S~-- . -Bu.dget- ActUal.' '"'I a.nnuSI-r or curreii~ -~I or-
Year Allocations Expen. increase expenditure GNP 

diture in actual (Centre 
~ expend!- Government) 

---· ------ -------~r.e ..... ___________ _ 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

126 

143 

l9l 

200 

226 

2f!7 

251 

Z71 

.. 

235.7. 

260.7 

285.7 

350 

382 

400 

453.57 

496.4 

543 

585.7 

.. 
. 10.6 

23 

9 

5 

12 

9.5 

?.9 

50.4 

49.3 

49.4 

51.3 

60.2 

49.3 

46.2 

46.6 

45.1 

6.82 

6.6 

6.7 

source; Based on "Church Investments, Corporations, and 
southern Africa" (National Council of ChurChes), 
in 93rd US Congress Report, Committee on For~gn 
Affairs, 1974, Appendix 21, chart II, p. 406; 
OECD E~onom1e surveys - Portugal (Paris) 1 _~epttmber 
1972, pp. 50-54, 66-67 and fa• and July .1214, P!i• 
21-23, 37, 42-43· Africa south of the Sahara 
(Europa PUb.), 1~71, pp. 135-6; 1972, pp. 147-8· 
1974, pp. 139-40; Europa World survey! 1975! voi. 
I, PP• 1059, 1064; 1976, vol. 1, pp. 0141 019; 
Yearbook of Natiobal Accounts S~atlstios lUN), 
1968, vol. 1, pp~ 555, 549; 1971t vol. II, pp. 260, 
257, 258, 269, 266j 1973, vol. I.t., pp. 313, 3211 322, 331, 333; (~ LUS.28 esoudoa), vol. II, 1974, 
pp. 331, 339, 353. 

[ConveivC~ ~ : 4J 1 U 5 == ~ 8 6SCJ..\ck&] 
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TABLE 3.4B 

Angola 

- b#T ..... b UL •••t- ~ or SnnuaJ. 
Year 

\ 

Ar!Df Air Force Navy Total change in 

1 .. -·'- '-- § total. 
..... 11&1:! -~ • -- - • l 

196? Ul.O 6.4 2.5' 27.9 -
1968 24.2 7.1 2.6 33.9 . + 22 

1900 34.8 7.9 a.4 46.2 + 36 
. 

, 19?0 48.4 9.7 4.3 62.4 + 35 

1971 , 58.4 10.4 4.4 73.2 + 17. 
~ 

1972 54.2 10.0 4.5 68.7 - 6 

source: "Church Investments, Corporations, and south 
Africa", 1n 93rd US Congress Report, p. 406. 

-
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TABLE 3.5A 

BALANCE OF PAYM&:.Ts OF ESCUDO ZOl'U~, 1964-73 
(in millions of US dollars) 

pro vi-

-- • t 1: --· - V I V - t b t t a'Q!!,a.l. 
J.~Gl l9£R • .J.i6.P ;wgz l9Ea J9W liZ.Q mJ. ~ wza 

-----------ww-----·-··--·------·----··-·---------·------------------·----•·------------
Trade 
Balance 

services, 
net 120 178 

Private 
transfers 78 108 

Long-term 
Capital 101 47 

current 
balance 16 •38 

Short-term 
& unrecorded -7 60 

'ZlO 282 234 163 223 335 375 437 

159 211 265 397 486 656 824 1082 

106 l(fl 105 38 45 84 6 -132 

38 115 45 55 63 .-185 433 530 

-10 -12 .-7 -38 -20 88 -76 -78 

Balance on 110 
non-monetary 
transactions 

69 . 134 210 JA3 55 88 357 363 320 

Private mone
tary insti-
tutions 7 

Balance on 
official 117 
settlements 

Miscellaneous 
net 18 

Change in • 

-25 

44 

10 

reserves 135 54 

- 5 -59 -8 - 5 -39 2 4 

129 151 135 50 49 359 367 

14 10 10 l9 ' 2 - -
143 161 :L45 69 51 359 367 

sources Based on OOOD Economic survey - Portugal (Paris), 
September 1972, p. 76; JUly 1974 1 p. 48~ 

344 

65 

409 



TABLE 3.5B 

AN GOLA• S TRADE BALANCE BY PRINCIPAL AREAS 
(1964-1972) 

(in million escudos) 
,.. 

1961 1965 1966 JS67 19€8 19(1) 1970 1971 1972 
•• F • : __ . • • • •. • ............... ·---·· * 4 ,. • • 1J:!V1sed f:tsures) 

Foreign 
countries 1627.3 708.1 636.6 -735.1 -$9-199.6 901..5 ·57.5 1750.6 

Portugal -552.8 -638.3 -27dJ. ...Sl8.l49l8 75.8 4148 -133.6 1147.2 

l 

other Por
tuguese 
territo
ries -12.9 -28.9 -49.5 36.5 -14.4 73.5 20.9 -61.7 121.2 

others (inel. 
mainly to navi-
gation) 91.7 105.3 102.8 145.8 189.3 176.8 210.3 272.2 176.1 

~~~~~#~~~~~

Net Trade 
Balance 1163.3 146.2 4U.s -d.070.9 -921.9 l.35D 1577.5 19.4 3195.1 
================================================================== 

source: Based on Africa south of the Sahara (Europa Pub.), 
1972, pp. 156, 1974, p. 151; 1975, p. 156 • 

• 
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